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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of the Early En-
gineering Evaluation of the SA-7 test flight. Third of
the Block II Series, SA-7 was the second of the Saturn
classvehicles to carry an Apollo Boilerplate, BP-15,
Payload. The performance of each major vehicle sys-

' tern is discussed with special emphasis on malfunctions
and deviations.

Test Hight of SA-7 proved the capability of all ve-
hicle systems. This was the first complete flight test
utilizing the ST-f24 for both stages and the second to
demonstrate the closed loop performance of the path
guidance during S-IV burn. The performance of the
guidance system was successful and the insertion ve-
locity wasvery near the expected value. All missions
of the flight were successfully accomplished.

Any questions or comments pertaining to the in-
formation contained in this report are invited and
should be directed to:

Director, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama
Attention: Chairman, Saturn Flight Evaluation

Working Group, R-AERO-F (Phone
876-2701)
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CONVERSION FACTORS TO

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS OF 1960
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mass flow rate lb s/ft 4. 5359237x10 -1 (exact) kg/s

force lb 4. 448221615 N (new, ton)

heating rate BTU/ft2-s 1. 1348931 (thermal chemical) watt:era z

impulse [b-s 4.448221615 K-s

length ft 3. 048x10"" (exact) m

in. 2.54x10 -2 (exact) m

mass lb s2,lft 4. 5359237x10 -1 (exact) kg

moment Ib-ft i.355817948 N-m

moment of inertia Ib-ft-s2 i.355817948 kg-m 2

power BTU/hr 2.9287508xt0 -4 kw

pressure [b/in. 2 6. 894757293x10 -i N/cm 2

specific weight lb/ft a 1. 57087468x102 N/m 3

temperature ° F-459.67 5. 555555556xl 0 -1 ° K

velocity ft/s 3. 048x10 -1 (exact) m/s

volume ft 3 2. 8316846592x10 -2 (exact) m 3

NOTE: go = 9.80665 m/s 2 (exact)

xv
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RESULTS OF TIlE SEVENTII SATURN 1 1,AUNCll VE[IICLE TEST FIdG[IT

By Saturn Flight F.valuation Working Group

SECTION I. FI,IG[IT TEST SUMMA[:tY

i, t FLIGEIT TEST RESULTS

Saturn launch vehicle SA-7, third of the Block lI t2:00 Z,Septomber 22, at eoordinates of 2_;. 4 degrees

vehicles, was launched at 11:22 AM ESTonSeptember latitude and 69.0 degrees t-: longitude.

18, ti)(;-t. The flight test was a complete success

_ith all missions I×,ingachieved. The performance of both the S-IandS=rV stage

propulsion systems was satisfactory for theSA-7 flight

SA-7 was the third Saturn velliele launched lrom test. SA-? was thethirdSaturnvehiele to employ H-I

Complex 37B at Cape Kennedy aud represents the engines at a thrust level of s3{;, O00 N ( lg.;8,00(I [bf} to

second btttneh o[ u Sut, urn/Al}olio config'aration. The l)rovide thrust for the S-I stoge, rhe vehicle Iongitu-

countdo_n of SA-7 was interrupted by four holds that dinal thrust of the S-I stag(, averaged hetwet, n 0.92

lasted for a total of two hours and 42 minutes. The percent(engine analysis) undl.24t.crcent (flight sire-

first holdcame at T-245 minutes of the eountdownand ulation) higher than predicted. Vehicle specific ira-

was caused by inadvertent firex system activation on pulse averaged between 0.71 llereent i engine analysis}

the service structure during air conditioning duct re- and 0.901)ereent I flight Mm, lhttion) higher (hun pre-

moral. The hold lasted for 09 minutos. At T-2,0 rain- dieted. The i)erformaoee of all subsystems was as

utes a scheduled 20-minute hold was extended 4 rain- expected for the flight test.

utes when the S-IV LOX pressm'izing regatta(or
indicated a malfunction. The third hold, at T-12 SA-7 also represented the third Sat:urn flight test

minutes, lasted for 20 minutes. The hold resulted of the RLtOA-3enginefor the S-IVstage. The vehiclo

from a malfunctioning of the S-I hydraulic pump tern- longitudinal thrust (letormincd hy engine analysis was

perature OK interlock which [)revented S-I hydraulic alll)roximatelycqual topredieted thrust, and the thrust

pumps from being turned on. The final hold _us a determined by flight simulation was 0.89 l×'rcent

range safety hold, Grand Turk Radar was operattug lower thanpredicted. From engine analysis, the spe-

intermittently. This hold was eaUed at T-5 minutes; cific imtmlsewas fL02 percent higher than predicted,
it lasted for 49 minutes. Tile count was recycled to hut was 0.98 Ix, roe.n( lower than predicted based upon

"i'-ta millutos, resumed, and continued through launch, flight simulation. The perform;ume of all S-IV sub-
sy'stems was ;is expected for the flight test.

The actual flight path of SA-Tdeviated from ruim-

inalducto high S-I stag_ performance. Tok'tl velocity The overall performance of the SA-7 Guidance

was 39.4 m/s higher than nominal at OECO and l. 8 and Control System _as satisfactory. The ST-124

m/s higher than nominal atS-IV cutoff. At S-IV cut- system, along with control rate gy'ros, pruvided atti-
off theaetual altitude was 0.99 km lower(ban nominal rude and rate control for both stages. Partial load

andthe range was 13.72 Mn longer than nominal. The relief was accomplished by control aecelerometers

cross range velocity deviated 3, 5 m/s to tile left of active in the control loop from :_;5to t00 seconds.

nominal nt S-IV cutoff. The S-IV payload at orbitul VeMele response toall signals was properly executed

insertion (S-IV cutoff + l0 see) had a space-fixed ve- including the roll maneuver, pitch program and path

locity 2.8 m/s greater than nominal, a perigee alti- guidance eluring the S-IV stage fligllt. The counter-

tude of 180. 21 km and an apogee altitude of 2.31. 10 clockwise roll moment, clue to the unbalanced aero-

kin, giving a predicted lifetime of 3. 8 clays, 0. 6 day's dynamic forces caused by" the S-I turbine exhaust

longer than nominal. The extrapolated orbit bused on duets, resulted inal:otlattitude Error of -3.5 degrees

data for an epoch of 10:57 Z, September 22, reached near 60 seconds. A large aerodyliamlc moment in

tile estimated breakup altitude of 86 km at approxi- both the pitch and yaw was required to simulate the

mately 11:50 Z, September 22, at coordinates of 21.7 telemetErEd control parameters during the S-I stage

degrees S latitude and 56.4 degrEeS E longitude. The flight. The source of this moment has not been iso-

theoretical ballistic impact time is approximately lated.
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Separation wasexecutedsmoothly with smallcon- The S-I and Instrument Unit electrical systems
trol deviations expertencedin thepiteh andyaw plane, operated satisfactorily during the boost and orbital
A larger than expected ullage rocket misalignment phase of flight. All mission requirements were met.
produced a significant roll deviation of 6.0 degrees. The life of the F6 and Pl telemeters was 129 minutes.
The ullage rocket misalignment in roll required to
simulate this deviationwas approximately 1.2 degrees All S-IV electrical systems functioned properly.
compared to a 3or RMS value for the four rockets of All power requirements were satisfactorily met, and
1.4-degree. sequenced commands were received and executed at

the correct times.

Path guidance was initiated at 17.2 seconds after
separation. Performance of the adaptive guidance Overall reliability of the SA-7 measuring system
mode in the pitch plane and delta minimum in yaw was was 99.35 percent; this includes 8 measurement real-
satisfactory in achieving insertion conditions very functions that resulted in total loss of information.
near those desired. Operation of the three airborne tape recorders (one

in the S-I, one in the IU and one in the S-IV stage)
A misaligument of the ST-124 stabilized platform was very satisfactory. The playback records were

occurred during the holddown period after ignition of free of retroflame attenuationeffects. The passenger
S-I stage engines. The cause of this condition was fire detection system, flown for the first time on
traced to a high vibration of the leveling pendulums. SA-7, operated satisfactorily. No fires were indi-
This vibration of the pendulums is believed to have cated.
driven the platform out of alignment before it became
space-fixed at liftoff.The totalmeasured ST-124 Ninety-onecameras providedopticalcoveragefor

guidance system space-fixedvelocityat S-IV cutoff launchofSA-7. Nine ofthe instrumentsfaileddue to
was 7806.0 m/s (7806.0 m/s was programmed for a power failureon camera station4.

velocitycutoff). The totalvelocityat cutofffrom
tracking was 7807.8 m/s. Most ofthisdeviationis Itecoveryof the-_onboard cameras was impossi-

due to the problem mentioned above, ble because of Hurricane Gladys. Tw'o cameras were
subsequently recovered after having been _ashcd up

The maximum bending moment experienced dur- on the beaches at San Salvador and Eleuthera Islands.
ing the flight of SA-7 occurred at 74.7 seconds and
indicated a maximum of approximately 30 percent of The Boilerplate Apollo Spacecraft (BP-I5) per-
the design moment. Second mode bending frequencies formanee was highly satisfactory with all spacecraft
were noted for a short period after separation, with mission test objectives being fulfilled by the time of
the frequency gradually decreasing to near first mode orbital insertion, and additional data _ere obtained by
prior to LES jettison. First mode bending was excit- telemetry through the Manned Space Flight Netx_ork
ed for a short period of time following LES jettison, until the end of effective battery life during the fourth

orbital pass.
The vibration levels on the S-I stage were among

the lowest ever exhibited by the Saturn vehicle. The 1.2 TEST OBJECTIVES
S-IV vibrations were about the same as previously
observed• The objectives of the SA-7 flight test were as

follows:

No unexpected environments were indicated for
the SA-7 flight. Surface pressures and temperatures 1. Launch Vehicle Propulsion, Structural, Guid-
on the S-I and S-IV stages were in good agreement ance and Control Flight Test with Boilerplate Apollo
with past results. S-I stage base thermal environ- Payload- Achieved
ment was similar to previous flight results indicating
maximum heating to the outer region. Simulation of 2, First Complete Flight Test (Both Stages)
the flame shield total heat rate indicated a level of Utilization of the ST-124 Platfomn System - Achieved
30-40 watts/cm 2after approximately 70 seconds. This
verifies that no convective cooling is present in this 3. Second Flight toDemonstrate the Closed Loop
area as would be expected• Engine compartment Performance of the PathGuidanceScheme during S-IV
temperatures indicated that no fires existed in the burn using the ST-124 Guidance System - Achieved
S-I base. Compartment pressures and loading on
SA-7 were in good agreement with expected levels. 4. Third Live Test of S-IV Stage - Achieved

- CC,,.,-,
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5. ThirdFlightTcst oflnstrumentUnit- Achiev- 13. First Testofthe S-IV Stage Non-Propulsive
ed Venting System - Achieved

6. Demonstrate Physical Comparability of Launch 14. First Test of S-I Engine Area Fire Detection

Vehicle and the Second Apollo Boilerplate under Pre- System (Passenger Only) - Achieved

flight,Launch and Flight Conditions - Achieved
15. First Test Without S-IV LOX Tank Backup

7. Second Test of Guidance Velocity Cutoff (S-IV Pressurization System - Achieved

Stage ) - Achieved
16. Recovery of 5 Movie Cameras Which View

8. Third Test of S-I/S-IV Separation - Achieved LOX Sloshing, Separation, Chilldown, ete - Not
Achieved,'.,

9. Third Launch From Complex 37B - Achieved

17. Third Orbital Flightof Burned Out S-IV Stage

10. First Flight of Active ASC-15 Time Tilt and Instrument Unit; Second Orbital Flight of Burned

Polynomial for S-I - Achieved Out S-IV Stage, Instrument Unit and Apollo Boiler-
plate; Approximate Weight t7,700 kg(39,100 Ibm) -

ii. First Complete Flight Test (Both Stages) Achieved.

Using Control Rate Gyros in Closed Loop - Achieved

12. First FlightTest Demonstration of the Space-

craft's Alternate LES Tower Jettison Mode Utilizing * Two cameras were subsequently recovered after

the Launch Escape Motor and Pitch Control Motor- having been washed up on the beaches at San Salvador
Achieved and Eleuthera Islands.

TABLE I-I. TIMES OF EVENTS

Range Time Predicted

E..... I TTime From Time From _ Time Frcm

Actual i Pred Act-Pred First Mo_io_ G.Id Zero (Ti) OECO (TB3)

First notion _,C,6 0 i

I
LO Signal (Utah Disc) 0.25 l

i

Cuidance Detects LO 0.27 0.27 0 !

I
Guidance CompuEes Zero Timc C, }3 i 0.33 ; 0 0 i

!
Brakes Released [_.96 10.96 0 i 10.63

Load LaddL.rs & Roll Command ll.2_ 11.28 0 i! 10.95 I

I

Pltch Co--and 12.88 [2,88 O 12.55 !
i

Roll C,,mp l_ ted 26.4 26.35 0.05 26.02
I

Lock Modules 136. 59 136.59 ! 0 136,26 i

i : 0,56 138.87 -8,0 '_
Level Sense 139.52. i !38.93 I
IECO 141 54 ii 150.93 [ 0,61 140,87 tl -b._ _

OECO 147,64 ! 146,93 ] 0.7[ 146.87 '! 0

Ullage Rccket_ ignite 148,34 147.63 { 0.71 { 0.3

i
Separation [4B.44 i 147.73 0.7l { fi.8

Open S-IV Accum:lla_ors lz.9.2A 148.53 0,71 { ! 1.6

S-IV Start 150.14 [4q.43 I 0.7[ i i

2.5

Jettison Ullage Rockets & /ES 16[).44 159.73 0.71 IZ._

: : i_. !__ IS.,%9

]n[roduce Guidance 165,67 I
E

I...... iuc_ Misa[i_ .... C.... 172,07 i I i 23"°5-2_'65

*Time Base 2 (Lot; Level Sense)



SECTION II. INTtlODUCTION

Saturn launch vehicle SA-7 was launched at 1i:22 This report is published by the Saturn Flight

AI_I EST on September 1S, 1964, from Saturn Launch Evaluation Working Group which is made upof repre-

Complex 37B, Eastern Test Range, Cape Kennedy, sentatives from all of Marshall Space Flight Center

Florida. SA-7 was the seventh vehicle to be flight Laboratories, John F. Kennedy Space Center, MSFC's

tested in the Saturn I It&D program and represents prime contractors for the S-I stage (Chrysler) and

the third of the Block II series. The major mission S-IV stage (Douglas Aircraft Company) and engine

of this test was to evaluate the performance of the contractors (Roeketdyne aml Pratt _.- Whitney).

complete launch vehicle system (two live stages) and Therefore, the report represents the official MSFC

to place into orbit the ApolloBoilerplate, BP-15, pay- position at this Lime. This reportwill not be followed

load eonfignaration. SA-7representod the second flight by a similarly integrated report unless continued

test of the Apollo Boiterplate with a Saturn I Launch aualysis and/or net_ evidence should prove the con-

Vehicle. elusion presented here partially or entirely wrong.

Final evaluation reports may, houever, be published

This report presents the results of the Early 1)3 the MSFC 1,aboratories and the stage contractors

Engineering Evaluation of the SA-7 test flight. Per- covering some of the major systems and/or special

formanee of each major vehicle system is discussed subjects as required.

with special emphasis on malfunctions and deviations.



SECTION 1II. LAUNCH OPERATIONS

3.1 SUMMARY TABLE 3-I PRELAUNCH MILESTONES

Apollo/Saturn Vehicle SA-7 was launched from

Pad 37B at Cape Kennedy, Florida. Ground support

equipment and launch complex performance was sat- June 7, 1964 S-I and IU arrive at KSC

isfactery. Swing arm 3 was disconnected by meehan- via barge. Service Module

teal release (swing arm rotation) instead of by the andadapter arrive via air-

umbilical connector pneumatic system operation as it craft.

should have. Only minor damage normally encountered

in a Saturn launch was sustained by these facilities. June 8, 1964 IU and spacecraft adapter
fit check.

The countdown of SA-7 was interrupted by four

holds that lasted for a total of two hours and 42 min- June 9, 1964 S-I erection.
utes. The first hold came at T-245 minutes of the

countdown and was caused byinadvertentfirexsystem June 12, 1964 S-IV stage arrived via air-
activation on the service structure during air condi- craft. S-I umbilical con-

tioning duct removal. The hold lasted for 69 minutes, nections completed.
At T-30 minutes a scheduled 20-minute hold was ex-

tended 4 minutes when the S-IV LOX pressurizing June 15, 1964 Command Module arrives

regulator indicated a malfunction. The third hold, at via aircraft.
T-f2 minutes, lasted for 20 minutes. The hold re-

sulted from amalfuactioning of theS-I hydraulic pump June 16, 1964 Integrated GSE-test com-

temperature OK interlock which prevented S-I hydrau- plcted.
lie pumps from being turned on. The final hold was a

range safety hold. Grand Turk Radar was operating June 17, 1964 S-IV weight and balance

intermittently. This hold was called at T-5 minutes; operation.
it lasted for 49 minutes. The count was recycled to

T-13minutes, resumed, andcontinued through launch. June 19, 1964 S-IV erection.

IU erected for drill mark-

The total propellant load based on delta pressure ing.
readings corrected for fuel tank temperature readings

and environmental conditions was 520 kg (1147 Ibm) June 22, 1964 IU erected after drill op-

less than the total load determined by discrete level eration completed. Swing

probe data. arm qualification test com-

pleted.
A number of problems concerning ETR instru-

mentation were encountered during the SA-7 count- June 23, 1964 Power applied to S-IV

dowm stage. IU umbilical con-
nection.

3.2 PRELAUNCH MILESTONES

June 24, 1964 S-I turbopump torque test.
Between June 7 and June 15, 1964, all stages ar-

rived at KSC. A chronological summary of events June 25, 1964 Power applied to IU.
and preparations leading to the launch of SA-7 is

shown in 'Fable 3-I. June 26, 1964 Spacecraft erected. A

crack in the LOX dome on

3.3 ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS one of the S-I engines was

discovered. This problem

At 11:22 AM EST, September 18, 1964, a high resulted in all S-I engines

pressure cell of 1024 mb located in the Virginia-North being replaced.
Carolina area extended to the south and southwest

dominating the eastern Gulf, _lorida and upper East- July 7, 1964 S-I and IU power transfer
era Test Range areas. Surface winds in the vicinity test.

of the launch site were easterly, 3 to 6.2 m/s. Cloud-

iness in the late hours of countdown and launch con- July 16, 1964 LOX simulation and mal-
sisted of slowly developing cumulus clouds over the function test.

5



TABLE 3-I CONCLUDED mainland with a fex_convective cells over the Atlantic

drifting westward inover the launch site. Radar scan

information showed that the cells had tops to 3657 m

July 31, 1964 Lastof the engine replace- and were slowly dissipating as they passed over the
ments (due to eracked LOX

coastline. A high pressure ridge oriented NE-SW
domes) was checked out

over the eastern Gulf area produced generally north-

electrically, easterly winds aloftover the launch site.

Aug'ust 4, 1964 S-I and S-IV fullpressure At If:00 AM EST, Hurricane Gladys was located
test.

at 26.4°N. 67.6°W. or approximately 644 km on a

bearing of 032 degrees from Grand Turk. G[adys was
August 6, 1964 Electrical lnate of S-I,

moving toward the west northwest at 4 m/s. Highest
S-IV and IU.

winds were estimated at 56.6 m/s, or a little less,

near the center with hurricane force winds extending
Aug_ast 7, 1964 Spacecraft electrical mate

out 145 km to the northeast and 72 km to the south-
to launch vehicle. EBW

west. Gales extended outward 346 km in the north-
and CDR test.

east semicircle and 241 km to the southwest of the

center.
August 12, 1964 Sequence malfunction test.

AngnJst 17, 196,i Spacecraft LES erected.

August 19, 1964 All systems vehicle over- Becauseof the eonditionof theseas in the vicinity

all test. of the recovery area, camera capsule recovery was

not attempted. However, two of the eight cameras

Augost 27, 1964 Hurricane Cleo passed the were discovered approximately 50days after launch.
area aad launch complex

was secured.

Aug_ast 29, 1964 Plug drop and swing arm Tile folloxxing are specific observations at launch:
overall test.

1. Pressure- 1017.3 mean sea level in milli-

September 3, 1964 Simulated flight test. A bars
LES tower bolt failure was

determined to be stress 2. Temperature - 303°K

corrosion. The tower _as

removed to a remote area. 3. Dewpoint - 295:K

September 4, 196,t All tower bolts wcre cx- 4. Relative Ilumidity - 645';_

changed and the LES rein-
stalled on the vehicle. 5. Surface Winds - From the easterly direction

at 3.4 m/s.

September 9, 1964 Hurricane Dora passed the

area anti the complex re- 6. Cloud Coverage - One cumulus cloud at 823

quired complcte securing, m base, five alto-cumulus clouds at an estimated
height of 3352 m base, and one cirrus cloud at an un-

September 12, 1964 RP-I loading, known height.

Septemiyer 14, 15, 1964 Countdown demonstration 7. Precipitation- Showers in the vicinity of

test. llurricane G[adys.

September 17, 1964 Launch countdown begxm. 3.4 COUNTDOWN

September 18, 1964 LAUNCH The Saturn/Apollo launch countdown is divided
into two parts, each performed at different time

intervals. Part I, begins at T-1035 minutes and



proceeds to T-545 minutes. Part II picks up at T-545 _uTIm,t_)
minutes and continues through launch, se_, 17.l_. t_

3.4.1 COUNTDOWN, PART II _

PartII of the countdown was picked up atil:25 v,_k.,._._T,
PM EST, September 17, 1964, at T-545 minutes and _

was continuous until T-245 minutes, when a hold _as UWa_._Z_nHcmE._._M,_t;SE_,_rT /
caused by inadvertent firex system activation on the _SEH_,d_j
service structure during air-conditioning duct removal. b"- The water entered one S-IV umbilical connector which,

in turn, produced erroneous indications of S-IV engine
exciter firing. Power was removed from the S-IV ,._,-_,.h, ,._, ,.h, ,._, ,.I_ ,._ ,.,_ntdmm llm (_Jnl

stage and moisture dried from the connector. After
reeonncetion all indications were normal and the count P,_H

was picked up 69 minutes later. FIGURE 3-1. HOLD T_IE VERSUS COUNT TIME

The count was then continuous until T-30 minutes 3. 5 PROPELLANT LOADING
when a scheduled hold was initiated. During this

scheduled 21-minute hold, the S-IV LOX pressurizing There were no propeihmt transfer system prob-
regulator indicated a malftmction. Analysis of the |era areas or malfunctions in the SA+7 launch count
problem indicated normal and satisfactory operation, down.
By this time, the hold had been extended four minutes
longer than scheduled. Tbe count progressed to T-12 3.5. i S-I STAGE
minutes when it was again interrupted because of mal-

functioning S-I hydraulic pump temperature OK inter- The S-I stage LOX tanks were loaded to a pre-
lock, which prevented S-I hydraafic pumps from being determined weight. The fuel weight was to be adjust-
turned on. Since measurements indicated normal ed to compensate for variations in bulk fuel specific
temperature, the interlock was jumpered in a block- weight at launch. A fuel specific weight check was
house distributor. Hold time was 20 minutes, made at T-25 minutes on the initial countdown. At

this time, S-I tank temperature indicated the average
The count was resumed atT-12 minutes and pro- bulk fuel specific weight tobe 99.55 percentof nominal

gressed to T-5 minutes when a range safety hold was 7935.9 N/m 3 (50. 519 lb/ftz). To account for the an-
called because of intermittent operation of the Grand ticipated increase inspceific weight betweenthat time
Turk radar. Due to S-IV LOX bubbling and space- and ignition, the fuel correction was based on a fuel
craft battery lifetime constraints, the count was re- specific weight of 99. 58 percent. A correction of
cycled to T-13 minutes. During the hold, difficulty -0.090 N/cm _ (-0. 130 psi) was dialed into the fuel
was encountered with the swing arm hydraulic test. levelcomputer and the semi-automatic loading system
This problem was corrected without adding to the began to correct the fuel load.
range hold by a jumper in a blockhouse distributor.
After 49 minutes, the radar problem was corrected, At T-10 minutes, fuel tank temperatures indi-

and the count resumed and continued through liftoff eated the average bulk fuel specific weight to be
which occurred at 1122:43.26 EST. 7907.3 N/m 3 (50. 337 lb/ft3). Allowing for a slight

temperature decrease during the remaining time of
3.4.2 COUNTDOWN PROBLEM AREAS countdown, the fuel specific weight at T-3 minutes

was 7908.9 N/m 3 (50.347 lb/ft3). LOX tank tern-

The major difficulties encountered during the perature indicated the mean LOX specific weight to
SA--7 countdown are listed in Table 3-II. Figure 3-1 be 11,061 N/m 3 (70.41 [b/ItS). Based on these spe-
shows hold time versus count time. eific weights and recorded wind conditions, the aver-

age delta pressure readings show the propellant

A number of the problems listed in Table 3-1I weights at T-3 minutes to be 277,951 kg (612,777 lb)
concerned Eastern Test Range, ETR, instruments- of LOX and 123,530 kg (272,337 lb) of fuel.

tion. These items are marked w_th an asterisk in Discreteprobeactivation times were telemetered
Table 3-II. during the flight. Analysis of these data gives an

7



TABLE 3-H, SPECIFIC PROBLEM AREA S D_RtNG COUNTDOWN

i. T-795 Minutes: Initial S-IV Lll2 tank gas sample contained excessive moisture necessitating several

tank-purge cycles. As a result, the start of S-IV ordnance installation was delayed
approximately 80 minutes.

2. T-740 Minutes: The _acuum jacket on LH 2 skid inlet line would not hold vacuum. Investigation proved

the inner line to be intact. The leak in the vacuum jacket could not be located. All

welds and fittings in the jacket were coated with sealant to minimlze the leakage
problem. No delay resulted.

3. T-365 Minutes: Inadvertent fire× system activation on the service structure drenched the S-IV stage.

Water entered one electrical umbilical connector which, in turn, produced erroneous

indications of engine #l and helium heater igniter exciter firing. Power was removed

from the S-IV stage and the connectob was dried. Associated circuitry was functionall

checked. The above resulted in a hold at T-245 mln of 69 mln duration.

&. T-357 Minutes: S-T fuel depletion sensor #1 gave an indlcstion of depletion. Since the sensor was

one of two redundant probes, fuel hay #2 was reopened and the probe electrically dis-

connected. No delay resulted.

5. T-220 Minutes: S-IV fire detection system Indlcated fire at the S-IV LH 2 $kld during S-IV LOX loading.

The indication was determined to be erroneous and the result of corrosion in a con-

nector in the resistance wire circuitry. The system was not considered usable for

launch and was not used further. No delays resulted.

6. T-120 Minutes: _The 9[.IS radar at A_tigua was reported non-operational with a 24 hour estimated repair

time, The MPS-26 radar also located at Antigua was being dismantled and therefore could

not be u£illzed as a backup System. However, the Grand Turk radar was still operat_naI

and it _as decided to continue preparations for launch. The Antigua station is the

primary station for cutoff and orbital insertion data.

7. T-37 Minutes: S-IV cold helium regulator outlet pressure appeared to exceed red-line values. Several

functional cycles were accomplished to verify indications before it was discovered

that the problem was one of data mislnterpretation only. This problem delayed resuming

the count at T-30 for approximately 5 minutes.

8. T-30 Minutes: *The C-BAnd 5.16 radar at San Salvador was experiencing interference due to a commercla|

ship with its navigation radar operating within the C-Band. It was determined that

Grand Turk Radar (7.18) would provide the necessary data. No delay resulted.

9. T-19 Minutes: *For a period of approximately four minutes the Valkaria Mistram site was non-operationa|.

However, at T-15 it was reported operational. Since SA-7 was usi*_ a new Azusa antenna,

which lowered the confidence in obtaining Azusa data, the ]usa of Vslkaria Mistram site

posed a potential loss of range safety and metric data.

i0. T-12 Minutes: The S-I auxiliary hydraulic pumps were turned on for the initiation of steering comfnands.

Pumps #1 and #2 came on satisfactorily. When pump #3 was turned on, the motor tempera-

ture OK relay dropped out. In turn, the OR-to-start hydraulic p_ps lights went out

and ptm_ps #I and #2 shut down. Thls is the normal sequence for the stated malfunction.

Since measurements indicated normal temperatures, the OK-to-start hydraulic pumps

indication interlock was removed from the circuit by mGans of a Jumper.

*During the same time frame, the IU C-Band beacon readout from the range indicated

marg_al performance for metric data, The beacon readout improved with time and was

termed "Go". The total hold time was 20 minutes.

II. T-8 Minutes: During the automatic bleed test of the umbilical swing arms the panel operator actuated

the "Auto Test" switch for an excessive length of time. The electrical system Locked

itself in, requiring that a Jumper be installed to unlock the system and to prevent the

test from runnln 8 continuously. This was accomplished during the Range Safety hold
that followed.

12, T-5 Minutes: *Grand Turk radar (7. IS) operation became intermittent, resulting in a Range Safety hold.

Due to S-IV LOX bubbling and spacecraft battery constraints, the count was recycled to
T-13 minutes. The total duration of hold was a9 mlnutes.

*During the above Range Safety hold, the Data Transmission System (DTS) for the IGOR's

and ROTI's was reported non-operatlonal. T_ s presented a potential loss of optical

coverage since focusing data and angular tracking data are transm|tted to these cameras

from the radars by this system. This system was reported operational Just prior to

resuming count,

_During the period of preparing the vehicle to resume count, the Azusa Mk II lost its

zero reference. This system was to provlde powered flight range safety and metric data.

At 11:05 EST the system had obtained zero set and was again operational.

g tETR Instrumentation Problems
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accurate indicationof propellant volume flew rates. LOX loading system, in conjunction with the LOX

Using specific weights determined from tank temper- supply pump, was successfully utilized for"loading

atures, the propellant load corresponding tothese flow the LOX tank. Loading of LOX into the S-IV stagc

ratea was 277,862 kg (613,582 lb) of LOX and was initiated5hoursand 47 minutes prior to [iftoff.

124.139 kg (273,679 ]b) of fuel. This load is consid-

ered to be the best estimate of the actual propellant The LOX vent valves remained open throughout

loaded. Approximately 340 kg (752 Ibm) in the engine the loading operation. The LOX transfer line had

fuel jackets are not included in the above load. The been precooled for approximately 12 minutes prior

total n'eights are reflected in the ig_ition weights to the initiation of LOX main fill. The LOX main fill

.. showl_ in the mass tables in Section IV. line pressure reached a maximum of 141 N/cm 2 (205

psi) and stabilized at approximately t:]9 N/cm-' (202

The upper portion of Figure 3-2 is a fuel specific psi), At approximately the l0 percent level, a stabi-

weighhtversus temperature curve (orSA-7 withapplie- lizedtoading rate of 745 gpm was reached. This load-

able prelaunch and flightdata included, The lower ing rate was maintained untilthe 98 percent mass level

portion of Figmre 3-2 shows the launch day predicted was reached at 25minutes and 30 seconds aftcr initia-

and indicated propellant loads versus fuel specific tion of the LOX transfer line precool. The loading

weight with applicable weight information included, system then closed the main LOX fiilvalve as sched-

uled. After the cooldown of the S-I and S-In/ LOX re-

_--_-_T -_-[_,_.._.. ......_, ] plenish systemswas completed, the cycle replenishing

..__ t...J_....... ,._,._ .., operation was initiated. During this operation, the

L, 2 ' LOXiotho n wasallowedtobol,offtothe per
,,. ,., ,_ ,., ,_ _ ,. _ ., _ _" cent level. It was then replenished to the 99.75 percent I

r,_eK_ mass level at a rate of approximately 200 gPm. This
FuelW_I_I(IIHI IqF t0XW_jhl(Itl_ I_1

"I ...... __': ....... ,*- ........ _-7_._,_]" replenishing cycle continued until tank prepressuriza-

_ _ _ _1: tion was initiated. The LOX tank was pressurized

during loading of the LH 2 tank. After LII._ fill was
,,...... 0 completed, the LOX tank vent vah, es were opened and

_ _...;.,...°_ ......... the LOX replenishing cycle was resumed. The cycle

'"_,._-_,_ _--_J'" uas continued untilthe start of the 150-second auto-

.,_*"_ matte count. At this time the tank was again pres-
_,_ur._,_,,_ surized, and the finat LOX replenishing was com-

pleted. The LOX load at S-I ig_Htion command was

FIGURE 3-2. S-I STAGE PROPELLANT TANKING 38,225kg (84,271 Ibm).
PABAMETERS

Temperatures experienced in the outer i,OX tanks

were approximately I'K higher than the center tank 3.5.2. 2 LH 2

temperatures. The higher temperatures resulted in a

lower mean LOX specific weight than predicted. Re- The fuel system was satisfactorily loaded

constructed flow rate data, in conjunction with mean with LH 2 by cooling do_ and filling in four stages:

specific weight, indicated that LOX was shortloaded by (1) initial fill, (2) main fill, (3) replenish, and (4)

234 kg (5._6 lbJ. f_econstruction of flow rate and dis- reducedrep_enish. The automatic fuei-loadiugsystem

crete level probe data indicated that fuel was over- was successfully utilized for loading the LH_ tank,

loaded by 609 kg ( 1342 lb) when compared to the AP Loading of LH2 • into the S-IV stage was initiated 3

loading system. The total propellant load based on hours, 16 minutes and 13 seconds before hftoff.

delta pressure readings from the loading system was

520 kg ( 1147 lb) lens than the total load determined The LH a transfer line had been precooled for ap-

by discrete level probe data. This difference is with- proximately 5 minutes prior to the initiation of LH_

in the specification value of .0.25 percent of total initial fill. The LH 2 transfer line cooldown was ac-

propellant tanked, complished through the helium precool heat exchanger

and the stage LH 2 tank. The LH 2 initial fill was ae-

3.5.2 S-IV STAGE eomplished with an LH2 transfer line pressure of 17.2

N/cm 2 (25 psi) and with the LH_ tank vents open. The

3.5.2. I LOX stage loading was initiated at approximately 430 gpm.

The oxidizer system was successfullyloaded During this initial fill operation, the LH 2 tank ullage

with LOX by cooling down and filling in two phases: pressure was monitored; however, the tank pressure

(t) main fill, and (2) replenish. The automated did not decrease below the prefill anabient pressure.

vv. _| |w_i ,i . .o it_
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At approximately thc l5percent mass level, main moved after launch sequence start by opening the

fill was initiated, and the loading rate was increased switch. This interlock is not required after launch

to approximately 1960 gpm. When the 95.5 percent sequence start, and the jumper would have prevented

level was reached at approximately 30 minutes after the four hydraulic pumps from being deenergizedat

initiation of LH 2 precool, the main fill valve closed "all engines running." An additional "momentary"

automatically. LH 2 replenish continued with normal jumper was necessary at T-8 minutes to unlatch a

automatic operation until pickup of the 99.25 percent circuit in the swing arm hydraulic systems. This

mass level. Reduced replenish was then initiated to circuit will be modified for SA-9.

increase the LH 2 mass level cycling between the 99.25

and the 99. 5 percent level. 3.7.2 COMPUTER

During the 150-second automatic count, the auto- Power to the RCA ll0 Computer was applied

matic loading system was used to complete the final at 9:50 PM, August 17, 1964, to perform preventive

replenish operation to the 10O percent mass indica- maintenance checks, computer verification tests, and

tion. The LH21oad at S-I ignition command was 7,772 system interface checkout tests. At approximately

kg (17,1341bm). 11:00 PM, the operational launch programs were

loaded into the computer to support the launch count-
3.6 HOLDDOWN down.

3.6. 1 COMBUSTION STABILITY MONITOR The computer was in operation for approximately

14. 5 hours in support of the launch. At T-245 rain-

The S-I stage Combustion Stability Monitor utes, the paper tape reader did not function properly.

and all associated recording equipment performed A backup system was utilized, after which the test

satisfactorily during the launch, progressed satisfactorily.

Measurement Engine Maximum Average 3.7.3 MECHANICAL GROUND_ SUPPORT EQUIP-
G G MENT

rms rms

XE57-1 1 35 15 The active ground support equipment includ-

XE57-2 2 36 15 ing the Launcher, engine service platform, holddown

XE57-3 3 >100 i5 arms, firingaccessories, umbilical swing arms, en-

XE57-4 4 32 15 vironmental control system, and pneumatic distri-

XE57-5 5 30 15 bution system sustained the launch of SA-7 with less

XE57-6 6 20 18 damage than in any previous Saturn launch. The

XE57-7 7 20 15 added reinforcement, shielding and insulation of the

XE 57-8 8 25 13 ground support equipment protected the system s to the

extent that no assembly was damaged beyond repair,

as known at this time. As was expected, equipment.

See Section Vii Propulsion, for additional in- above and below the launcher sustained only minor"

formation concerning the combustion stability monitor damage.

on engine 3.

No significant damage was noted to the launcher,

3.6.2 FIRE DETECTION MONITOR engine service platform, or main structure of the

firing accessories. Electrical cables, pneumatic flex

The S-I stage Fire Detection Monitor and all lines water quench hoses, and cryogenic and fuel

associated recording equipment performed satisfac- flex hoses and bellows were burned beyond repair, but

torily during launch. No temperature rise was noted, generally only portions of these were completely de-

stroyed. An inspection oI the holddown arms reveal-

3.7 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ed that no appreciable damage was sustained by them.

3.7. 1 ELECTRICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT The environmental control system sustained the

launch with negligible damage. Insulation covers

The electrical support equipment responded that were blown from several places on the launcher

and performed as designed during theSA-7 countdown and boattail ECS ducts during the launch of SA-6 sus-

and autematic sequence. Aswitehjumperwasinstalled rained negligible damage during the SA-7 launch be-

to bypass the vehicle engine 3 hydraulic-temperature cause of better shielding provisions.

OK switch which malfunctioned. This jumper was re-

....
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A visual inspection of the Umbilical Swing Arm The flame deflector sustained minor damage and

(USA) system revealed blast damage in the following can be used for the third time. The majority of the

areas: Access platform roofs blown off on USA Nos. damage was to tubing that served communication

1, 2 and 3, access platform door aad door housing equipment, cameras, etc. The third and fourth levels

blown loose on USA 2, accumulator pressure gauge of the umbilical tower sustained minor damage to

- damaged at USA No. 1 Control Panel, frayed housing gauges, relief valves and tubing of the GN 2 hazard

retract lanyards on USA Nos. 3 and 4. Minor damage proofing system.
occurred on umbilical arms l and 3 A/C duct insula-

tion. 3.8 LAUNCIt FACILITY MEASUREMENTS

"" A frayed section of the Q ball retract cable was 3.8. 1 BLOCKtI()USE REDLINE VALUES

noted. The camera purge pressure gauge in valve

panel 9 was damaged. No damage was observed on Blockhouse rcdline values are limits placed

the umbilical tower pneumatic systems. Insulation on certain critical engine and vehicle parameters to

on the spacecraft cooling system (Water/Glycol) indicate safe ignition and launch conditions. The

supply and return lines was burned away in the area measurements are monitored in the blockhouse during

of the umbilical 11 m (35 ft) level, count.down. Since these specified limits apply to pa-
rameters which are critical to vehicle performance

A review of the launch records available to date and, in turn, mission success, the countdown proce-

indicates that all active ground support equipment dure may be halted if any redline system value falls

systems performed within design specifications. One outside its assigned limits. Whether launch proce-

deficiency was noted, dure is halted or continues depends upon the validity
placed in the indicated measurement value and the

Only three of the four swing arms functioned danger imposed by the value in question. If the value

properly. The LH 2 vent line on arm 3 did not discon- posesa threat to vehicle performance, launch will be

nect as it should have when the umbilical pneumatic delayed until the problem is corrected.

system operated. Instead, arm 3 disconnected when

the mechanical release was actuated by the swing arm All redline values were within the required limits,
rotation. This malfunction was obse1"ved ia the SA-7 and no holds were necessary because of redline pa o

film analysis. The film clearly showed that the pneu- rameters.

matic disconnect did not operate, and consequently

there was ahydraulic lanyarddisconnectduringlaunch. 3.8.2 SOUND LEVEL MEASUREMENTS
At the time of the IU umbilical separation, an initial

movementof the ventdisconnect was observed indicat- Sound pressure levels recorded during SA-7

ing that there was some pneumatic pressure on the launch were generally in agreement with those of

pneumatic cylinders. This initialmovement indicated SA-6. There was no evidence of sound focusing dur-

that some pneumatic force was exerted, However, it ing this launch. This was in agreement with rawin-

has been concluded that the complete opening of the sonde information which gave no e'vidence of thermal

solenoid valve, for the duration of time required, did gradients that could result in focusing.

not take place.
Sound level measurements _ere made in three

The film analysis also indicates that venting oc- regions defined by relative distance of the transducer

curred through the LOXumbilical drainlines for from from the launcher. These regions are termed "Far
4 to 5 seconds after tiftoff. This has been attributed Field," "Mid Field," and "Near Field." In addition,

to a configuration change since the S-IV umbilical three recording stations were located in the AGCS
drain was connected to the S-I vent. The S-I vent rooms at LC-37.

lines were not precooled, and therefore resulted in a

LOX boil when the LOX flowed into the lines. This
The maximum "Far Field" (Cape Kennedy area)

caused a 13.8 N/cm 2 (20psi) back pressure. The
sound level measured was 113 db, recorded by the

effect of this back pressure was the venting observed station located at Hangar D.
in the film.

Damage normally encountered by these facilities The maximum "Mid Field," 365.8 m (1200 It)

was sustained by the launch of SA-7. Wiring, relays radius from vehicle, sound level measured was t56

and transformers were damaged in the elevator equip- db, recorded at stations 25K05 located 64 m (210 ft}

ment at the northeast corner of the launch pedestal. 178 degrees azimuth, 66 degrees angular coordinates.



The maximum "Near Field" (umbilical tower) All acoustical db levels are referenced to 0. 002

sound level nleasured was 164 db. All "Near Field" microbar (0 db).

trausdueers are located on the umbilical tower from

approximately the 12 m (41 ft) level to the 77.1 m

(253 ft) level.

12
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SECTION IV. MASS CHARACTERISTICS

4.1 VEIIICLE MASS and 4-2). Table 4-I is a vehicle mass breakdown at
significant flight events. A flight sequence mass sum-

The total vehicle mass was approximately mary is given in Table 4-II. The predicted masses
519,600kg(1,145,400 lbm) at S-I ignition, 65,500kg presented in this section are those presented in Rcf-
(144,400 Ibm) at S-_' ignition and 17,760 kg (39,160 erenee 1.

Ibm) in orbit° The orbital payload included approxi- 4.2 VEHICLE CENTER OF GILt_VITY AND Me-
mately i300 kg {2860 ibm) ballast. Approximate MENTS OF INTRTIA
booster propellant mainstage consumption during S-I
powered flight (ignition to OECO) was 397,900 kg Longitudinal and radial center of gravity and

.. (877,200 Ibm). The approximate S-IN_ stage pro- rolt and pitch moments of inertia are given in Table
pellant (mainstage) consumption was 44,600 kg 4-1H. These parameters are plotted versus burning
(98,350 Ibm) during powered flight (see Figs. 4-t time in Figures 4-i and 4-2.

Mass (kg) C,.nter of Gravity in Calibers

(Reg. SUl. 2,540 m) ,Cal = ¢;.53 nl)

J

I i

7 I I - --3
: i

Center of Gravity --_

I i i1 ! :
i l j :
I i I i 0

0-20 0 20 40 60 80 i00 120 i'_0 160

S-I gurniRg Time (see)

_ment of Inertia Moment of Inertia

Pitch (kg-m 2) Roll (kg-m 2)

4 x .... _ ......... r x

--.__A_
I

-2C 20 40 60 80 100 120 IA0 1600

S-I Burning Time (see)

FIGURE 4-I. VEHICLE MASS, CENTER OF GRAVITY AND MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA

'_',i,,ll"ll II_L'-I_ I I/"% L-
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Mass (kg) Center of Gravity in Calibers
(Ref. Sta. 27. 076 m) ( 1 cal = 5.08 m)

8 x 104 2.0

_ 1.5.. Center of

"_ravity -x

Mass -I

2 _ 0.5

0 0
0 i00 200 300 400 500

S-IV Burn Time (sec)

Moment of Inertia Moment of Inertia

Pitch (kg-m 2) Roll (kg-m2)

4 x 106 6 x 104

Roll _
3 5

2 4

Pitch -_

i _, 3

0 2
0 I00 200 300 400 500

S-IV Burn Time (sec)

FIGURE 4-2. VEHICLE MASS, CENTER OF GRAVITY AND MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA
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TABLE 4-I, VEHICLE MASSES
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TABLE 4-II. SA-7 FLIGHT SEQUENCE MASS SUMMARY

FAgS HISTORY ACTUAL PREDICTED
kg (Ibm) kg (lbra)

S-I Stage _ Ground Ignition 452.662 997,950 450.214 9q2,551
S-I/S-IV Interltage _ Ground IgnlClon i,lll 2,_4q l,OS7 2,3_6

S-IV St*Re _ Ground Ignition 52,54l 115,832 52,_15 115,556
Vehicle Instrument Unit @ Ground Ignition 2,441 5,362 2.a65 5,43a
Payload _ Ground Ignition lO,8ll 23,835 10,810 23,832

llt Flight Stage _ Ground Ignition 519,566 [,145,448 516,991 [,139,769

S-I Thrust Buildup Propellants -6.239 -13,755 -6,285 -13,856

ist Flight Stage _ First Motion 513.327 1,131,693 510,706 1,125,913

S-I Mainstage Propellants -388,830 -857,224 -386,157 -.851.332
S-I Frost -454 -[,OOO -454 -1,000
S-IV Frost -65 -143 -41 -90
S-I Fuel Additive -253 -559 -252 -556

S-I Lube Oil (Oronite) -1_ -32 -14 -32

S-I N 2 for S-IV Tail Purse -53 -If6 -61 -[34
S-I N2 for Camera Purge -19 -43 -20 -43

S-I/S-IV Interstege N2 -128 -283 -128 -283
Vehicle Instrment Unit N2 -2 -4 -2 -4
S-IV Chilldown LOX -42 -93 -38 -84
S-IV Chilldo_m 1142 -I07 -235 -tO8 -239

S-I IETD Propellants =95_ -2.102 -941 -2.074

lsc Flight Stage _ Cutoff Signal 122.406 269.859 122,489 270.O42

S-I N2 for S-IV Tail Purge -6 -14 -6 -14

S-I OETD Propellants (To Separation) -689 -1,519 -_68 -[,_73
Camera Purge N2 -i -I -I -1
g-IV Chilldosm 1DX -5 -1O -4 -9

S-IV Chllldo_nn LH 2 -2 -5 -2 -5
S-IV Ul|age Rocket Propel[ints -2 -5 -4 -8
S-IV Frost -12 -27

1st Flight Stige@ Separitlon 121,689 268,278 121,804 268,532

S-I Stage _ Separation -55)150 -121,585 -55,356 -122,036
S-I/S-IV Interstage @ Separation -982 -2,166 -958 -2,113
S-IV Chilldown LOX -IO -22 -8 -19

S-IV Chilldown UR 2 -5 -II -5 -ll
S-IV Ullage Rocket Propellants -A2 -92 -62 -138

2rid Flight Stage _ Ignition 65,500 144,402 65,415 14_,215

S-IV Mainstage Propellants * -44,509 -98,[26 -45,511 -100,335
S-IV Helium Heater Propellants -il -24 -ll -24

S-IV Ullage Rocket Propellants -66 -|46 -44 -97

S-IV Ullage Rocket Cases -[26 -277 -126 -279

S-IV Helium, Pneumatic -I -I -1 -I

Vehicle Instr_en¢ Unit N2 -6 -14 -6 -14

Launch Escape System -2,997 -6,607 -2,994 -6,600

2nd Flight Stage @ Cuto{f Signal _"_ 17,78A 39,207 16,722 36,gb5

S-IV Thrust Decay Propellants -II -2_ -ll -24

S-IV Propellant Below P_unp Inlets -19 ,-42 -19 -42

2nd Flight StaGe _ End of Thrust Decay [7,754 39,141 16,692 36,7Qq

S-IV Stage _ End of Thrust Decay -7,507 -16,549 -6,419 -14,15!

Vehicle Instrument Unit -2,433 -5_364 -2,457 -5,_[6

Payload 7,gl4 17_228 7,816 ]7,232

• Includes Thrust guiidup Propellants

• * Predicted Values are for a Depletion Cuto[f

Note: IETD - Inboard Engine Thrust Decay

OETD - Outboard Engine Thrust Decay

CC.':?: -
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SECTION V. TRAJECTORY

5.1 SUMMARY error in the altimeter data was 75 meters. A possi-
ble bias was indicated in the altimeter output of up-

The actual trajectory of SA-7 devh'lted from proximately 100 meters.
nominal because of high S-I stage performance. Total
velocity was 39.4 m/s higher than nominal at OECO 5.3 TRAJECTORY COMPARISON WITH NOMINAl,
and 1.8 m/s higher than nominal at S-l_r cutoff. At
S-IV cutoff the actual altitude was 0.99 km lower than Actual and nominal altitude, range, and cross
nominaland the range was 13. 72 km longer than nom- range {Ze) are compared graphically in Figure 5-1
inal. The cross range velocity deviated 3.5 m/s to for the S-I phase of flight and in Figure 5-2 for the
the left of nominal at S-IV cutoff. S-I_' phase. Actual and nominal total earth-fixed ve-

locities are shown graphically in Figure 5-3. Com-

A theoretical free flight trajectory of the separa- parisons of actual and nominal parameters at the
ted S-I booster indicates that the impact ground range three cutoff events are shown in Table 5-I. The nom-
was 58.5 km longer than nominal. Impact, assuming inn[ trajectory is presented in Reference 2.
the tumbling booster remained intact, occurred at
536.8 seconds range time. Altitude and range were g_'eater than nominaldur-

ing S-I burn. The actual earth-fixed velocity was 39.4
The S-I_ _payload at orbital insertion (S-I_ cutoff m/s gl"eater than nominal at OECO. This excess ve-

+ 10 sec) had a space-fixed velocity 2. 8 m/s greater locity can be attributed to the high performance and
than nominal, a perigee altitude of 180.21 km and an longer burning time of the S-I stage.
apogee altitude of 234.10 km, giving a predicted life-
time of 3.8 days, 0. 6 days longer than nominal. Tile Tile lon_,dtudinal acceleration was tower than nora-
extrapolated orbit based on data for an epoch of 10:57 inal for the first 45 seconds of S-I flight and higher
Z, September 22, reached the estimated breakup alti- than nominal for the remainder of S-I stage operation
tude of 86 km at approximately 11:50 Z, September 22, (Fig. 5-4).
at coordinates of 21.7 degrees south latitude and 56.4
degrees east longitude. The theoretical ballistic ira- The S-IV stage cutoff 2.02 seconds later than
pact time is approximately 12:00 Z, September 22, at nominal and, combined with the 0.7t second late S-I
coordinates of 26.4 degrees south latitude and 69.0 stage cutoff, resulted in a 1.31 seconds longer burn-
degrees east longitude, ing time of the S-IV stage. Total acceleration during

S-IV burn averaged 2 percent lower than nominal as a
5.2 TRAJECTORY ANALYSIS result of low S-IXT stage performance. This 1o_ per-

formance and a steeper trajectory with more gravi-
Tracking data were available from first motion tational losses resulted in a S-in,; stage velocity gah_

through insertion. All tracking systems experienced of 37.6 m/s less than nominal in 1.31 seconds longer
difficulty in maintaining track during the S-I cutoff and burning time.
separation sequence. The reduced metric tracking
data showed discrepancies between the various track- The actual space-fixed velocity at the S-IV cutoff
ing systems of 200 to 400 m in position components, signal given by the guidance computer {62t. 375 sec)

was 7807.8 m/s, compared to the predicted velocity
SA-7 was the fourth engineering test of the MIS- of 7806.0 m/s. The actual velocity is based on the

TRAM tracking system and the second engineering test powered flight trajectory, which matches the velocity
of the GLOTRAC system on a Saturn vehicle. The at insertion deduced from orbital tracking. The de-
most comprehensive tracking coverage was obtained viation was due principally to guidance errors identi-
from the MISTRAM system. Reliable data, with less fled after the flight.
than 5 m random error, were obtained from 50 tb 500
seconds. The GLOTRAC system had some difficulty The range was greater than nominal during S-IV
with the San Salvador transmitter; therefore, reduced burn. The altitude was greater than nominal to 566
metric data were obtained only from 170 to 403 sec- seconds and less than nominal for the remainder of
onds. The random error in this data was also less theflight. The apex altitude reached during S-IV burn
than 5 meters, was 4.4 km higher than nominal; however, by S-IV

cutoff this deviation was reduced to 0.99 km lower

An engineering test of the radar altimeter was than nominal. Approximately 0.28 km of the low cut-
flown on SA-7. According to the altimeter reliability off altitude Man be attributed to lo,z S-IV stage per-
signal, valid data were obtained from 164 to 795 see- formanee. The remaining 0.71 km can be attributed
onds with only a few short dropouts. The random to guidance errors. Mach number and dynamic
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TABLE 5-I, CUTOFF CONDITIONS
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pressure are shown in Figure 5-5. These parameters _ Actuar

were calculated using measured meteorological data Math Dynarrl,icPressure --- Nominal
to an altitude of 27 kin. Above this altitude the U.S. }lumberIN/tmq I£C00gO0

Standard Reference Atmosphere was used. i i
Dynamic--'x _ I/(
Pressure '_2_--"-,x_ ]

A comparison of actual and nominal parameters ' _" 7 \\ Mae.-_ 1; i
at si_mlificant event times is given in Table 5-II. i/_ / I i/ --A V_

Apex is given for both the S-IV stage and the discarded _' "

S-I stage. It should be noted that loss of telemetry z I i
sig_ml and impact apply only to the discarded S-1 z i i

...... i i
stage, i i

o_ iiThe S-IV cutoff signal was given by the guidance 2 ' ii
computer at 621. 375 seconds; however, the solenoids
for the propellant valves on the S-IV stage do not re- o

• 2 l_ 120 1_o

eeivethesignalunti[ 0.022 seconds later. The velocity _o _o _Rar_eTimelseO
incrementsimpartedtothevehiclefrorn the terminating FIGURE 5-5. MACH NUMBER AND DYNAMIC PRES-

SURE

TABLE 5-II. SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Event Parameter Actual Nominal Act-Nom

F_rgt Motion Range Time (set) 0.062 0,062 -

Longitudinal Acceleration (m/s2t 12.68 _ 12.90 -0.22

Math One Range Time (see) 55.245 55.03 0.215

Altitude (km t 7.18 7.26 -0.08

Maximum Dynamic Pressure Range Time (sec t 73.0 70.0 3.0

Dynamic Pressure (N/cm2) 3,680 3.&47 0.233

Altitude (km) 13.53 12.46 1.02

Maximum Longitudinal Acceleration Range Time (sec t 141.660 140.932 0.728

(S-I Stage) Acceleration (m/s2t 57.98 56.90 1.0g

Maximum Earth-Fixed Velocity Range Time '(set t 147.886 147.762 0.12&

(S-I Stage) Velocity (m/s t 2703.7 2664.0 39.7

Apex (S-I Stage) Range Time (sec t 293.000 284.062 8.938

Altitude (km) 159.41 147.15 12.26

Range (km t 428.05 409.14 18,91

Earth-Fixed Velocity (m/s) 2360.1 235_.7 1.4

Apex (S-IV Stager Range Time (set) 408.0 Al7.0 -9,0

Altitude (km) 210.35 205.91 4,44

Range (km) 914.44 951.01 -36.57

Earth-Fixed Velocity (m/s) 4302.8 4388.5 -gS,TO

Loss of Telemetry (S-I Stage) Range Time (sec t 46&.3 464.3" -

Altitude (km) 38.6 23.3 15.3

Range (km t 828.27 814.&0 13.86

Total Acceleration (m/s 2) -8.40 -65.00 56,60

Evaiuatlon Angle From pad (des) -l.02g -2.100 1,072

Impact (S-I Stager Range Time (sec t 536.800 598.362 -61.562

Range (km) g83,66 g25,15 58,51

Cross Range (kmt 12,40 12.60 -0,20

Geodetic Latitude (deg t 26,09_2 26.2631 -O.1689

Longitude (des t 72.06[7 72.6164 -0.5547

Maximum Longitudinal Acceleration Range Time (sect 621.425 619.355 2,070

(S-IV Stager Acceleration (m/s2t 22.22 22.23 -0,Oi

Maximum Earth-Fixed Velocity Range Time (see) 621.700 619.355 2.345

(S-IY Sta_e) Velocity (m/s) 7&05,8 7403.0 2.8

Note: *For Comparison Purposes Only.
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thrust decays are shown in Table 5-III for the S-I and TABLE 5-V. INSERTION E LEMENTS COI_PARISON

S-IV stage atOECO and S-IV guidance cutoff, respec-

tively. ^ctual N_t,_l ^¢_-N_
Tt_ae of Orbital l¢_gertlon 631.375 629.352 +2.023

'FABLE 5-IiI. VE LOCITY GAIN AT CUTOFF (Range T_e see)
Space-Pixed Velocity (m/s) 7810._J* 7807.67 +2.77

Velocity Gain (m/s) pitch Angle (deg) 89.97 89.93 004

hlt Ltude (kin) i_4.35 185.34 -0.99

Actual Nominal
Ground Range (km) 2156.82 2143,07 13.75

S-I OEC0 6.9 6.0 cro., a*nge (_) 49.6 SI.I -1.5

S-IV CO 2, 7 t. 6 crog_ Range Velocity (m/s) 221.4 224.9 -3. 5

Apogee gltttude (k.m)* 234.10 227.92 6.18

A theoretical free flight trajectory was computed

for the discarded S-I stage. A nominal tumbling drag _,rige, ^ltit,de (_)* Lg0.Z_ 1S0.95 -0 7_

coefficient was assumed for the dive phase. The cal- _,riod (_l,) gS.64 _8.5g o.o6

culated impact location relative to the launch site is i3,cll,_t_o, (deg) 3_._S 3_.76 -0.0L

shownin Figure 5-6. Table 5-IV presents booster ira- _¢e_, c_rc_r Velocity (_/*) t5.2 13.o 2._
pact position from RCA Preliminary IP Report, actual

free flight trajectory, and nominal free flight trajec- .i_¢tt_e (a_y_) 3.B 3.2 0.6

tory* S_he Apogee and Perigee altleudea are re_erenced to a sphericaleareh radius of 6378.165 I_,

The estimated accuracy of the velocity and posi-

t,::, ! , 5.50R ,TA OECA ANDREE TR,
__=_. _ The SA-7 apogee and perigee altitudes from or-

2_ -- _ bital insertion to reentry are shown in Figure 5-7.

_, _ real time basis for the lifetime of the vehicle. The

--k" _,_! K . Q- _:_ initial apogee and perigee decay rates respectively_ _o ]i _ ....... ........... _'L_I were 6 km/day and 3 km/day.

- " t_i ' ! i :

FIGURE 5-6. BOOSTER TRAJECTORY GROUND

TRACK

TABLE 5-1V. BOOSTER IMPACT

pz¢ l k_inary Aetu_ [
Par_e t er IP Repor_ (Ca_¢_lm_ N_ir_ I Act -Hcqs

Surfsee _mnge_ (k_) 863.995 883,7 825.2 5g.5

¢¢oss Itange il_,) t2.4 12.0 -0.2

G_ode¢Ic [_ltude (4eg) 2_. 1_6 2_,0_4 26.2,_3 -0.|69

Longitude (deg) 71.241 72.062 72.6L6 -0.5_

aange Yime (_ec) 6t3.8 536.8 59_.4 -61.6

_'_urface Range _ _ealured fr_ Launch Site

5.4 INSERTION CONDITIONS (S-IV CUTOFF+ I0

SEC)

The orbital insertion conditions for SA=7 were o x0 ,o _0 _ _o ,0 ,o ,_ _o ,o0TimeA_r Insertion(Hours)
determined by a differential correction procedure.

Table 5-V shows a comparison between the actual and FIGURE 5-7. SA-7 APOGEE AND PERIGEE ALTI-
nominal orbital insertion elements. TUDES
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3'he final orbit and reentry of SA-7 is shown in south latitude and 69 degrees east longitude {south-

Figure 5-8. The orbit reached the estimated breakup eastofMadagascar in the indian Ocean). This reentry

altitudeof 86 km at approximately I1:50 Z, September location is consistent with the fact that no signal was

22, at coordinates of 21.7 degrees south latitudeand received from the Minitrack beacon after the hL_NO

56.4 degrees east longitude (see Fig. 5-8). The observation. Monitoring for the 136 mc beacon at

theoretical ballistic impact time is npproximately Carnarvonand Woomera, Australia, and South Point,

12:00 Z> September 22, at coordinates 26.4 degrees Hawaii, cconfirmed that the vehicle was no longer in
orbit.

180o 160° 140° 120° I00 ° 80° 60 ° 40° 20° 0o 20° 400 60° S<3° 10(3° 120° 140° 160° 180°
3°

4C _ _o

'° / __ ....W t," P2o, . >.¢ /i

)o

_'0ISO0 iGOo 140° 120° I00 ° @13° 60° 40° 20° 0° 20° 40° 60° 843° loop 120° 140° 160° 180_°

Predicted Breakup and +2 o Error Limit

Theoretical Impact

FIGURE 5-8. SA-7 FINAL ORBIT AND REENTRY
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SECTION VI. PROPULSION

Thrust tl_)0 NI Thr_*1{1000I_p

6. I SUMMARY ] _
The performance of both ttle S-I and S-IVstage /1 i i ! i ! .....

propulsion systems was satisfactory Ior the SA-7 flight _ [ __
test. SA-7wasthe thirdSaturnvehicle to employ H-I - '_

engines at a thrust levelof 836,000 N (i88,000 Ibf)to
provide thrust for the S-I stage. SA-7 also represented

the third Saturn flighttestof the RLIOA-3 engine for

,os,v. .....The vehicle longitudinal thrust of the S-I stage .... ' ' i-!! '_!

i 'averaged between 0.92 percent (engine analysis) and , i , . : *'-

1.24percent (flight simulation) higher thanpredieted. _

Vehicle specific impulse averaged between 0.71 per- Ra_,,,_,s_,

cent (engine analysis) and 0.90 percent (flightsimu-

lation)higher than predicted. The performance of all

pressurization systems, purge systems, hydraulic FIGURE 6-i. INDIVIDUAL ENGINE THRUST

systems and other associated systems was as expected. BUILDUP

eifieimpulse, and mass flow. The second method is

Propulsion performance of the S-IV stage was postflight simulation which uses the thrust and mass
within design limits throughout the stage powered

flow shapes obtained from the engine analysis and ad-
phase. From engine analysis the average vehicle

justs the levels to simulate the actual trajecLory as
longitudinal thrust was approximately equal to pre-

dicted and the stage specific impulse was 0.02 percent closely as possible.

higher than predicted. The flightsimulation method 6.2.2. I ENGINE ANALYSIS

indicated the thrust and specific impulse were 0.89

percent and 0.98 percent respectively, lower than Vehicle longitudinalthrust (upperportion of

predicted. The performance of the individualengines, Fig. 6-2) averaged approximately 0.7 percent higher

tankpressuresystems, helium heater, hydraulic sys- than predicted. Vehicle specific impulse (lower por-

terns, PU system and the non-propulsive vent system tion of Fig. 6-2) averaged approximately 0.5 percent

were all within the expected values, higher than predicted.

6.2 S-I STAGE PROPULSION SYSTEM _at_

6.2. i OVERALL STAGE PROPULSION PER- -'_

FORMANCE _

The propulsion system of the S-I stage per- i !

formed satisfactorily. Ignition command was initiated _ . _,_

-3.32 seconds before liftoffsignal. Engine buildupwas i
satisfactory except for large pressure disturbances in E

engine position 3 (see Para. 6.2.3). The chamber '_ _1-- -'_*
pressure buildup was otherwise normal with the en-

gine starting sequence within expected tolerances of ,_ ,0 ,_ ,,o ,,_ ,£**

the prescribed 100 milliseconds delay between starting a_nmtu*_

pairs. Figure 6-i illustratesthe thrust buildup of each _l_ i_a_*_,_m

engine. The Largest deviation in the thrust buildup '_ ! I [

times of the engines that received ignitionsignal at II ___-----4-I __

the same time was 75 milliseconds (engines 2 and 4). ,N j_ \p_ I

6.2.2 CLUSTER PERFORMANCE "* -_-_'_'_ 1

I
Two separate analyses were employed in re- ,,° ':

cons trueting the S-I stage all engine per for mance. The '° '° _ u,_ I_

first method is an engine analysis, which uses tele- FIGURE 6-2. VEHICLE LONGITUDINAL THRUST

metered parameters to eomputecLusteredthrust, spe- AND SPECIFIC IMPULSE

vvl _1 IiO1..11 I un_..
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Vehicle total propellant flow rate and mixture ra- r._u_m m.u.t,_l,
"® r 1 T l

tioareshown in Figure 6-3. Flight mixture ratio av- 0_¢0na.a_>

eraged approximately 2.2 percent lower than predicted. +_ ' -r_] r " "_

-- #_iall ,4-
I_l_ioitOXJ_14i -- -- -- Prldile

"i i r +_ r F r _ i,._,__-,---,---,---,---, .... . -,+

t't27 +A ....
L ]A i ] -- ] O_v/t I0 Pep:l,_li

i I 5apifl m Slnll __ ' +_
_m_-- -- _(lllt Jail -- + _ --

[ i i
f lollvllil il_ st llliwnl/ttl' sl i

:7!++++++++_4.++.,,o+++++<-- + ' _ i_ ' ] ,+ + TtlRUST DECAY
ILl,lt_Tim lilleI

TABLE 6-1. FLIGHT SIMULATION AVEIIAGE

FIGURE 6-3. VEHICLE MIXTURE RATIO AND PROPULSION RESULTS

TOTAl, FLOW RATE

-1 /
I

The lower than predicted mLxture ratio can be attri- _etcr Predicted Flight Sitnalation .r, DeviationI'rom

buted to a higher than predicted fuel specific weight Prcdictud

and a tower than predicted LOX specific weight.
First Motion I 51I),706 kg 513,327 kg i*tl 51

flight are summarized below: Sca Level 16,730,640 N 6,_15.342 N

, 532, |50 |bf
Thl'tist /l, 313, 10,_ lbf

Parameter Propulsion % Deviation i I '-

Analysis Fm Predicted IFl°w ltatc 21_, :l kg_s 2C)9,79 kg/'s I+tl. 35
592(;, _ lb'_ 5(.147. _ lh _ i

f_iX!Q! _i *(I. 9(I

i

Vehicle Longitudinal 6,792,844 N 0.92 S_a I,cvel

Thrust t, 527,092 lbf Spool|it
: 255.30 see 257.6 see

Vehicle Mass Loss 2,693 kg/s 0.21
Rate 5,939 lbm/s

The maximum deviations of the simulated trajec-

Vehicle Longitudinal 257. 1 sec 0.71 tory from the tracking trajectory were i0 m/s in slant

Specific Impulse distance, O. 7 m/s in velocity and 0. 05 m/s t in accel-
eration.

The engine cutoff sequence was normal for all en-

gines. The cutoff sequence was initiated at I39.54

seconds by the liquid level sensor locatedin LOX tank In analyses performed with the flight simulation

04. Inboard Engine Cutoff (IECO) occurred at t41.54 method on Block I flights it has been assumed tlmt

seconds, and Outboard Engine Cutoff (OECO)occurred tbe vehicle thrust and flow rate curve shapes as a

at 147.64 seconds. A typical thrust decay of an out- function of time were known from the engine analysis

board engine is presented in Figure 6-4. based on the telemetered measurements. Only the
absolute levels were considered in doubt. With the

6.2.2.2 FLIGHTS[MULATION flights of the SaturnI Block Ilvehieles it has proven

impossible to fit the trajectory with this assumption.

The vehicle longitudinal sea level specific Continued investigations have indicat(__ a possible

impulse, vehicle longitudinal sea level thrust, and to+ theory for the problem. Because of the clustered

tal liftoff weight were derived from the telemetered arrangement of the engines it is now theorized

propulsion system measurements in a simulation of tnat theengines do not exhaust into an ambient atmos-

the tracked trajectory. A summarization of the aver- pheric environment. Expansion rather takes place into

age values and deviations of the flight simulation re- a pressure fielddifferentfrom ambient caused by in-

suits from predicted and from the postflight engine terferenceeffects betweenthee×haasts from the mul-

analysis results are presented in Table 6-I. tiple engines.
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The simulation method must now be used to solve During the time intervalbetween S-I stage ignition

for variations in thrust shape and drag shape simul- andliftoff,engine position 3combustionchaml)crpres-

taneously. This, of course, decreases the accuracy sure indicated largepressurcdisturbanccswhich were
of the results, The exact amount of the degradation substantiated by data from the thrust chamber dome

has not been determined as yet. combustion stabilitymonitor longitudinal vibration
measurement. Chamber pressure data (Fig. 6-6)

For this flightthe simulation program w_ts utiliz- indicated these pressure disturbances occurred he-

ed in the normal mannerwithone significantexception; tween Pc prime and build up to 90 percent of rated

along with solving for the axial force coefficient, a thrust level. Chamberpressureduringanormal build

variable multiplier was also determined which would up is shown for comparison. Oscillograph data indi-

change the shale of the local thrust curve toget a good cate the durationof the pressure disturbances was up-

fitto theobserved tracking trajectory. This variable proximately 20 milliseconds. Combustion stability

multiplier is presented in Figure 6-5 along with the data indicated the frequency of vibration was within

indicated thrust correction that is computed from the the range of 960 to 6000 Hz and equal to or greater

telemetered base pressure measurements, than -_ i00 g for 2.5 milliseconds (see Fig. 6-6).

Flight dataapplieable to engine position 3 indicate the

...... ,_,_,_ :_, _,,_ performance level of this engine _ as not degraded dur-
ing S-I powered flight and no recurrence of the pres-

Q4. ] ! sure disturbances after build up to 90 percent of rated

Pressure disturbances during this period are de-

:_ fined as short duration combustion chamber pressure

lie disturbances which occur during the time interval from

engine ignition signal and build up to 90 percent of

rated thrust. Pressure disturbances which occur after

90 percent of rated thrust levelare defined as repeated

pressure surges (RPS) and rough combustion {RC) de-

R_r,_¢,_ pending on the predominant frequency of pressure dis-
e ,_ _ _ _ _ t_ _ turb_nces. Pressure disturbances which occur at a

predominant frequency of approximately 250 Hz are

defined as RPS: RC is defhmd as pressure disturbances

FIGURE 6-5. LOCAL THRUST CORRECTION DUE having a predominant frequency of 1200 Hz. Pops can

TO CLUSTER EFFECT trigger rough combustion, and the predominant lre-

queney of pops are not consistent. Even though the

This procedure causes a certain lack of confidence predominant frequency of a pop is lower than the fre-

in the uniqueness of the results when so much freedom queney range ( 960 to 6000 Hz) of the combustion sta-

in variation is allowed. However, certain consist- bility monitor (CSM) measurement, the harmonics of

enciesintheresultswouldalso tendtobuiidconfidenee, the pretiominant frequency could be picked up by the

Also, the flight simulation gives a solution for the CSM, To initiate S-I-7 stage cutoff the CSM must pick

liftoffweight ver_ close to the engine analysis results, up a vibration frequency within 960 to 6000 Hz and vi-

bration magnitude equal to or greater than _ 100 g for

Results for the solution of the axial force coeffi- a sustained period of 100 milliseconds. Engine posi-

ciont are given in Figure 13-2 in Section XIII. tion3 was within this range for only 2, 5 milliseconds.

Rocketdyne data show that pops have occurred only

four times (luring 2000 H-i engine tests. The primary

causes of these pressure disturbances are (a) resid-

6.2.3 INDWIDUAL ENGINE PERFORMANCE ual fuel in the thrust chamber due to a slightly high

ignitor fuel flow.(b) leaking "0" ring and tc) break-

Individualengineperformaneewassatisfaetory ing up of carbon deposits on the injector, The

duringmainstageoperation. However, engine position chamber pressure measurement and thrust chamber

5indicatedaslightly lower thrustlevel duringthe first dome vibration measurementswere the only measure-

30 seconds than observed on the other seven engines, mentswhich indicated engine position 3 pressure dis-

This engine performed normally after 30 seconds and turbanees; however, this could be,due to their high re-

no hardware malfunction could be correlated with this sponse rate in comparison to other measured param-

lower thrust level from the available data. eters.
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FIGURE 6-6. ENGINE 3 IGNITION COMBUSTION STABILITY
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Individualengine thrust and specific impulse were TABLE 6-II.

ealculatedwith the Saturn S-I stage propulsion system

mathematical model. Input for the reconstruction was ENGINE THRUST LEVEL COMPAI_ISON

obtained from flight telemetry data and consisted of:

propellant and vehicle weights, pump inletconditions, Engine Actual-Predicted Actual-Expected

propellant densities, and turbopump sl-_eds. Position iN) (lift) iN) (Ibf)

Inorder to make a detailedanalysis of engine per- i 7,560 1,700 20,000 4,500

formance itwas necessary to establish a new predic- 2 i0,680 2,400 22,690 5, I00

tion of the system petfformance, based on Om actual 3 1,020 230 12,590 2,830

flight propellantweightsand densities. This now pro- 4 10, f00 2,970 21,930 4,93!_

divtionis referred teas expected performance for dis- 5 6,670 1,500 l_, 6}50 4,200

cussion purposes. These expected data allow a clearer 6 8,940 2, 0t0 2t, 130 4,750

comparisonofactuaI flight performaneewith predicted 7 1,870 420 13,750 3,090

performance, since both data are Ixased on common 8 267 60 12,900 2,900

propellant densities. The flight fuel and LOX specific

weights were significantly different thanpredieted; the data. Figure 6-7 shows the engine-to-engine devia-

fuel specific weight at launch wa_ heavier than predicted tions in thrust and specific impulse. The largest de-

and the LOX specific weightwas lighter than predicted, viation in thrust and specific impulse was observed on

The effects of the increased fuel density are twofold: engine position 4.

the propellant loading system loads an additional a- _ I)ev£_tion Frc*m!aredicted Thru*_ (Average)

mount of fuel in order to satisfy propellant depletion 1.2

requirements, and burning time is increased because

engine power levels are dropped and additional fuel

0.B _{II

must now be burned. The expected inboard engine cut- 2/£

off time related to propellant load and fuel density } [i_[
whieh was reported bv KSC was i42.5 seconds, or up-. |., i

proximately 1.5 seconds longer than predicted. The 0._ _i;

effcctof thewarmer thanpredicted LOXis to increase , [-']

burning time due to lower fl_rust levels and additional 0 i;¢] _ .... I] r:_

propellant eonsumption. The additional propellant l 3 E°_,_ N,_b__ 6 ; 8
consumption is obtained from the fuel bias which is

loaded to provide a mininmm residual with variations

in i'tight mixture ratio. The warmer LOX causes a
decrease in mixture ratio from that predictedanda

portion of the bias is consumed. Therefore, thc ex- z _._.tio_ Fto_ P.._¢t_ sp_,_ _p_l,. (A..r_s_)

peeted burning time considering the net effect caused o.6--

.thonswnactual cutoff time was 0.61 second later than predict- _ [![

ed, but I.96 seconds less than expected for the flight 0._
propellant densities. The shorter thanexpected hurn- i |..'I

ing was caused by higher than expected thrust levels. : i L';I
o. 2 ..! I::_I

A deviation between the average actual and pro- :' ,....

dieted thrust levels and the average actual and expect- ::i0 :: H
ed thrust levels is shown in Table 6-II. t 2 3 _ s 6 7 8

Engine Nt_ber

The average speeificimpulse for all eight engines FIGURE 6-7. DZVIAT1ONS IN INDIVIDUAL ENGINE

was only 1.4 seconds higher than predicted, but was PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS

1.64 seconds higher than expected. The cause of the (S-I)

engine performance being much higher than expected The final flightperformanee prediction was based

cannot be definitely established from the available on data obtained from Rocketdyne single engine pcnalt),
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tests. Penalty static tests were conducted for all en- The pressure in the fuel tanks (Fig. 6-8) closely

gines at Neosho test stand after the engines were re- agreed with the pressure seen on past flights and the

moved from the stage for LOX dome and turbine seal PressureIN]cm2) Pressure_si)

replacements. The average penalty test data, at a _o if ', I ' l l

30-second time slice, showed thrust levels and engine _ i I _ • _*

specific impulses approximately 2000 lb and i. 5 sec .... i : ------ [ i . ,o
ends lower than these obtained during MSFC stage slat- [r*,_o, i ! I "

ie test. Since the hardware changes were made at _o -----;-- " _ .... i , _o

Neosho, penalty test data were used for prediction. ' 1 _0
However, MSFC test data contradicted the penalty test _0 I -"- :
data used and indicated that the performance would be ,c

higher (luring flight. Only a i. 06 percentaverage en- o / i i . J L o
gine thrust increase had been indicated by MSFC tests: _0 _o _ _0 Lee :2_ L,c _0

however, some of the engines were as high as 2.2 per- RangeUme(see)
Pressure(N/cm21 PressureIpsi)

cent in thrust during the stage tests. 2oo_, ,
_---1 _ _ _ I

mateiyasexpected, for the first few seeondsoffl.ight, _:t_ I "

and then continuously diverged from the expected data

until 20 to 30 seconds of flight when the difference be-

came fairly constant. The continuously increasing dif- _ _ l -i ' i _
ferenee between flightand expected thrustlevels during _,o_ / , " 1 i

the early portioaofflightis a performance anomaly i ] [ 1 i i i i Jthateannot be explained from theavailable data. Since o 0
o 20 _o 60 $o too t_o t,.o 16o

both the expected and flight data are based on approxi- RangeTimeIsec)

matelythesame flighteonditions, the differenee should FIGURE 6-8. G_S PRESSURE IN FUEI. TANK 3

be approximately constant throughout the entire flight ANDHIGII PRESSURE SPHERES

if the assumptions used in predicting performance are

valid. A similar situation was indicated during the predicted value. The fluctuations in pressure (luring

flightof SA-6. Possible explanations for the phenom- systemoperationare normal and are due to the action

enon are turbine exhaust effects or non-steady state of the fuel container pressurizings_itch. These os-

engine performance: neither is considered when pr(> ciflationsofpressurearetransmittedto the fuel pumps

dieting performance, but have a negligible effect on engine performance.

6.3 S-I PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS The 0, 57cubic meter (20 fta ) sphere temperature

and the nitrogen manifold gas temperature were nor-

6.3. t FUEL TANK PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM mal (luring flight. The SA-7 fuel tfl!age gas temi_.ara-

ture closely agreed with that of the SA-6 flight. The

Fuel tank pressurization provides increased initial temperature in fuel tank was 294°K and de-

tank structural rigidityas well as adequate engine fuel creased to a minimdm of 270_K at i00 seconds. At

pump inlet pressure. The system operated as expect- this time aerodynamic heating effects were at n max-

ed with no major deviations from predicted perform- imumandeausedthe temperature toincrease to 276°K

ance, at the end of flight.

The system is designed to maintain a constant ul- 6.3.2 LOX TAN2__ PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM

lage pressure of approximately il N/em 2 gauge (16

psig) for the first 70 seconds of flight. The fuel con- Pressurization of the LOX tanks provides in-

tainer pressurizing switch opens and closes any of the creased tank structural rigidity and adequate LOX

throe pressurizing valves which are active and keeps pump inlet pressures. Prelaunch pressurization is

the tank pressure between 10.3 and 1t.7 N/cm 2 gauge aehieved with helium froma ground source. From re-

(15 and 17 psig). At 70 seconds, the flow of pres- hicle ignition command to liftoff an increased helium

surant to the fuel tanks is terminated and the GN 2 re- flow is used to maintain adequate LOX tank pressure

maining in the spheres is joined as one system and duringengine start. Operation of the LOX tank pros-

allowed to equalize with the GN 2 in the LOX-SOX surization system during prelaunch and flight was

s phe res. satisfactory.
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Preiaanch pressurization of the 4.24 percent ul- 6.3.4 [,OX-SOX DISPOSAL SYSTEM

lage was accomplished in 74 seconds. Predicted and
measured LOX tank pressures during flightare shown The LOX-SOX disposal system purges the

in Figta'e 6-9. Center LOX tank and outboard LOXtank S-I/S-IV interstage area with GNu. The purge dis-

Pmsure"gem2) pressu,e,psil perses LOX, sex, or both from the S-IVenginc thrust
[ " - , --! chambers during the chilldown cycle, and provides an

/ inert environment prior to S-l/S-IV stage separation.

! i i :I

'_" i ! [ -] Successful operation of the LOX-SOX disposal
Pr_t_ _c-_ [ + ' systen_ was indicated by the flight data. Pressure
Pre0ict_-te-. ! equalization between the 0.57 cubic, meter (20 ft 3)

__-----=---:=-_-_=:::::: i ,. triplex spheres occurred as scheduled at 70.5 seconds

_--,,,,, _,_-------_-___-_-_--_ -_ when the two systems were joined by a programmed

_" "%_Measu_,_-0C ! signal. This equalization was shown by a rapid in-
' Measure¢ - {_ L ,.,, ,

crease in sphere pressure to I155 N/cm _ (1675 psi)

- and a rapid decrease in plenum chamber temperature.

6.4 HYDROGEN VENT DUCT PURGE SYSTEM

,o _ ,¢ ,_ ,i: ,:_ ,_ The hydrogen vent duct purge system removes
Rarlge Timecsec_

FIGURE 6-9 LOX TANK GAS PRESSURES the chilldown hydrogen flowing through the S-IV stage
piumbingat approximately 35 seconds prior to S-I/S-IV

pressures averaged 2.4 N/cm 2 (3.5psi) higher, at the stage separation. The hydrogen exits the S-IV stage

beginning of flight, and 3.4 N/em 2 (5 psi} lower, at through three 12-inch diameter duets that lead down

theendof flight, than predicted. The center LOX tank the sides of the S-I/S-W interstage and the S-I stage

pressure reached amaximum of 42.4 N/cm _ (61.5psi) in line with stub fins II, III, and IV. Prior to launch,

at 25second_andhaddecreased to 38.6 N,/cm-" (56psi) low-pressure helium froma ground source purges the

at 147 seconds. Although this is 0.7 N/cm _ (1 psi) three ducts. A helium triplex sphere assembly on-

below the regulating range of the CaDX Flow Control board the S-I stage supplies GHe for the purge after

Valve (GFCV), it (tees not indicate abnormal system liftoff. This purge continues through the chilldown

operation since the 0.7 N/cm a (1 psi) is within the operation and S-I stage powered flight.
measuring accuracy.

The sphere pressure and temperature at liftoff

6.3.3 CONTROL PRESSURE SYSTEM were 2040 N/era 2 (2960 psi) and 297 °K for SA-7 as

The pneumatic control pressure system sup- compared to 2000 N/cm 2 (3000 psi) and 291°K for

plies GN 2 at a regulated pressure of 517 _* 10 N/era z SA-6. The pressure at OECO was 440 N/cm 2 (640

gauge (750 ± 15 psig) for operation of the following: psi) for SA-7. compared to 383 N/era 2 (555 psi) for

LOX tank pressure relief valves one and two, LOX SA-6. The temperature of the gas in the sphere at

vent valve, LOX replenishing control valve, suction OECOwas 218°K. SA-7 hydrogen vent ductpurge sys-

line prevalve control valves, engine turbopump gear- tern operation was satisfactory and comparable to

box pressurization, and calorimeter and LOX pump SA-6 system operation.

seal purges. The SA-7 system was basically the same

as the SA-6 system, except for the deletion of the en- 6.4. I PROPELLANT UTILIZATION

gine compartment TV camera purge requirement. The

control pressure system operated satisfactorily Propellant utilization (the ratio of propellant

throughout the flight, used to propellant loaded) is an indication of the ef-

ficiency of a propulsion system in consuming the loaded

Thesupply sphere pressure was 1965N/era2(2850 propellant. Propellantutilizationfor the S-Istage was

psi) at lfftoff and decreased to 1276 N/cm 2 (1850 psi) veryclose to predicted. Thepredictedand actual per-
cent of loaded propellant utilized on the flight have

at 150 seconds. The final pressure compares well
been calculated from the vehicle weight data and are

with the SA-5 level and is somewhat higher than SA-6
as follows:

due to the TV camera purge on SA-6.

Predicted (%) Actual (%)
The regulated supply pressure was 527 N/cm 2

(765 psi) throughout S-Ipowered flightindicating sat- Total 99.09 99. 14

isfactory performance of the control pressure rega- Fuel 98.21 98.53
later. LOX 99.48 99.41
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LOX starvation cutoffof the outboard engines was during engine firing and non-firing operations. This

attempted for the firsttimeon SA-7, Itwas predicted is accomplished without the use of an external prcs-

that LOX starvation would occur when the LOX level surizingsource. Hydraulic fluidflows totheactuators

reached the bottom of the outboard LOX container from the highpressureaccumulatorand returns to the

sumps. The backup timerwasset togiveoutboard en- [ow pressure reservoir. The electric motor driven

ginc cutoff 6. I seconds after inboard engine cutoff if auxiliarypump operates only during prelaunch check-

starvation cutoffhad not occurred, out of the gimbaling system,

The cutoff sequence was initiatedby the uncover- Perform._mce of tl]ehydraulic systenls during S-I

ing of the LOX level cutoff probe in LOX tank 04 at stage flight was satisfacto_S. Source pressures re-

139.54 seconds. After a preset two-second delay, rosined adequate throughout flightand the oi! temper-

IECOoccurred. OECOwasinitiatedbythe6. i-second atures were well within their specified limits. The

backup timer at 147.64 seconds indicating LOX star- oillevelsin the individualsystems ran lower than pro-

ration cutoff had not been accomplished, dieted but remained within limits. Low accumulator

GN 2 precharge pressures could account for these lo_ er

Itwaspredicted thatOECOwouldoccur from LOX than predicted oil level values. Since the levels

starvation 5.64 seconds after IECO. This time inter- showedrisingtrendsas the flightprogressed, the pos-

valwaspredictedonthebasisof 0.33 m (13 in.) height sibilityofanoil leakisunlikely. No threat to the per-

differentialbetween the center LOX tank and outboard formance of the individualhydraulic systems was posed

LOX tank levelsat IECO. Theactual differentialfrom by the lower than expected oil levels.

probe data was 0.41 m (16in.). Thisextra 7.62 em

(3 in.) represents approximately 435 kg (960 Ibm) 6.6 RETRO ROCKET PERFORMANCE

more LOX than predicted available to be burned be-

tweenIECOandOECO. This helps to account for the Four 151,240 N (34,000 Ibf) thrust, solid pro-

backup timer cutoff since it represents approximately pellant retro rockets provided the necessary retarding

0.5-second burn time for the four engines. The re- forceon the S-I stage to prevent S-I/S-IV stage colli-

constructedresidualsagreewith probe data, verifying sionafterseparat|on. The retro rockets were mounted

that LOX starvation was not accomplished, on the spider beam at the top of the S-I stage, 90 de-

grees apart and midway betnveen the main fin positions.

Thepropellantresidualsweredeterminedutilizing The nozzles were canted 12 degrees from the velzicln

continuous level probes located in the bottom of each longitudinal axis to direct the thrustvector through the

propellant container, measuring the levels from I.3 S-I stage center of percussion.

to 0.28 m (51.5 to It. 2) from the container bottom.

The data from these probes were used in conjunction Retro rockctignition occurred as planned. Corn-

with reconstructed flowrates to determine the follow- bustionchamber pressure builduDand decay appeared

ing propellant residuals.' normal for all four retro rockets. The SA-7 onboard

tape provided the specific data used in determining the

End of Thrust trends. Er_'atic data for the middle portion of the

IECO OECO Decay . burningperiod (149.10to 150.10sec) necessitated the

kg Ibm kg [bf kg Ibm use of curves derived from previous flightsto estab-

lish the trend during this erratic data period. A typ-

LOX 7,812 17,222 1,991 4,389 1,633 3,600 ical chamber pressure for the retro rockets is shown

in Figure 6-10.

Fuel 5,556 12,249 2,453 5,408 1,829 4,032 pr_r,,_c_ P_,_r,_i_

t_ ..... _. Erralk. Dztl ..... _

The four outboard H-I engines, gimbal mounted .....

.
ingoperationofthe S-I stage. Two hydraulic actuators

_ wereutilizedtogimbaleachengineinresponsetosig- ' .... \ _ -t --_--
nals from the Flight Control Computer located in the

Instrument Unit. o , , ........ I_.._ j !
RatheIir_ _',ic_

Four independent, closed-loop hydraulic systems FIGURE 6-10. TYPICAL RETRO ROCKET COM-

provide power forgimbalingthe outboard engines, both BUSTION CHA,MI3ER PRESSURE

cc2h........I_111,,1 _1 | Jl'_ll,,,
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Measured, calculated, andpredictedperformance systems, PU system, and the non-propulsive vent

values are shown in Table 6-111. The values obtained system were very close to predicted values.

indicate higher combustion pressure and thrust levels

thanprevious Block IIvehiclesalong with correspond- 6.7.2 CLUSTER PERFORMANCE

ingly shorter burning times. High propellant grain

temperatures appear to be the most probable cause for Two separate analyses were eml)loyedin re-

these highoperating characteristics since combustion constructing the S-IV stage six-engine performance.

chamber pressure varies with temperature.

The first methodisanengine analysis, which uses

Retro roeketperformancewas exceptionally good. the telemetered engine parameters to compuI_, clus-

Proper operation prevented interaction of the S-I anti tered thrust, specific impulse, and mnss flow. A cor-

S-IV stages, reetion faetor is use(] to acemnt for the (i degrees of

engine cant angle to the vehicle center line, helium

6.7 S-IV STAGE PROPULSION SYSTEM heater flow rates, helium heater thrust andchilldown

vent thrust.

6.7.1 OVERALL S-IV STAGE PROPULSION The second method is a postflight simulation,

PERFORMANCE which uses the thrust and mass flow shapes obtained

from the engine analysis and adjusts the levels to sire-

The performance of the S-IV propulsion sys- ulate the actual trajectory as closely as possible. In

tem was within design limits throughout the S-IV-7 order to compare the postflight sim_dation results to

flight test. The performance of the individual engines, the engine analysis resultssa correction factor for base

tank pressurization systems, helium beater, hydraulic pressure must be applied.

TABLE 6-III. RETHO I_OCKET PARAMETEHS

Parameter Retro Rockets Predicted*
[ 2 3 4 Total

Burning Time (sec) 2.15 2.20 2.15 2.25 .... 2.15

Total Impulse (N-s) 323,610 341,400 328,060 351,410 1,344,480 331,400

(Ib-s) 72,750 76,750 73,750 79,000 302,250 74,500

Average Thrust (N) 150,514 155,181 152,583 157,169 615,447 154,130
(lb) 33,837 34,886 34,302 35,333 [38,358 34,650

Average Pressure (N/cm 2) 911 935 920 944 ........
(psi) 1,321 1,356 1,334 1,369

Firing Command (see

range time) 148.5 148.5 148.5 148.5 147.7

Definition of Terms:

i. Burning Time - Time interval between the intersection points on the zero thrust line
described by a line tangent to the rise of thrust at the point of inflection extended
to intersect the zero thrust line and by a line tangent to the decaying thrust curve

at a point of reflection extended to intersect the zero thrust line.

2. Total Impulse - Area under thrust-versus-time curve.

3. Average Thrust - Total impulse divided by burning time.

4. Average Pressure - Area under pressure versus-time curve divided by burning time.

* Predicted values were based on a propellant grain temperature of 289°K and an altitude

of 76,200 m (250,000 ft).

_"_Lil'i_"i I'I1"1 • I
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410 _

S-IV-7stage flight data analysis, x_hieh was 4to _2

based on an overall evaluation of burn time with re- '-- ...

sport to propellants loaded a_d on ally possible error _ '_''.- ,o
associated with these quantities, indicated that thrust _ _ ...... -.

and specific impulse deviated from })redicted by 0.89 " .
percent for thrust and 0.98 percent for specific ira- _°o ,_ _ 3_ ._ _

pulse based upon flight sinnllutJ(m. _-lv i_,. ,t., (,.¢)

Flay ItJte {R/I) !tl_ IIA_I (lb.,i)

The engine analysis performance characteristics *_ I ::_

were reconstructed starting from LII a cooldown and _'-'- .'_2..2 [

continuing to engine cutoff. Three independent corn- _" __.,..._....,._.__..___ _ nopukc programs were used to gain statistical confideace _. ..........

in the recoastructed values and profiles. *0,
92

0

Based on data obtained from the acceptance firing

of the S-IV-7 stage, propellantdeplctiontime has been s,.:m_ _.,..:,, (,.¢)

predietedas 481.17 seconds burn time. The actual de .... _---_
plotion time, determined by extraix)lating from the

prol)ellant residuals remaining at command cutoff, .30 ........... _"

would have been482.5 sceonds or approximately 1.3 [ _T'_"___ Ia25

seconds longer than predicted. Tile perforelanee cx- 0 toe s-,v:__. *,_. a0o).°, .as _oo
cur.sions were _ithin the predicted bands and shalx, s.

_xtur. _agto (tOX/LRI)
Thrust, specific impulse, total propellant mass _

flo_ rate and eng_inc mixture ratio determined from

the ¢nginc analysis are presented in I,'igarc (;-it, _._

6.7.2.2 1.'LIGHT SIMULATION _- _¢"_ '_'_""_'_ '-"'N\.

Adjtlstmento[ theproptflsion param,_ter his- _"o ,e_ ,00 _ooace 10o

Levies obtained by Cllgiac analysis was accomplished ,.,v ,_._ _- (.._)

bycmployingasix-degree-of-freedom Irajeclx)rysim- FIGURE 6-11. TOTAL S-IV STAGE PEltFORM-

ulationeomputer program incorporating a differential ANCE {ENGINE ANALYSIS)

correction procedure. Theignilion weight determined
flight vehicle weight, inaetual trajectory, and in thrust

from the engine analysis was considered known. The
and mass flow shape from.the engine analysis. It is

results of the simulation indicate that the S-IV-7 stage estimated that thcse uncertainties could cause e,'rer

performance was very close to the performaneesof of up to 0.3 percent in each of the propulsiun psi'am-
previous S-IV stages, and was nearly a duplicate of eters.
S-IV-5 performance.

Table I; -IV conl,itl_r_,,5 tile Ilight simulati,m usa i'll -

The simulation was obtained by varying vehicle gine ;I.Iltllssis results to l)re(lictcd values. It can hc

thrust, mass flow, and pitch plane engine misaligm- seen that the S IV-7 vehielc thrust :Hid specific

meat until the best fit of the actual trajectory param- impulse wece lower than predicted, and that the vc-

eters was obtained. The simulated trajectory matched hiclc nlass flow was nearly equal to prcdicled, .\s en

theactual trajeeterywithagroaterdcgree of accuracy previous flights, the vehicle specific impulse and

thanon any of the previous flights. The following at,- thrust, as determined by the trajectory simulation

erage deviations existed: technique, were somcx_hat less than those detel'mincd

I)y engine analysis, in, licating thai the pl'npulsion l)a-

1. Slant Range - 28 m rameters determined from enginc analysis arc intern-

2, Earth-Fixed Velocity - O. 32 m/s patil)le with the actual trajectory.
- 3. Altitude - 44 m

The flight simulation technique provides an ac-

curate determination of avehicic mass history, if the

Since the actual was very close to the simulated vehicle weight at any point of the lraleetory is :teen-

trajectory, the only significant uncertainties in the re- rately known. The SA-7 flight simulation rcstdls coal-

suits are those due to possible inaccuracies in post- pletely verify the pestflight vehicle mass histot 3,
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TABLE 6-1V, S-IV-7 PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Pa rame t e rs Flight Engine

Predicted Simulation Analysis

Longitudinal Vehicle (N) 399,477 395,909 399,450

Thrust (lbf) 89,806 89,004 89,800

Vet_icle Mass Loss Rate (kg/s) 95.6 94.9 94.8

(lbra/s) 210.8 209.3 209.0

Longitudinal Vehicle

Specific Impulse (sec) 429.5 425.3 429.6

Definition of Propulsion Parameters

Longitudinal Vehicle Thrust accounts for engine cant angle, and includes helium heater
thrust and thrust originating at the cooldown vents d_le to leakage of LH2 through the
engine cooldown valves during engine operation. Ullage rocket thrust and predicted

aerodynaraic base drag (600.5 N or 135 ibf thrust effect) are not included.
Vehicle Mass Loss Rate includes all stage weight flowrates, such as the sum of indivi-
dual engine propellant weight flowrates, leakage of LH2 through the cooldown vaives,
and hel.ium heater propellant x_eight flo_. Ullage rocket flowrate is not included.

Lon$itudinal Vehicle Specific Impulse is vehicle longitudinal thrust divided by vehicle
mass loss rate.

*Average values between 90% S-IV thrust and S-IV cutof[.

obtained from the combinationof propellant sensor data 6.7.3.2 START TRANSIENTS

andstageweights. Using the actual initial mass as an

initialcondition for the flight simulation, itwas deter- Normal start transients were noted for all

mined that the S-IV cutoff mass derived from flight engiz_cs. The engine thrust buildup at the 90 percent

simulation was within 6.35 kg (14 lbm) of the actual level was achieved by all engines between 1.88 and

S-IVcutoffmass measured duringflight bycapaeitance 2.18 seconds after start command. For comparison,
probe data and point level sensor data. the chamherpressure transients at start are shown in

Figure 6-12. The individual engine chamber pressure

6.7.3 INDWIDUAL ENGINE PERFORMANCE antl the thrust overshoot duringenginc start transient

were negligible. Engine thrust overshoot values were

The six Pratt and Whitney RLIOA-3 engines, loss than 5 percent on all engines.

which powered the S-IV stage, functioned satisfactorily

during prestart, start, steady state, and cutoff. All

engine events occurred as scheduled, and performance 6.7.3.3 STEADY STATE OPEflATION

levels of all engines were consistent with performance

levels established during acceptance testing. Satisfactory performance of the engines was

demonstrated throughout the flight. Average engine

6.7.3.1 ENGINE COOLDOWN specific impulse for the engines was 431,3 seconds

with a mean total engine thrust level of 401,390 N

Theenginecooldownperiodwas42.0seconds (90,2361bf). Ma.ximum and minimum mixture ratio

for LH_ and 10. 1 seconds for LOX. The LOX con- levels during the flight were 5.2_ and 4.80 respec-

sumption for cooldown was approximately 68.04 kg tively. Themaximun_ mixture ratio occurred at a PU

(150 ibm), or an average flow rate of 1.13 kg/s (2.5 valve angle of -14 degrees while the minimtml oe-

Ibm/s} per engine. The LHzconsumption forcooldown eurred at an angle of 21 degrees. Figure 6-13 shows

was approximately 136 kg (250 Ibm), or an average the deviations from predicted thrust and specific im-

LH 2 flowrate of 0.454 kg/s (1.0 lbm/s) per engine, pulse.
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Ch.b.r p...._r* (_/¢"b C".."._ P_...." (,'') icnced a smooth thrust decay and reached 5 percent

_" I i I I within 0,128 to 0.152 seconds, as shown in Figure
N,_: D.:. ,or _._._. ,_ ._d _6 .I 6-14. The total cutoff impulse subsequent to guidance

not available during io_ _ 3_0

chamber Preasure ttme lnte_al" _ Prenuv6 (#7_2) Pveleur. (pit)

• ] I200 ............... _ . _ 280

2ao 300

16o ...... 200

I
1 ! t 200

5 .... I _ lbO 150
6-- -- ] 2OO

80_ /i ..... _20 lO0

o 5 l o _.5 2 o 2.5 3.o

T_ fr_ S-IV St_r¢ SLgnal (Jet)

FIGURE 6-12. INDIVIDUAL ENGINE START o.z o.2 o._ o.4 o
TRANSIENTS Tu.. _= s.zv E.gt.. c_,:o_f c¢--.,_ (.._1

_nrust FIGURE 6-14. S-IV CUTOFF TRANSIENTS
% Deviation from Predicted

cutoff signal from engine measurements was 50,803

N-s (11,421 Ibf-s), compared to a predicted nominal

impulse of 29,038 N-s (6,5281bf-s) which was used

_ _ in the predicted trajectory and does not include the
rTn __--___ 8,807 N-s ( 1,980 lbf-s) due to relay time delay or the

U 2,224 N-s (500 lbf-s) due to vent ducts. Analysis of
velocity gains determined from guidance indicates a

[ngine cutoff impulse of 49,375 N-s (It, 100 lbf-s)

Aninvestigation of the continued higher than pre-

dicted cutoff impulse on the S-IV stage flights was

made. Comparisons of flight and engine acceptance

$_)ecifi¢Impulse test data confirm the higher flightshutdown impulse
% )eviation from Predicted

in that they show 0. 0i to 0.02 second slower decay

characteristics forallengines during flight. Because

of back EMF effects engine solenoid movements can

be greatly affected by vehicle electricalcircuits. Test

_ _ r--n .' , runs at Pratt& Whitney Aircraft indicate that the 39-

' : ; U volt Zener Diodes usedin the vehicle filter circuits at
Ecgi,,e the engine solenoids cause delays in solenoid actuation

times of approximately 0. 008 second. This effect, as
well as other electrical effects, is considered the

most likely explanation of the increased cutoff im-

FIGURE 6-13. S--IV ENGINE DEVIATION FROM pulse.

PREDICTED

Asa resultof the investigation, it has been deter-
6.7.3.4 CUTOFF TRANSIENTS

mined that the predicted value for cutoff impulse on

Engine cutoff was initiated hya guidance sig- the S-IV stage of SA-9 will be changed to 48,930 N-s

nal aL 621. 38 seconds. The six engine cluster exper- (lt,000ib-s) not corrected for engine cant.
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The following sketch illustrates the method used The LH 2 pump inlet conditions were maintained

in determining the cutoff impulse of each engine, within the engine specification requirements range

throughout flight except for NPSP. The LH 2 tank _as

__ .:. _ _.. _L-.... s....... __...... _'__" N/em 2 (15.9 psi) to 24.9 N/era z (36.1 psil.
s_ N.s T_' ?,r_ C_rresponds l

_:a _._ c.,,,.._ c:_,,f c........ The ullage pressure decayed to 24. 1 N/cm 2 (35.0

:.,_ _._ _:_ _-_ E,,_,:,, sr,.:_ ......... psi) at S-I liftoff. By the time of 1.H.. prestart, the
(_}(_ [b s} (1_'( '._ s) Sht,td.'_: Imp;:s,

ullage pressure had decayed to 93.8 N/era 2 f 34.5 psil.

}_ The ullage pressure decreased during cooldownand
-- "t 9

.:: _ ~_. _,_, _.,_ ,: >,,_ was approximately 20.5 N,,cm- (29. 8 psi) at 140.0
":,_, ". ""'_': seconds, at which time the ambient helium makeup

r,-, _,,- s. ,,,,, =v,'.,.,_, _.... was initiated by the LH 2 tank tillage pressure switch
for the first time. The first makeup cycle lasted 3.5

6.8 S-IV PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM
seconds. Makeup was activated a second time at

150.0 seconds, and this cycle lasted approximately
tL 8. 1 I.H 2 TANK PRESSUI{IZATION

3.0 seconds. Approximately 0.34 kg _0.74 Ibm) of

helium were used during makeup.
l),lring the S-IV-7 flight, the LH 2 tank pres-

surization system performe, d satisfactorily. Figure Inflight fuel tank pressurization is accomplished

6-t5 presents the LH a tank ullage pressures during by Gtt 2 which is tapped off the engine supply down-

prepressurization, S-I boost and S-IV flight, stream of the main fuel shutoff valve and routed through

Pressure (N/cm 2) Pressure (psi)

30

42

28

26 38

24
34

22

30

20

t
L

18 _ 26

16 _--- o _---_

c_ _ , 22

12 m m --

I0 14
-150 -50 50 150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850

Range Time (see)

FIGURF t;-lS. FUEL TANK ULLAGE PRICSSUIII'; DURING PREPRESSUIIIZATION S-I BOOST AND

S-IV FLIGHT
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the fuel tankpressurizingvalve. Prior to initiation of IolaiFueIPumplnielPressure
Pressure(_cm2i Pressure(psi)

step pressurization on signal from the propellant utili- ,, [,

zation system at 488.4 seconds, the LH 2 tank ullage //_'I "

pressure cycled between approximately 20.5 and 21.4 26

N/(:nl 2 (29.8 and 31. 1 psi). The initiation of step
2S

pressurization opens the step pressure solenoid and /
the tank pressure is allowed to approach the vent set- /

ling. The ullage pressure increased from 20.8 N/cm 2 2, /(30.2 psi} at initiation of step pressurization to 26.4 a3

N/enl 2 (38.3 psi) at S-IV-7 stage cutoff. 22 f_ i _ 32

Theaveragcpressuranttemperaturewas approxi- ,, _ Nkfx;_ _- /

mately 186"K. The average pressurant fiowratcs ob-
tained during normal, control and step were 0.051, _0

0. 079 and 0. 124 kg/'s (0. i13, 0. 175and0.274 lbm/s), S-IVBumTII_IH¢)

respectively. Average ullage temperature at cutoff zT_rllurel,,K) loillFulllPuNtplnITl_wlturt

was approximately i50°K. During the flight, 36.2 kg //
(79.9 Ibm) of GB 2 was used to pressurize the tank, i
19.7 kg (43.5 ll)m) of wtfich was used prior to step 2_ .---- ._..._-

pressurization. _ _
II

S-IV Bum Time (lilt)
The performance of tile non-propulsive vent sys-

tem was as expected. See Section VIII for details on prlf4ullll_¢n)2] f_elNiIP_lt_lSu_l_prl_u_l Pnl_unl(_l}lo

system performance. _,

6.8. t. 1 Ltt 2 PUMP INLET CONDITIONS u

Based on engine performance data, tile LH l -"-\'VXr

i

pump inlet conditions we re adequate throughout the en-

tire flight, even though minimum required conditions , _ _ ¢
were not achieved for approximately 30 seconds (see - "--Ml_l_miO"SH.......... aX-- ......... '
Figure 6-16). Minimum NPSP was 4. SN..lcm 2 (7.0 s V

psi) atinitiationofstepprcssurization. , I l I ,

S- IV Burn Time Isl¢l

6.8.2 LOX TANK PRESSURIZATION FIGURE 6-16. LH 2 PUMP INLET PARAMETERS
Pressure I_cm21 Pressure_sll

During the S-IV-7 stage flight, the LOXtank " _ _ _ _Vpressurization system operation was satisfactory. ?-----_V.__ _ "-,,.,,2, _The LOX tank is pressurized with cold GHe from a

ground source imme(liately prior to liftoff. During the _

S-IV poweredphase pressure to LOX tank is provided
by the helium heater, Figure 6-17 presents the LOX _ --

tank ullage pressure during prepresaurization, S-I

boost and S-IV flight.

14 rPres!rization
Throughout flight, the engine total pump i_flct pres- s-w c0I I fti_. s-iv_,.i,_, i I

sures were above 31.7 N/ore l (46 psi) and the NPSP l(I-150 -90 I 1t 250 Y_ _50 ii 6511 11

were well above the minimum required limit of 10. 3 I_n!_ll_tlsi¢l

N,lcm _ (15 psi). At the initiation of automatic count FIGURE 6-i7. LOX TANK ULLAGE PRESSURE
DURING PREPRESSURIZATION,(150 sec prior to liftoff), the LOX tank was prepres-

surized to approximately 33.0 N/era 2 (47, 9 psi) with S-I BOOST &. S-IV FLIGHT

about 1.9 kg (4, I Ibm) of ground supplied helium.
N/era _ (43.6 psi) at approximately 60 seconds before

iiftoff, after which it leveled off and began to increase.

Between 120 and 100 seconds before liftoff, the This pressure decay may have been due to flow from

LOX tank vent valve number t cycled 4 times. The a vent valve pilot which remained unseated from the

LOX tank ullage pressure then decayed to about 30. t last vent until 60 seconds prior to liftoff.
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FIGURE 6-18. S-IV HELIUM HEATER PERFORMANCE
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During S-I boost, the LOX tank ullage pressure PressurmlWcmZ) l"otalLOXPumplnletPressure Pmssure_osllsz

remained relatively constant, which may be attributed ] • ]
to a balance between a pressure decrease due to pro- 3 !

pellant slosh and a pressure increase due to the vent /k _o

valve purge. _ _ _ _. '*

. ,|

As shown in Figure 6-16, the S-IV-7 flight dem- . ,,

onstrated the successful operational capability of the 32 . ,,

helium heater as an integral component of the stage I i
LOX tankpressurization system. Helium heater igni- _o t_ 200 ]0_ _00 _¢_

S-IV Burn Time {s_b
tion was normal at the S-IV stage engine command,

with the combustion temperature rising rapidly to Te_era_re (*'g) TotalL0XPumpInletTemperature

above 5560K within three seconds. The combustion ,2.o ! :1 n
"" temperature continued to rise for 140seconds of S-IV i

stage powered flight, reaching a maximum of 1144°K '_-- _I _and then decreasing rapidly tooff-scale. Investigation

of other heater parameters, such as cold helium ori- _,0 ------I _ ....

flee inlet temperature and heat flux, shows that the
combustion temperature drop was invalid, due to an ,o_ --_.___:.-_-

instrumcntationfailure. Five seconds after S-IV stage J I I
engine cutoff,the combustion temperature rose sharp- ,o.c _oo ,_ ] ]

ly, showing the characteristic shape of the temperature S-IV BurnTime(see)
transient after cutoff, erasure (N/cm2l Pressure {psi]

full duration of the S-IV stage powered flight, averag-

ing approximately 7.61 x l0 / watts (260 x 103 Btu/hr) _. n

for two-coil mode and 5.42 x 104 watts (185 x l03 _'

Btu/hr) for single-coil mode. The helium heater sec- 3L

ondary coil control valve cycled 3.5 times during S-IV 'Lo_-- _o_ _ 30o ,o, _0
S - IV BUrn Time tS_)

stage powered flight,with single-coilmode occurring FIGURE 6-19. LOX PUMP INLET CONDITIONS
during 45.5 percent of this time, and two-coil mode

occurring (luringthe remainder ofthe time. It isnoted at 188 seconds prior to liftoff.The LOX pump inlet
that the S-IV-7 was the firstflightstage that did not

temperatures decreased in a normal manner and, at

incorporate the LOX tank pressurization backup sys- termination of cold helium bubbling, were within the

tern. The LOX tank pressure demands and the normal range of 78.9 °K to 81.4* K. Th'istemperature range
tank pressurization system operation were such that

compared favorably.with expected values. By pre-

the backup system was not required, start, the temperatures had increased to 92.2 ° K and

94.2 ° K, both of which were within the required limits

The performance of the non-propulsive vent sys- of 90.3 ° K to 97.7 °K, At engine start, the inlet tern-
tern was as expected. See Section VIII for details on

peratures were between 90.6 ° K and 91.1 ° K. A time-

system performance, history of LOX pump inlet temperatures during the

cold helium bubbling operation and the LOX pump cool-

down period is presented in Figure 6-20.
6. 8. 2.1 LOX PUMP INLET CONDITIONS

6.8.3 (.'OLD HELIUM SUPPLY

The LOX supply system delivered the nec-

essaryquantityof LOX to the engine pump inlets while During S-IV stage flight, the cold helium sup-

maintaining the required conditions of pressure and ply was more than adequate. The pressure and tern-

temperature. The LOX pumpinlet temperature stabi- perature inthecold helium spheres at SA-7 liftoffwere

lized at the bulk temperature of 90.4°K within 5 soc- 2137 N/cm 2 (3i00 psi) and 21.9°K respectively, indi-

onds after engine start. The temperature then slowly eating a helium mass of 57.4 kg (i26.5 lbm}. A lack

increased, maintaining an average of 91.Bi°K by the of temperature data for the number 2 cold helium

time of S-IV stage cutoff. The inlet conditions shown sphere during flight negates any determination of he-

in Figure 6-t9werewithinthespecifiedlimitsoftem- lium mass in the botttesafter liftoff, tlowever, the

peratureandpressurethroughoutS-IVoperation. Cold monitoring of pressure and temperature conditions at

helium bubbling was initiated at 488 seconds prior to the LOX tank pressurization control orifice, during

lifteffandcontinuedsatisfactorily until its termination S-I boost and S-IV pbwered flight, verified that no
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l_¢'%hl a e,_ri,., t.,'r! A i_
I"

L,Xp,,_, ,,: :,,_:,........ _..... _-_ .... 6.9 S-IV PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SYSTEM

._, _'_ formed satisfactorily. The usable residuals above

the pump inlets at command cutoff were 980 kg (2154

[ Ibm) of LOXand203kg (4471bm) of LH 2. IftheS-IV-7

-- _--- flight had been permitted to run to propellant deple-
:ox p:L,t !1 t

_,, . c..........,__.. tion, the propellant utilization at depletion cutoff sig-

[ _]Ii_---------++,,,_co:,_ , __J'..i , )i nal would have bedn 99.95 percent of the usable pro-
-, [ ___,_ 'J _ _ pellants loaded. The residual at depletion cutoff _ould

' have been 22.7 kg (501bm) of LH 2.

6.9.1 PROPELLANT MASS HISTORY

.......,......... '_ The propellant mass history at various event

• /--- I _[-- times is presented in the following table. The values

[ _ I are for total mass above the pump inlet.

|

_ "-._ :-'- [ Event LOX LH 2kg Ibm kg Ibm

First Motion 38,225 84,271 7,772 17,134

LH 2 Prestart 38,221 84,263 7,771 17,132

LOX Prestart 38,220 84,260 7,681 16,934
FIGURE 6-20. COLD HELIUM BUBBLING PER-

FORMANCE Ignition 38,163 84,135 7,657 16,881
PU Activation 37,903 83,562 7,600 16,755

Residual 977 2,154 203 447
makeup pressurization from Lhe cold helium spheres

was required prior to S-IV ignition. Based upon inte- The values in the table are based on separate
gration of the pressurization flow rate during S-IV

studies of telemetered subsystem and engine propel-
burn, itwas determined that 34.9 kg (771bin) of he-

lant flow data.
lium were consumed for LOX tank pressurization,

leaving a residual of 22.5 kg (49.5 Ibm) helium in the

storage spheres. 6.9.2 SYSTEM RESPONSE

The PU system responded properly during
6.8.4 CONTROL HELIUM SYSTEM

S-IV-7 flight and provided the necessary PU valve

movement to correct for the mass errors sensed by
The S-IV-7 pneumatic control system operation the system. Figure 6-21 shows the actual movement

was satisfactory during preflightcheckout and flight, of the PU valve during S-IV stage flight.
The control helium sphere was pressurized to approx-

imately 2027 N/cm 2 (2940 psi);itdecreased duringS-I

powered flight to about 1986 N/em 2 (2880 psi) and POValvoPosit;'onldegl
*0

reaebed approximately 1850N/era 2 (2690 psi) at S-IV

enginecutoff, The sphere temperature ranged from a
20

maximumoI 292 °K at liftoff tea minimum of 267 +K at _-

about 175secondsafter S-IVengine start. By the time .*_,--_'_ "_'--'--'*_o

Of S-IV engine cutoff, the sphere temperature had in- "_.__[

creased to 268°K. -2o

The control helium regulator outlet pressure vat- "4°o 5o too 1_o 2o0 zso 30¢ 3_ _oo 4_o
led between 344 and 327 N/em 2 (499 and 474 psi) from TimefromS-IV EngineStartCommend
liftoff to S-IV engine start command, after which time

it stabilized at 330 N/em 2 (478 psi). The change in

regulator discharge pressure reflects the change in the FIGURE 6-2 i. TYPICAL PROPELLANT UTILI-

ambient reference pressure. ZATION VALVE POSITION

It,_. ._ u _ i xnL
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At the time of PU system activation, the system EnginEs 1,4,5, & 6 22 see minimum

sensed a positivc equivalent LOX mass error (excess Engine 2 21 see

LOX 98.4 kgor 217 Ibm) and positioned the PU valves, Engine 3 2 I.5 sec

causing the engines to assume a higher mkxture ratio. Engines l, 4, 5 &, 6 stillhad a positive accumulator

The factors primarily responsible for this PU valve charge at the time (22 sec} noted: the onboard re-

excursion _cre non-linearitics in the system and the corder playback interrupted the pertinent data trans-
initial LOX mass error sensed in the system. This

mission at that time, preventing an accurate placing
initial mass error on SA-7 was within file aeeuraey of

of the accumulator fluid exhaustion point.
tile loading system.

6.11 ULLAGE ROCKFTS

The average engine mixture ratio exeuesions due- Ullage rocket performance was satislacto W.

ing flight varied between 4.8 and 5.28, which are well The ullage roeketignition eommnndwas given at 14g. 34

within engine operational capabilities, seconds. After ignition command the chamber pres-

sure of rockets 3 and 4 began to increase immediately,

6.9.3 PU SYSTEM COMMANI) while the chamber pressure increase of rockets 1 and

2 was delayedapproMmately 0.05 second. The chain-

The PU system is designed to originate three ber pressure rise rates, which were similar for all

commands: four rockets, requil_ed approxinmtely O. 03 second to

increase from 0 to 689 N/era 2 ( 1,000 psi), represent-

l. The PU System Gain Change Command ing a rate of approximately 23,000 N.'cmZ,.'s (33,000

psi/s). The chamber pressures during mainstage

2. The t.tt 2 Tank Step Pressure Connnand operations were nominal, averaging approximately

710 N/cm 2 (1,030 psi). The burn time above 90 per-

3. Tile Arm All Engine Cutoff Comnmnd cent thrust level, corresponding to chamber pressure

of approximately 620 N/era 2 (900 psi), was 3.7 see-

The first t_vo commands occurred at the proper ends, which compares favorablywith the required rain-

times; the third was overridden by a signal from the imum of 3 seconds.

IU. At humour, the chamber pressures of all four

rockets decreased simultaneously. Actual flight data

The PU System Gain Changewas scheduled to or- compared with the manufacturer's data revealed an

cur when the PU system indicated that the LOX mass overall performance level tlmt was slightly above the

had decreased to 33,513 kg (73,884 ibm). The corn- typical nlanufaeturer-specified performance level for

mandwasobservedtooceurat 209.74 seconds (S-IV-7 a grain temperature of 294°K. It should be noted that

stage engine start command was 150.14 sec). 1_e when the ullage rocket prcssure sensing lines were

LOX mass at this time was 33,467 kg (73,783 Ibm), installed, they were empty, not oil filled. Rocket

which was within the expected tolerance range, thrust data, presented in Fig'arc 6-22, show that the

Pressure (1_I_ 2) 1)ce_,ure (p,t)
The LH 2Tank Step Pressure Command _v_issched- 800 1200

uied tO occur when the PU system indicated that the _-

LOX mass had reached I 1,476 kg ( 25,300 Ibm). This _ _,_'..,-ie:._-e:,i icommand was observed to occur at 4s8. Ii seeonds_ _! -,0o0

at which time the LOX mass was II,378 kg l25,085 ^¢t_t
ibm). This mass value was within toierance. 6oo

- 800

6.10 S-IV-7 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

The S-IV hydraulic system's performance was ,,co i "_

satisfactory throughout the SA-7 flight. The sequence

valves opened upon command, and the accumulators

provided an adequate supply of high pressure oil to t -400
preposition the engines prior to engine start. When

the engine driven pumps achieved a stabilizedoutput, 200 _=i_.t-4_

the accumulators bottomed in an oil filled position. _" -2o0This reactionwas as Expected. The accumulators are &-xt_

not required to absortl pump pulsations or pressure z_t_,Start

surges: system compliance provides the necessary o c_*.d _ o
L46 148 IS0 152 15/* 156 158

damping. _, r_. (..:)

Engine position control was maintained after on- FIGURE 6-22. ULLAGE ROCKET CIIAMBER

gine cutoff for the following lengths of time: PRESSURE
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total longitudinal impulse (the impose parallel to the Rocket jettison was satisfactory, with all rockets
axis of the stage} was 270,452 N~s (60,800 lb-s), being)ettisoned from 12.1 to 13.3secondsafterallagc
whichwas within 0.5percent of the predicted nominal, rocket ignition command.
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SECTION VII. GUII)ANCE ANI) CONTI2OL

7. 1 SUMMARY The overall performance of the g_uidam'e system
was satisfactory. At guidance initiation the computer

The overall performance of the guidance and indicated that tbe vehicle _as to the left ot the planned
control system on SA-7 was satisfactory. The vehicle trajectory; 250 seconds later, these initial values of
responded properly to the simultaneously exeeuted roll -12.2 m/s and -460 m reached 0 m/s and -190 m.
and pitch programs which began shortly after lifter{, ttowever, clue to the increasing S-IV stage center of
As expected, a counterclockwise roll moment, due to gravity offset, the digitalcomputer velocity increased
the unbalanced aerodynamic forces caused by the S-I to-0.4m/s at 500 seconds alMstabilizedat tl_t value

.. turbine exhaust duets, gnnerateda vehicle rollattitude through S-IV cutoff. The displacement from the re{-
error ( 3.5 (leg at 60 see). Minor changes in pitch at- erence trajectory measured at that time was -254 m
titude and engine deflection were noted due to the _to the left).
change incontrol system gain coefficients at 110 see-
ends and due to a change in total thrust vector align- The pitch plane steering misaligmment correction
ment at IECO. The roll torque due to the thrust vectur term (Xzc) {introduced some 6 see after guidance tni-
misalignment caused only a 0.2-degree clockwise roll tiation) ranged from t. 0 degree to 1.4 degrees at the
attitude error shortly after lfftoff; after l_;COtheangle end of path guidance, well within ti_e expected limits.
increased to 0.4 degree. These values are very small At S-IV g_idanee cutoff command, the space-fixed ve-
compared with SA-6 which experienced roll angles of loeity vector calculated by the digital computer was
i degree after lfftoff and 3 degrees after IECO. These 7806.0 m/s and the altitude (calculated from computer
reduced roll angles are due primarily to the much data) was i84.6 kin. These measured values eom-
smaller roll torque on SA-7 and secondarily to the fact pare favorably with the cutoff velocity presetting value
that the roll gain was held constant throughout S-I of 7806.0 m/s and the precalculated altitude of I85. II

pon,ered flight (on SA-41 it was reduced by 50 percent kin. At S-IV cutoff command, _hc adjusted powered
at ll0 see). flight tracking darn show that the actual space-fixed

velocity was 7807.8 m/s {1.8 m/s larger than tbe ye-
A vehicle roll deviation of 5.9 degrees developed locity presetting) and the actual altitude was 184.3 km

during S-I stage separation due to a much larger than ( t. 0 km lower than the precalculated altitude}.
expected misalignment of the S-IV ullage rockets.
\_,2mn the S-I_ r control system became effective about The inertial velocity components measu red by the
two seconds after separation, the roll angle was rap- ST-124 aceelerometers are in agreement with those
idly reduced. During this correction, the maximum calculated by the digital computer. The predicted
roll rate of 5.6deg/s was observed. (based onthe ST-t24 system's 3aerrors) and meas-

ured inertial velocity component differences _ i.e.,

At path guidance initiation the vehicle's space- aecelerometer-tracking) at S-IV cutoff were:
fixed velocity was about t percent higher than nominal.
This condition caused the guidance system to issue a Velocity Predicted Difference Measured
nose down pitch steering command correction which Component _m/s) Difference
peaked at 4.5 degrees at 190 seconds. During this (m/s)
period (at 169 see) , the ST-124 platform issued a Range = 0.4 -l. 0
maximum nose up pitch attitude error signal of 2.3
degrees to the vehicle flight control system. ALtitude ± I. 6 3.6

In the yaw plane, the computer data showed that Cross Range • t. 8 4.7
the vehicle was to the left C-f2. 2 m/s and -460 m) at
guidance initiation. Consequently, the guidance sys- The measured differences arc approximately two
tern issued maximum steering corrections of -5.7 deg and one-half-times larger than those predicted for the

_y and 1.6 deg XX {nose right and CW viewed from SA-7 flight and aredue principally to the development
rear). During this time (at 174 see), the largest at- of large stabilized platform leveling errors after S-I
tifudeerror signals issuedby the ST-t24tothe vehicle ignition. The inertial velocity component differences
flight control system were 2.4 degrees nose left yaw (aecclerometet_tracking) calculated using the labor'a-
and 0.6-degree roll (CCW viewed from rear). The tory measured ST-124 system errors (plus the pre-
maximum yaw and roll attitudes resulting from the ignition range and cross range accelerometer leveling
initiationof yawplane guidance were 5.6 deg_'ees nose errors and the azimuth misalignment) fall well within
left and 0, 85-degree CW, occurring at 174 seconds, the 3_ error bands.

- CC ;: :'17.,7.,:T:.'.L -
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7.2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION This is the first flight in which the digital com-

puter provided tile pitch p]'ogram. It utilized a five-

SA-7 was the first Saturn Ivehicle to employa tarm polynominal to generate the required vt,hicle

fully active ST-124 guidance system. The prineil)a[ pitch rate. The vehicle pitch commands were properly

functions of this system are to: executed by the guidance and control system. The ve-

hiclebeg_mtopitch over at 13.5 seconds; the program

1. Generate attitude error sigmals for vehicle continued until 136.6 seconds where it was arrested

control and steering throughout flight, at 66.75 degrees from the launch vertical.

2, Issue timed discretes tothe Spacecraft, In- First mode slosh frequencies i0.7 to 1.51tz/ of

strumenL Unit, S-IV and S-I stages for sequencing re- the S-I propellants are indicated by the pitch angmlar

hicie events throughout the entire flight period• rates during S-I stage flight. These slosh forces are

largest during the max (_ region: the resulting angular

3, Compute and issue steering commands for rates are :L 0.3 deg/s.

active path guidance during S-Iv" stage burn.

Thepitch program _as based on a zero wind pru-

4. Terminate path guidance and initiate S-IV en- file. The largest pitch wind was 12 m-s obsezwed

gine shutdown at the preselected space-fLxed velocity, during the max Q regiun. A wind velocity change of

4.7m/s over a 650 m altitude increment caused the

The ST_124 guidance system consists of the ST- maximum angle-of-attack of 1 degree at 75.0 seconds

124 stabilized platform assembly and electronics box, (74. 4 km altitude).

the guidance signal processor and the digital comput-

er. Figure 7-1 shows the interrelationship between Figure 7-2 shows comparisons of the rawinsonde

the components of this system and their integration and angle-of-attack winds and angles-of-attack. The

with the elements of the vehicle's control system. The angle-of-attack winds which were calculated using the

operational periods of these major guidance and con- Q-ball angle-of-attack measuring system are in good

trol system components are also indicated, agreement with rawiusonde winds. During the maxi-

mum dynamic pressure region I60 to 80 see), the

7.3 CONTROL ANALYSlS angle-of-attack determined from rawinsonde winds is

within 0.2 degree of that measured from the Q-ball

7.2.1 S-ISTAGE FLIGHT CONTtlOL and the finangle-of-attack meters. From 100to li5

seconds, the measured angle-of-attack and that cal-

7, 3.1, t PITCtt PLANE culated using rawinsonde winds agree within 0.5 de-

gree. These l)arameters hldicate good operation of

Pitch plane deviations were small through- the measuring devices in the region of substantial dy-

out S-I stage flight with maximum values observed in namic pressure.

theMaeh I to max Q region. The maximum deviations el_,p_L wina_,_l_,p0at_c,_,_,_n_._v

in the control parameters were: 10__1o__1 ! I I I I l I I10 _ 30 40 _1 /_ 10 l0 qB I0D 110 l_ll 110 140

Parameter Magllitude Range Time -_o$---_lW'_F_-_r,__,J_,lI l _ _ -'"vq_|q _J__._ ± --
(see) r_tl_*t_:]

Attitude Error (deg) 0.9 54, 5 Pl_:aA_I_©_A_fr_ StrumI_)
_*k_ AbO'_RMaINeVe_i_ VI_OrI

Ideg) -1.0 75.00[ )_ i: ! ........!_. 11% l _ �,'3_.'.,', ..CakFm aocke_,,_wlnds:

• - "! I : "-.'
Angular Rate (deg/s) -1.2 64.2 "'t _r_ _ _'--; _ _ . _O _ W.

Rang_Time_
Normal Acceleration (m/s 2) -0.8 75.0

FIGURE 7-2. PITCH PLANE WIND VELOCITY

Actuator Position (deg) -1.6 75. 0 COMPONENT AND FREE STREAM

ANGLE-OF-ATTACK

Angle-of-Attack Dynamic

Pressure Product The performance of the control system was sat-

(deg-N/em _) 3.7 75. O isfactory; however, there is evidence of a significant
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disturbing moment in both the pitch and yaw planes. The rawinsonde and angle-of-attack yaw plane
A six-degree-of-freedom (6-D) simulation of the re- winds are shown in Figure 7-4. The maximum wind
lemetered values, made by using Q-ball angle-of- (15 m/s) is only about 1/5 of the 95 percent design
attack winds and all external nose down moment, is wind.

compared with the flightdata in Figure 7-3. This VnPtlneWln0Vel_ll_l*I_*mrdR_hiC4Fik]htPla.iHt_/s}

+f,L lilt' A l ....mom°nt_sa n,a,imun,valueof+9+,000_-mat7+ _ "°' I ' T_(--Yseconds and appears to have a shape related to the dy- /-A_*w_* ._ , I .
10 / - " ,!

namic pressure. The cause of this moment is not 0__ ! I I
known at this time. Agreement between the 6-D sim- _[ 1'0 _ _ _ _ Z, -_ _ i?" 1_,! d0 ,_ ,_ _

'°i i'll" 'llIulation and the telemetered values is within 0.2 degree " + - I ' I
in attitude error, 0.2 deg/s in angular rate, 0.15 de- -_ i I I
gree in actuator position, and 0.2 degree in angle-of-
attack during the max Q region. 'r._.g_,,-_VAt_Ft.St,,_

t* Ne,__l Cme_ IECOO(CO 2 -- _CSK_ flfl _4M_"s ¢¢
+ I I I I I

• _s,+_ FIGURE 7-4. YAW PLANE WIND VELOCPFY ANT)
,__,. _ ,mc.__,¢,,__.¢+_ FREE-STREAM ANGLE-OF-

:k_Ili I I I I I I. I l Ill ATTACK.,.+.++++,e-r-,°,+++.++
tuator position shown in Figure 7-5 indicate that per-

_r_,_,_l turbations in the yaw plane were very small. The

[ [-J [ [ [ I / i ] [ ! [ i 1[ I[ peak yaw attitudes whieh occur during the max Q re-
" -!1- i gion are due to wind shears.

.,L_+___ u" ++'., + I p+ ,,_+I+ ,,...,,,,.,,.,,
'[+++".I'-- +-"--:+-_.+i+-+FIGURE 7-3. PITCH ATTITUDE +, ANGULAR RATE [ 1 __A [ ,_ I I ] ]

AND AVERAGE ACTUATOR POSI- T+ _ __o _ ;

y,m,ar,_ k_eRI_ flu C,_lrol _m _m)_ _l

The performance of the control system in _0 +o ++ m i t o + ,
the yam' plane was satisfactory. The maximum con- tLl _-- I _ _ I "_,"--_."_ _ P 1 I _1._
trol values were:

Parameter Magnitude (see) l_ [ ] ["_f_ WVf_W "i [" ] ! h
i0 i i i I I I I i 10 Ill II

Attitude (deg) -0.6 72.1 FIGUI/E 7-5. YAW ATTITUDE, ANGIJLAII RATE
AND AVERAGE ACTUATOR POSI-

Angle-of-Attack (free stream) TION
(deg) l. 4 67.5

The vehicle appears to be trimming for a lateral

Angular Ilate (deg/s) -0.3 68.7 CG offsct towards Fin IV. At 140 seconds the attitude
deviation is equivalent to a CG offset of 1.8 cm (0. 7

NormalAcceleration(rn/s 2) 0.7 67.1 in.), which is half the magnitude but in a direction
opposite to that predicted. No explanation has been

Actuator Position (deg) -0.9 77.0 found for this minor deviation.

Angle-of-Attack Dynamic An external yaw moment is required in addition
Pressure Product to the angle-of-attack winds to simulate the teleme-

(deg-N/cm 2) 5.1 67.5 tered control deviations. This required external
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CO,,;.; .

moment has a maximum value of420,000 N-m at74 R*,_r_d,[n_*g_ _m¢[co

I IA]'seconds. Agreement between the 6-D simulation and , I _ , __, 1. [ 1 ] l
I , f_ _ uo*_ I" I O 1 I I "

the flight data is within O. 1 degree in attitude, O. 1 e[_---_ A_t_ I_"_' r t ? _ _i_
deg/s in angular velocity, 0. l degree in actuator po- I I / I I l'-_-l'?is-,_*'_***=_/ /I I]
sition and 0.3 degree in angle-of-attack during the ._s_,,_,_

7.3.1.3 CONTROL DESIGN PARAMETERS .t_:__'m*'"? ? 1__ _J
.,I l-J 1 1 / I I!: /1 _L3A

A comparison of totalactuatordeflection, ,_,_,,¢_,p_,,._

angle-of-attaek, anddynamiepressurcangle-of-attaek '_.1 : I I I I ' k__product between the flightresultsofSA-7 and Block 0 . ... _ k.

• Figure 7-6. The design value is based on a 95 percent J i

non-directional wind velocity with 2a shears and ll FIGUI_E 7-7. ROLL ATTITUDE, ANGt;I_4}I RATE
percent variation in aerodynamics. Two (r variations AN_DAVERAGE ACTUATOR POSI-
in propulsion system performance and mass charae- TION

teristies are also considered in arriving at the design

values. The SA-7 data are similar to those of SA-5 launch-to-flight azimuth roll maneuver program be-
and arc well within the design values, gan, rotating the vehicle's pitch and yaw ages into

coincidence with the stabilized platform axes. The

lotalAverseAclua}rbeilecfion_degl 15-degree roll program, executed at a rate of 1 deg/s,
:VeCt0r5umofPitchandV_, was completed at 26.4 seconds (Fig. 7-8). On pre-

- ? vious Block II flights, the ST-90S stabilized platform
! was utilized to generate the ro_l attitude error signal
i J ,;,_o to roll the vehicle from the 90-degree launch azimuth

i " tothe 105-degree flightazimuth. On SA-7, the digital
......... _ _= _ - ,computer issued a constant command rate to the _<y

_imei_e_* ...... resolver to cause the ST-t24 system to generate the
_reeStrea_hnqle-01ARaCkcdeq_ -- BrockIIDesig_Criteria roll attitude error signal used to accomplish the ma-

Calc,}late'J f_r S,_-I nearer.

_ R_II Go_mand and R_II Attitude (de_l

" Iz

i" "R

Range Time l,;e¢1

Dyn_t_iC P_e_s_re Aaq_e-ol_t_ 9?Nug_ nd_-N/cm2_

/i; !

1 u

4 8 12 16 o z4 _ IZ

X

", :_7 _,t ,,,t--- ),,-- -;0,'-- :_-- MANEUVER
Range Time _$ect

The roll axis maximum control values measured
FIGURE 7-6. COMPARISON OF VEHICLE CONTROL during S-I propelled flight were:

PARAMETERS W1Ttl DESIGN CRI-
TERIA

7. 3. 1.4 ROLL PLANE
Parameter During R_I: Maneuver After Roll Man.%_ver

Immediately after llftoff $A-7 rolledeoun- (_a_:_a_}(a_Tm_)(_aa,_,:_*)(a_._r_}
terclockwisetoasteady state value of 0.2 degree (see _tt_a_ _,_ (a._} _._ t_.q -_ _.s
Fig. 7-7). This indicates an S-I thrust misalignment _.*_r Rate (deg/s) -1.2 I_.1 0.7 e:.:
in roll equivalent to 0.3-degree engine deflection for

Engine Deflection Ruit -C.2 tS._ -C.5 60._
each control engine. At il. 35 seconds the required (_es)

- C^._ '''_'"" VI"I ^n



The aerodynamic roll moment observed on all 7.3.2 S-IV STAGE FLIGHT CONTROl.

previous Block II flights was observed on SA-7. This

moment is due to the aerodynamic flow effects asso- The performance of the S-IV-7 flight control

elated with the turbine exhaust ducts at the tail of the system was satisfactory. The pitch, yaw and roll plane

S-I stage. The resulting attitude error reached a parameters are presented in Figures 7-10, 7-11 and

maximum value of 3.5 degrees CCW (viewed from 7-12 respectively. A large roll deviation developed

rear) at 59.5 seconds. The comparison of the calcu-

lated roll moment coefficient with the wind tunnel

measurements is generally consistent with the pre ....

vious Block II flight results (Fig. 7-9). _'._-_--__"Z':_"_.

R_H Moment C_ei:;c:enl.(Turbine -- '_m_ T_nnel R _ult_
o_ _._,,_,.) FIGURE 7-1(I. PITCH ATTITUDE ERROI_, ANGU-

c.= _ r, o s^-_v_,_.,a.,.._ LAR RATE AND AVERAGE ACTU-qAd

o_

SA

o _ 1.o i _ I a 2 _ _*,s,'..,.,.
Mach Numbe*

FIGURE 7-9. ROLL ATTITUDE ERROR AND ROLL

MOMENT COEFFICIENT FIGURE 7-11. YAW ATTITUDE ERROH, ANGI;L_,R
RATE AND AVERAGE ACTUATOR

POSITION

At IECO the roll attitude error changed from O. 2- _ _ t._, _

degree to 0. 4-degree CW fviewed from rear) indica .... _ , .

ting an average thrust misalignment in roll of 0.06- _-_ } ! TT VT_ i,_-_ l l_

degree CW per control engine and O. 03-degree CCW ._.0_ ____t____@___]_._'._t_
per fixed engine. These angles were only about 10 w,_*._,_

percent of the SA-6 values. _-_*._._,_,_-_¢,_ .

"-'_'_tt-[ llT_lll' TIzt"_'",'_-ei -_On SA-6 the roll gain coefficient was reduced by I i i . _i I_--[ .
50 percent after lt0 seconds. After the flight data -* -

were analyzed, it was decided to keep the roll gain _,,_,_-_*_, _ s-,_m,_, _,,,

coefficient constant throughout S-I burn on SA-7 to _[_J I t t)]1 _ ]_]_+__ w__
prevent the possibility of the control system satura- t i ¢

ring under large roll moments, This 100 percent in- _;_. _

crease in the static roll moment capacity after il0 FIGURE 7-i2. ROLL ATTITUDE ERROR, ANGULAR

seconds reduced the rotl angles on SA-7 by 50 per_ RATE AND AVERAGE ACTUATOR

cent. POSITION
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immediately follo_ing S-I stage separation due ton digitaleomputer issueda pitch plane steeringeorree-

large S-IV ullage rocket misali_lment (see Section tion of 4.5 degrees (nose down) from nominal to ad-

IX). During the 2-second period from separation un- just the flight path for the excess velocity eondition.

til the S-IV stage control system became e.ffective, A maximum pitch attitude error of 2.3 degrees at

the roll attitude error increased to 5.9 degrees CW 169.2 seconds resulted from guidance initiation ( Fig.

/viewed from rear). The S-D,' control system elimi- 7-14). At guidance initiation, the pitch steeringeom-

noted the roll attitude error rapidly, _ith very little mand was 66.75 de_'ees: it then increased to 75 de-

overshoot, by introducing a maxinlum ang'ular roll g-tees at 188 seconds to generate the vehiclcnose down

rate of -5.6 deg/s. No control disturbances resulted steering correction maneuver. Some 6 seconds after

from LES tower jettisonat separation plus 12 seconds, the initiation of I)iteh plane path adaptive guidance, tile

steering misaliglmlent correction term(XZc ) was in-
"['he control system responded properly to gxtid- trodueed to compensate for off-aolnillal conditions in

anee initiation. Tile initiation of yaw plane delta- the pitch plane /offset CG, thrust variations, etc. ).

minimum imth gut(lance at 165.74 seconds caused the The ×Ze term increased from about i degree at i75
vehicle yaw attitude to buihl up to 5. 6 degrees at 174. 0 seconds to 1.4 degrees at the end of path guidance.

seconds and the roll attitude to reach 0.9 degree at tThe predicted maximum value for the steering mis-

1t38.6 seconds (Fig. 7-13). '/'hose vehicle attitudes alignment correction ternl is about 2. 5 (leg).

resulted from the control system's response to the XX
and _'y steering commands which were generated by

the digital computer to correct out tile cross range

velocity and displacement deviations of - 12. 2 m/s and

-460 m which existed at guidance initiation. The peak

altitude errors sensed by the S'F-124 platform were

-2, 4 degrees in yaw at t68.4 seconds and 0. t; degree Pilch Attitude Error ,leg,

in roll at 168.9 seconds° The yaw plane steering corn- 3T GuidanceInitiation
mands were reduced to near zero about g5 seconds 2_ '/"N k¢ _*NoseUo)P

after g-aidanee initiation, 1
L

- E,; 150 t60 170 !80 190 _0 210 2_ ?_C
_ _,.e.:.* Ranue_i':,e ,secl

,, Com:var ¢

ya_ AIt_t.de 1_/i a_d Attitade gtrar (2._1 (deg} Axl,

:i ' "Y _" Pitch'_'ttitudelkP_lat_° <"eeril_ _°'_maEId'XZ''d_'• _ Ran_ e T_m¢ {met! 7/I ---

Can:ct,_nce _;y _tlid_ flC@

I_:,m_o_, hli/ia'Uoo ] [ L_ach

72 ] [ Vertca/Sleeting Commandl Id_g) I vemce

I _ Axis

l_c _9c ace _to azo am 70 [ 'A_bp*(_

-a ; I % \

• _ i/ /

_v _ : _esolver C_ain Error

| l+ CW Viewed From Rear} _ . --•

z_ zzc .';o RangeTimeiseo
R_._e Time {lee]

• a _R

FIGURE 7-13. VEHICLE RESPONSE TO YAW

PI_NE GUIDANCE INITIATION FIGURE 7-14. VEHICLE RESPONSE TO PITCH

PLANE GUIDANCE INITIATION

Due to the higher than predicted S-I stage propul-

sion system performance, the space-fixed veh)city at The S-!_z stage experienced maximmn thrust vee-

guidance initiation was 32 m/s above nominal. The tor misaligmnents of approximately 0.05 degTee in
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pitch and 0. 02 degree in yaw. Due principally to the 7.4 FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

increasing CG offset during S-IV burn, the pitch atti-

tude error increased from 0.45 degree nose up at 250 7.4. I CONTROL SENSORS

seconds to 0.85 degree nose up at S-L_ cutoff; the

mean yaw attitude error increased from 0.45 degree 7.4.1.1 CONTROL ACCt.:LEROMETEI_S

nose left at 250 seconds to 0.67 degree nose left at

S-IV cutoff. These values agree very closely with the Two body-fixed control accelerometers lo-

corresponding preflight predictions (basedon CG off- cated in the Instrument [,nit provided partial load re-

set and individual engine thrust levels) of 0. 47 degree [ief m the pitch and yaw planes between 35 and 100

and 0.73 degree in pitch and 0. 49 degree and 0.69 de- seconds. Peak lateral accelerations of 0.8 m/s" in

gq'ee in ya_. Both the pitch and yaw attitude errors pitch and 0.7 m/s 2 in yaw were measured near max

were larger than those experienced on S-IV-6;how- Q. Figure 7-16 sho_s the measured lateralaecelcra-

ever, these increases were predicted because the re- tions transferred to the vehicle CG. The follo_ing
moral of the backup helium bottles introduced larger
than normal CG offsets. The mean roll attitude er- P_,._¢_', .r,.,nn.,., .co 0leo

ror was less than 0.1 degree through S-IV flight. 'L [ ] -] _-_,7__ _" _ i--- " _

......_ _-_Engincdcflections, except for the period required _ , L , , , , , , , • '-_
?.... • i I L 1_1_ _ ± ! } ;

todamp out the roll deviation tit separation, remained 0 m m m *_ _ e m m _ zm H0 zmh_ -{_ z_

small throughout flight. After the guidance initiation ,,_._,,,_,_,_,z, ,.r=.._R.,,, J[o_ (xoD

transients _ere controlled out, the maxinlunl engine zf T _ [ U _ _- T'--'_r .... "" "7

gimbal angle required _as only 0.5 degree. V i l- --T i _l _7_. _ ]-+_

Vehicle steering commands were arrested when _ ._ __ _ =___ ______ _ ____ _'_ _ _
the space-fLxed velocity vector computed by the gutd- _,_,-.,.,

ance system reached 7760 m/s f Fig. 7-15). This oc- FIGURE 7-16. PITCH AND flAW CONTI10[. AC-

curred about 2 seconds before S-IV guidance cutoff CELEROME'FERS

command. Due to the increasing yaw attitude error

during S-V,' burn, the measured cross range velocity frequencies were evident during some portion of S-I
reached a steady-stage value of -0.4 m/s (left of the propelled flight when accelerometer centre[ was ac-

reference trajectory plane) and the cross range dis- tire:

placement was about twice nominal at S-IV cutoff.

,_a*o _ (Hertz) Cause

IOO 5_ler_ C_n_gn__zl_ ) _4d_

i t. 2 S-I propellant sloshing

! 3.7 - 4.5 Vehicle second bending mode
i 5 - 6 Vehicle first torsional mode

/f krrl_t

./" c_,_ '['he maximtm_ RMS amplitude of the noise superim-

/::< poscdupon the signal was about 0. 1 m/s 2. The accel-
/>

r_,, _ .- crometers functioned satisfactorily throughout the

'_ /_%:_ flight.

i _--_ 7/" 7.4.1.2 ANGLE-OF-ATTACK SENSORS

:_--_ Pitch and yaw angle-of-attack conlponnnts

were measured by a Model F16 Q-ball angic-of-attack

_ _ _ .... meter mounted on the tip of the Launch Escape Sys-

_'_'*'_* tern (LES) and by fin mounted Edclfff angle-of-attack

FIGURE 7-15. PITCH STEERING COMMAND meters mounted on booms at the tips of Fins land If.

Both t)q)emeters indicated good comparisons x_iththe

The angular rates resulting from steering arrest computed angle-of-attack (Fig. 7-17). This corn-

and S-IV engine shutdown were nearly zero. At the parison included pitch misalignments of 0.0 degree

end of S-IV thrust decay the angular rates were -0.03 for (}-balland 0.3 degree for the fin mounted meters

deg/s in pitch, -0. 04 deg/s in yaw and 0.06 deg/s in and yaw misalignments of 0.45 degree for Q-ball and

roll. 0.25 degree for the fin mounted meters. After
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R,pr, s_:_[atlv_ Cross Plot o! F!icilt Data:

}.'ill Xlca_lr('l_',,'nl (dcl,_l

-I I / "_ _ P:a_ ¸i

Fin I_lt._,_ it( _l_-nt I

!
i •

® [>

J L b'r,_ Str,_:_: Irt)lF,

1. 0 : _/_/2:_23 _ Tl:i'or_t:_at Approximation

J

l

0 '[ I ] 4 5
Mac} Numb_ r

FIGURE 7-17. CALCULATED UPWASH FACTOR FOR FIN MOUNTED ANGLE-OF-ATTACK METERS

adjustingfortheupwashfactor,the finmounted angle- f2.0 to 2.2 Hz, 3.7 to 4.5 Hz, 4.ito 5.3 Hz and 6.3
of-attackdatawere ingood agreement with theQ-ball to9.0 Hz) during S-I burn. The two rollrategyros

from 20 to 92 seconds in pitch,and from 20 tof20 responded to the firsttorsionalmode frequency (3.i

seconds inyaw. During the max Q region,the maxi- to 6.7 Hz) duringS-I propelledflights.The rate gy-

mum pitchangles-of-attackindicatedwere -i.0 de- ros didnotmeasure any appreciablebendingor slosh-

gree _Q-ball)and -0.9 degree (Fin Meters). Maxi- ing during S-IV burn. The performance of the rate
mum yaw angles-of-attackindicatedwere I.4 degrees gyro system used incontrollingthevehiclewas sat-

(Q-bail}and I.3 degrees (Fin Meters). isfactcry.

7.4.I.3 RATE GYROS The angular ratedatatelemeteredfrom the con-
_rolrate gyro system intheInstrumentUnitwere cot-

The SA-7 vehicle was instrumentedwith rectuptoLOS atPretoria,SouthAfrica,(40 min). At

three rate gyro packages: Carnarvon, Australia, AOS, the angular rate informa-
tion was no longer usable due to the depletion of the

t. A • t0 deg/s range,3-axis, control rate gyro short life battery affecting the F6 telemetry system.
package, located in the Instrument Unit. was used to See SectinnXII for the detailed analysis of this condi-
provide pitch, yaw and roll angular rate information tion.
for vehicle control throughout flight. A control sig-
nal processor is used with the gyros to distribute ac 7.4. t.4 HORIZON SENSORS
and dc power to the gyro package and to demodulate
the ac rate signals for input to both the flight control Four horizon sensors were flight tested on
computer and the telemetry system. SA-7. They were attached to the outside skin of the

Instrument Unit and oriented as shown on the sche-

2. The second rate gyropackage is a3-axis, =_l0 matte in Figure 7-18. Except for a brief period dur-
deg/s range, self contained control type unit which is ing the first orbit, only sensor i performed saris-
being flown for developmental purposes and is located factorily. Sensors 3and 4oscillated randomly between
in the thrust structure area of the S-I stage. 0and 5 degrees and 0and 1 degree respectively, while

sensor 2 swept over to its stop at a 65-deg-ree deflec-

Analysisofthe pitch and yaw rate gyros from both tion angle and remained there throughout most o[ the
-_l0 deg/s packages indicated that the vehicle was re- flight. Sensor t locked on the horizon at 228.2 see-
sponding to the first four bending mode frequencies onds and remained locked on until the horizon passed
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;,_ uith only one sensor operating, the attitude angles

_, calnlot be deternlined.

St

IH _,S.n fa s_r3 Horizon sensor data _ere received at .A,scension
u , sw.*p from 1230 to 17/1 seconds. At 1689 seconds, sensors

/" _ 1, 2, and 3 locked on and tracked the horizon until
Sw_ Sensor 1 Stasor 2

telemetry loss at 1711 seconds. Figure 7-20 sho_s

II- ,V the pinch and roll attitude angles COmlmted from the

IU ilorizon sensor angles. The rate of change' of thes(,
s*n_r0r_t_n angles agrees very well _ith rate gyro information

4_/ during this time. The average calculated altitude from

_, tiw sensors (Fig. 7-20) agrecs_iththea[titudedeter-

50 T Horizon SensorAngles
4O

Sensor3

10 _ _ Sensor 2

_ Sensor 10 t I '_
16gO 1700 1710

RangeTime{sec)
FIGUItE 7-18. tfORIZON SE'NSOR OPdENTATION (d_).

Calculated Pi=ch

AND SWEEP ANGLES R} am,_,d_ *,gl_ (er_
iO¢81 vert iCa I I

from its field of view at 794 seconds. Figure 7-19 A.,ot., _,t_ c..... ¢e_

nonlpal'eS tile telemetered sensor allglc from sensoF 80 for Orbital Vel_ctty

I _ith the calculated angle for this sensor determined _i ,

fl'om the ST-124 attitude angles and the vehicle alti- 70
rude.

,S,n_,U 1690 170(I lllO

_,o1 __ RangeTimeIsec)

OmsJrv_ --*_ " " " " "'. ((_) Calculated goll Attitude A,_gle ( Ch" fro_ Relr)

,to 0 I'-v_ I I I
I 1690 1700 1710

0 /x'x -i0

t'_m_¢/11 (kgIl_ MtitudeI(

..... :t ..................Cllcull_ed f_ True'lag

•< 195 t Uo_l,o. s,..o,.

1690 llO0 1710
RangeTime(secl

FIGURE 7-20 itORIZON SENSOR ANGLES AND

_ CALCU I.ATED AT'FITUDF AN-
GLES AND A LTITUDE

_,_,_l_,_,_, 7.4. 1, 5 RESOLVER CHAIN ERROtl CO.MPARI.SON

FIGURE 7-19. HORIZON SENSOR ANGLES

The total resolver chain error in any axis

is the angle difference between the output angle gen-

Figure 7-19 also shows the performance of sen- orated by the ST-124 and the input angle commanded

sor 1 immediately after orbital insertion, tlowever, by thc digital computer.
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A comparison between predicted and calculated s [ Stage (maximum actuator dufleclmn _as 1 7 (eg}

pitch axis resolver chain error is sho_n as a function
Event

of the pitch coil}atonal resolver angle (XZ) in Figure Parameter Txl_e of Da_ [,iftoff :'can (2 OECO

7-21. The calculated resolver error was obtained by'
subtracting the calculated pitch attitude error front Gimba[ Rate Mt,a_ured 1.0 1.5 u. 5

the telemetered attitude error. The calculated atti- Ideg/sl Design I_lmit 17

tude error was obtained from a vector balance using Torqtle Measured 6,200 9,400 t 5,500
the guidance system measured space-fixed aeeelera- ( N m) Dc_igl_ 1Amit -'9,200

lion, the body-fixed pitch and longitudinal accelera-
tions, and the telemetered pitch steering coinuland S-iV Stage tn_aximm_ aetuatol deflection x_a*:t. o degp

/)(Z)" Predicted and calculated values of pitch axis Even/
resolver error are in good agreement for both S-I and Parameter _ I_lition cumft
S-IV flight stages. The effects of this error on the
guidance are discussed later in this section. Gimbal Rate Measured 4.5 0. 5

((leg"s) De sigll Limit t9

_PI " r*t_au,t_r_ pllch alttb_ i¢mr I N- II! ) Dc'_igo Liti'Ii t l, 1 q0

PC"Ca_cul_ D_ )a_tuao*reef

Re_otvarChaintfroq _ t_

(14

2o _ _ m 6o _o _ _® The performance of all S-I and s-rv stage actuators
% ,0,_.,,_.(_,,, _;_ was satisfacto W.

7.5 PROPELI,ANT SI.OSltING

7.5.1 S-I POWERED F i.IGIIT PItOPI._LLANT
FIGURE 7-21. CALCULATED AND PREDICTED SLOSHING

PlTCtl AXIS RESOLVER CIIAIN
ERROR S-I stage sloshing was monitored by meaos of

differential pressure measurements in three of the
The maximum predicted resolver chain errors nine propellant tnnks (LOX tank 02, fuel tank F4, and

ill the yaw and roll axis were less than 0.1 degree; center LOX tank) similarto the previous Saturn I ve-
therefore, a comparison between predicted and caicu- hieles. The maximum slosh amplitudes (peak to peak)
lated errors is not practical, observed on SA-7 were 15 em in all the S-I tanks and

7 em in the S-PC tanks driving max Q (Figs. 7-22 and
7, 4. l. 6 FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER AND 7-23). All obso_wed slosh freqtleneies followed the

AC'I'UATOI/ ANALYSIS predicted first mode except the center I.OX tank fre-
quency which uas slightly higher than predicted.

The commands issued by the control com-
puter to position the actuators were correct through- 7.5.2 S-D7 I)OWI(I/ED FI.IGIIT PROPE I'.LANT
out the entire controlled flight period of both stages. SLOSttING
These commands were well within the load, gintbal
rate and torque capabilities of tile S-I and S-I_" actua- 7.5.2. i LOX St.OSHING
tots. Except for near maximum S-B,' actuator defLec-
tions at separation, due to the roll deviation, the en- The [,fIX sloshing a_nplitudc and frequency
gine gimbalangles were quite small throughout flight, are sho\_n in Figures 7-24 and 7-25. S-iW-7 I.OX

sloshing amplitudes eorreiate well with those calcu-

The S-I stage telemetered attitude errors, angu- lated on previous flights, except for the buildup in
Iar velocities, and eontrolaeeelerometersignalswere amplitude during the latter portion of 8-1_/-5 flight.
analyzed with an open loop analog simulation of the This difference resulted from the change of actuators
control filters. The calculated values were within 0.2 that took plaee after the S-B,'-5 flight. The non-

degree of the telemetered data. This small error is [inearities in the actuators on S-IV-5 tended tc excite
within the range of telemetry errors, the LOX second mc<ie sloshing. This tendency re-

suited in a large amplitude indication, since the loea-

The following tabulation presents a summary of tion of the PU probe makes it extremely sensitive to
the maximum measured gimbal actuator flight data: second mode sloshing.
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IECO LOX SloshAmplitude;PeaktoPeakIcm}
ObservedFr_uenciesinOuterTanks(Herlz) I 12

21 _ (P. U. Probel

IECO

:_: I © i

0 0 _ 40 60 80 100 120 140 !
RangeTime(See) O J t

ObservedFrequenciesin CenterLOXTank(Hertz) C2 0 I
I[/O 2_ 40 60 80 ] 0(} ] 20 ] 40

RangeTime(seci

1 ;'_' - Predicteo from Iheorelical
Transfer Function Using
EngineDeflections

0
0 20 40 60 80 I00 120 140 .:: CalculatedFromRespective

RangeTime(sect ]2 LH2 Slosh Amplilude. Peakto PeakIcm) P.U. ProbeData
IP. U. Probel

-- P,_e,¢t_dLOX ® LOXP,ob_ IECO

-- -- Pr_dicl_ LH z El L,H 2 Prube 8 !

ObservedFrequenciesFromS-IVP.U. SystemIHertz) IEiOC "/\"_ c i

_'_ _____ 0 20 40 60 80 lO0 120 140

, , , , ,i RangeTime(secl
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 FIGURE 7-24. S-IV SI,OSIt AMPLITUDES DURLNG

RangeTime{see) S-I POWERED F LIGHT

FIGURE 7-22. PROPELLANT SLOSII FREQUENCIES

DURING S-I PO_RED FLIGHT The LOX sloshing frequency data agreed welt

with the S-W-6 flight first mode frequency data and

eredlcte_tl'O_lorotlciI _eltlh with the theoretical first mode frequency curve. Thetrinster Iurw:UonIusln9
SloshAmplllu=,p,,,_I_P_II(Cmtenglne(l_lNctlonel -__ym higher frequencies seen on S-IV-5 as explained above,

2Q (Out_rFu_l) ,V,_;(O IECO were a result of non-linearities in the actuators and
¢il¢_tllld I_m p_bl _ 0 |

_._, e_¢_ • in the location of the PU probe.,0 ,
lr_. I 7.5.2.2 LHz SLOSHING

29 _ _ 80 100 1_0 1t0

Rlngellmels_:) The S-IV-7 LH z sloshing amplitudeand fre-

quency are shown in Figures 7-24 and 7-25. The LH 2

sloshing amplitudes agree well with those observed

Slosĥ _plltu_. Pe_ t_P_ik(cml on previous flights. The sloshing frequencies were
20[{Oul_rLOXt _ Q i£COI nearly identical to S-IV-5, and S-IV-6 first mode

_ .._L. _ i flight data and to the theoretical first mode frequen-t0 I_._._:__[3 • i cies. The highermode frequencies seen on the S-IV-6• ll i flightwere not evidenced on S-l_z-7.0 .i

0 _ ® -.,,_..'_--Ti,.%_fi® i_ lil
7.6 GUIDANCE SYSTEM PERFORmaNCE

Although the overall performance of the ST-124

StoshX_lllu_,PmkloPit(cm) guidance system (ST-124 stabilized platform and

r 'F  ,oa,
l0 _ /_ _IQ, computer) was generally satisfactory, certain devia-

x o I tiGriS were observed which required further
[ _._°O_l!C_lll o .|_ tion. Detailed analysis of the telemetered data from

investiga-

0 0 _ 10 i0 m 1_0 120 l_0 the guidance system revealed that:

FIGURE 7-23. S-I SLOSH AMPLITUDES DURING 1. The predicted and actual guidance intelli-

S-IV POWERED FLIGHT gence errors were in wide disagreement.

....... • I_rl & I
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5. Minor velocity differences existed between

LH2 Sloshing Frequency the accelerometers and the digital computer.
Frequency(Hertz)

l. 2 I I I The detailed analysis of these deviations a re presented-- -- - SA-5

Theoretical 2rid Hod_

1.0 -OOO_-6-- in subsequent parts of this section.&AAsa- 7
0.8 I oo

0.6 O0 O0 Oz:_"_'_ 7.6. 1 GUIDANCE INTEI,LIGENCE ERRORS

0,4 .Oc)!OO ( O0 0 0 O0 O0 Guidance intelligence errors are defined as

_o_rft,_:L_Sod_l_ tile differences between the range, altitude and cross

_-__----_ L range inertial velocity COml)onents measured by the

"" 0. 2 ST-t24 accelerometers and the corresponding param-

I I eters calculated from tracking data.
0 100 200 300 400 500 600

Range lime (see) The sources of the guidance intelligence errors

Slosh Height (cm) may be divided into two general categories, component

Peak t0 Peak Slosh Heights Inches errors and system errors. The component errors,

e I 7 scale factor and bias, are those which are attributed

[*-- LH2 -- -- -Sh-5

15 , --sA-6-- 6 directly to the guidance accelerometers. The system
_&sA-7 errors (contributed by the stabilized element on which

"' _L _ _ 5 theaecelerometersmount) are: gyro drift rates (con-

_A'_A slant and g dependent), platform leveling errors, non-
l 0 "kf _ 4 orthogo_mlity of the accelerometer measuring direc-

3 tions and misalignment of the platform flightazimuth.

With the exception of the leveling and azimuth errors,

-Separation-- 2 the above data were obtained by laboratory measure-

_ Cuid ..... Iniciaglon _'A"
, , __ ] melts several _eeks i)rior to launch. The leveling

_A_-._ and azimuth deviations were determined from datal
0 100 200 300 400 500 w¢_00 which were available only at liftoff.

RangeTime(set)
The predicted ST- 124 inertial velocity errors for

L0X SLOSHINg FREQUENCY the SA-7 flight test were _se(l on Laboratory ealibra-

Frequency(Hertz) tion of the ST-t24 stabilized platform system (Table1.2 I , u
.... Sh-5 Theoretical 2rid Mode:----._ . 7-I). Three _ deviation values for accelerometer

i.0 -OOOsA-6 -- I _'_ leveling andazimuthalignment were used for the
pre-

AA_LSA-7 _ _ diction. The 8T-124 system 3a tolerances were used

0. 8 _ O ,_'" O to develop all error band for each velocity component0.6 . to serve as a standard for compar'ison with the actual

0. 4 _l_"alM * _ _ _ inert ialveloc it), errors.

0, 2 The 8T-124 system error data used to calculate
Theoretical 1st Mode---a the predicted and actual SA-7 guidance intelligence

01uu_ 200 300 4001 5001 600 errors are presented in Tahle 7-I. Note that there are
Ranqe Time (see) two different values listed for platform leveling er-

rors: the smaller values were calculated from teleme-

tered aecelerometer data prior to S-I igmition and the

FIGURE 7-25. S-IV LOX AND LH a SLOSHING larger values were obse_-ved at lfftoff.
PARAMETEItS

2. The actual space-fixed velocity vector at S- The telemetered ST-124 aecelerometer (inertial)

IV cutoff was 1.8 m/s larger than the digitalcomputer velocities measured from vehicle first motion were

value of 7806.0 m/s ( identical to velocity presetting), compared with tile corresponding velocity components

determined from tracking. The differences between

3. The digital computer's gravity term was the telemeterecl velocity data and tracking are listed

slightly in error before liftoff, in Table 7-1I for tile principal event times. In each
component, the velocity differences are much larger

4. The digital computer sequencing discretes than those calculated from the ST-t24 3 cr devia-

were issued with a small time delay, tions.
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TABLE 7-I. SIGNIFICANT GUIDANCE LNTELLIGENCE EItRORS

F ......... [ " ". i [ !...... ....... ....... .... - .--':[ _1......

i /i /:'":2;?/- ,.... ..... i ..... I

.... ,z , 4- i : ..... £L _ __- : : -

? ,,,, .................. ., ':',:

. I-"Y ?.;.:.:; ....... i ........

TABIJI_: 7-II. COMPARISON OF INERTIAl, GUIDANCE VF LOCITIES

The guidance intelligence errors predicted from Attitude Accelerometer Non- -0. 008 deg
the laboratory data fail within the limits of the velocity orthogonality
errors calculated from the 3 a tolerances. This in- Platform Azimuth Alignment 0. 004 deg
dicates the ST-t24 system errors much larger than Platform Leveling Errors
those resulting from the 3 a deviation must have de- About Z axis -0. 030 deg
veloped prior to liftoff. Figure 7-26 also shows the About X axis 0.050 deg
residual velocity errors remaining after the teleme-
tered aeeelerometer data were corrected for the fol- The residual velocity errors (A >;i = - 0. 5 m/s;

lowing measured errors: AYi = 0, 5 m/s: A Zi = 0.2 m/s_ indicated by the

....... _i, iT I - •
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Thedifference between the total space-fixed vee

,_,.,._..,,.., ._._ _.:>_,_,_,,o,,o¢.... tors for the measured and adjusted computer values

![ (-2.4 m/s) is about evenly divided between the range

_,,F_,,_,¢, ,m ,¢_ _ , velocity and altitudevelocity errors. Even though the

, magmtude of the cross range velocit_ error is large

_ , ..,,r........ _ ___-_-" its efh_ct (m the total velocity is virtually zero. The
:. _ _ =__.____._ _-2---'_r_" - :°' computer's ud usted tutti veloeit,," agrees _ith thee,:aslr_ freer t

-- _:._- ""q---:.,t_- _ _ _ .... 6m,_ tracking data will,in the tracking clam tolerances of
_,'_'_._' "_,,_,,;.*;,:_,_-..... l 0.5 m/'s. Tile computer's measured space-fixed

1,,,_0',,'-'''''', '''',:.; ...... ___ total velocity agrees exactly with the preealculated
:1 ........... _ velocity (identical to cutoff velocity presettingt which

; + i -- __ a!,: t_ _h_tqnmem J

:_.._,+ ',',!I;.:,::,i.! : , 5%,<.?__ _: 7_ - indicates that the computer functioned as expected: _: since the maximum predicted implementation scheme
+ _..,........... dispersion_as : 0.05 m/s. The total velocity differ-

enee between the measured computer data and track-

ins I I. 8 m./s'l is much larger than the maximum pre-
EIGURE 7-26. ItESIDUAL INERTIAL VELOCITY dieted error of 0.4 m/s (based on the laboratory

COMPONENT DIFFERENCES measured ST-124 errors and the maximum predicted

(CORRECTED ACCELEROMETE1R eomlmtcr initialization errors) prmcilmlly due to the

- TRACKING) large ST-124 leveling crrors (see Ref. 9).

eross-ha_ched area in Fig'ure 7-26 are withJa_ the b_Table7-IV, themeasured and thcadjusted digi-

tracking data accuracy (_+ 0.5 m/s). Table %I lists tal computer space-fLxed velocities at orbital inser-

additionaleorreetions that would further reduce these tion are compared with the corresponding tracking

residual velocity errors, and preealeulated trajectory data. The adjusted com-

puter data have the ST-124 system and the computer

7.6.2 GUIDANCE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE COM- initialization errors removed.

PARLSONS

The preealculated spaoe-fLxed velocity europe-

The digital computer's measured space-fixed nents and totalvelocity at orbital insertion were txised

velocities at S-W cutoff are compared with tracking uponatotal velocity g-ain of 1.5 m/s due to S-W thrust

and the precaleulated trajectory data in Table 7-III. decay impulse from the start of S-IV engine shutdown

The same data, corrected for the ST-124 errors de- signal. Ho_ever, if the correct predicted cutoff im-

termined after flight and the computer initialization pulse (from g_idance cutoff command to the cud of

errors, arc included in the comparison, thrust decay) is used, the precaleulated total velocity

TABLE 7-III. COMPARISON OF SPACE-FLXED VELOCITIES AT S-W GUIDANCE CUTOFF

(621. 375 SEC ]/ANGE TI.MIi;)

Total Range Altitude Crees R_ng.

b_ta Source Total Velocity Range Velocit_ Altitude Velocity Cro0e Range Velocity
I Velocity Dlfferonce Velo¢l t y DtI referee _¢lo¢Ity Difference V_I_¢I ty Difference

(_/s) (m/_) (m/s) (m/_) (m/_) (m/_) (=/_) (m/_)

Computer 7g06,O 7291. ;' -Z_85.2 -86.0
(measured)

Computer 7808./* 7293._ -2787.L_ -90.6
(ad_ueted)

Tracking * 7807.8 72_2.5 -2_87.9 -90.2

Precalculated 7806.0 72@7.3 -2770._ -86.2

Computer -2,4 -L.7 2.2 h.6
(me,is. adjusted)

Compute r -Track lnR 0,6 0,9 0.5 .0.h
(adjusted)

Tracking-PrecalculaLed 1. S .h. g -17.h -4.0

• B_sed on Orbital Tracking.

• =7.;;T;AL-
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TABLE 7-IV. COMPARISON OF SPACE-FiXED VE- etc.) after this time is due to the rapidly increasing
LOCITIES AT ORBITAL INSERTION vehicle lateral CG offset (from -0. 097 cm at 400 sec

(631. 375 SEC RANGE TIME} to -0. 211 cm at S-IV cutoff). Due primarily to this
condition, the cross range velocity and displacement

,o_,, _,,, Amt_d, C'o" _o"s* increase to -0.3 m/s and -254 m at S-l_ cutoff._tl $0u_¢1 v.loct _y Ve toclcy Velocity Veloctty
(m/,) (_].) (_/°) (m/.)

c*_ut,, 7808.7 7_60.8 -28n.0 -8_.z 7.7 GUIDANCE SYSTEM HARDWARE
(mnJuz,d)

Co_ut t r 78t0,9 7262,3 =287t,.2 -89._
(adJultld) 7. 7. t GUIDANCE SIGNAL PROCESSOR AND DIGI-

r,°e_tns (Orbit°t) 7810.4 72_Z._ -2a'_._ -89_ TAL COMPUTER ANALYSIS
Ptc'ea[culat ed 7507, _ _265.a -2857.3 -85

c.p_t. .:2 -z5 25 46 The overall performance of the guidance sys-
(,,i-,dJuic,d) tern hardware was satisfactory, ttowever, the follow-

iC_patar-TrockinS 0.5 0._ o.5 -0_ ing minor deviations were observed:( ar_]u, c .el)

Trac_tng-Pr¢c,_ cu tared 2.9 -3.$ _7.4 -3.9

L Altitude Velocity Error

would be 7808.8 m/s at orbital insertion; the pre- The time difference between physical liftoff
dinted total velocity increase between cutoff and in- of the vehicle (first motion) and the sensing of elec-
sertion (2.6 i 0.4 m/s) would then agree favorably trical liftoff command by the digital computer was
with the tracking velocity difference of 2. 6 m/s. 0. 210 second. This time difference resulted in a

computer inertial and gravitational altitude velocity
Using this value for the velocity increase, the error of 2.5 m/s throughout flight. However, the

difference at insertion between the adjusted precalcu- computer program is so written that an)' such error
lated velocity and the tracking data is 1.8 m/s, which will not carD' through to the space-fixed velocity and
is in agreement with th e corresponding difference at consequently guidance accuracy is not affected. The
S-IV cutoff, space-fixed altitude velocity is not affected because it

is the algebraic sum of the inertial and gravitational

The performance of the yawpiane delta-minimum velocity values both of which contain the 2.4 m/s er-
guidance scheme is shown in Figure 7-27. The cross ror and the error cancels I ¢_'s = f'Yi - p' Yi) - (Ygy -
range velocity and displacement (-12.2 m/s and -460 AYi) ]"
m) at guidance initiation were reduced to minimum

2. Computer initialization Errorsvalues at about 400 seconds. The increase in all pa-
rameters (velocity, displacement, steering command,

Small constant velocity differences exist be-

,._,,,.,,_c,_,_,.¢..*.,_,_,_.,.,., tween the accelerometer data and the inertial velocity

_....  ,giocoo  ,erc._,, magnitudes of these errors are constant throughout

'___ _-_¢_ _-_ flight at-O._2Aim/s._inZi)_i; 0.3 m/s in4/i; and 0.1 m/s
°i - _k _ _i _ in Z i. The and errors were the result of small

and unpredictable (and, therefore, uncorrected) plat-
_,_,,s*._,_c_,_, form leveling errors of about -0. 004 degree for theI

__ range aceelei'ometer and -0. 006 degree for the cross

ra.goaero  .ro*_"_'_" mulated error in Yi resulted from the computer grav-
ity term used for pre-liftoff computations being slightly
low (-9.788397 m/s _ instead of -9.790552 m/s a) . The

iI :_ ,, slight gravity term error has been corrected in thei_;_,_ c°mputer pr°gram f°rlutureflights" Theremaining
initialization errors (-0.2 m/s, -0.1 m/s and 0.1

-_ ,_, .... _ m/s) all fall within the predicted range f see Ref. 9).

3. Bit-by-Bit Computer Data Analysis

The Bit-by-Bit comparison progq'am was used
FIGURE 7-27. YAW PLANE DE LTA MINIMUM to evaluate the operation of the NSC-I5 digital corn-

GUIDANCE PARAMETERS puter equipmenton SA-7 flight. This analysis is made

w m



to confirm the correct operation of the computer and During the first orbit while the vehicle was over

it does not check the validity of the flight program. Ascension Island ( LO + 1/2 hr) a test was made to

Due to the nature cd the Bit-by-Bit analysis program_ demonstrate the capability of loading information into

all of the computer telemetry was not examined. All the digital computer via the digital command system.

navigation and guidance quantities were examined. The telemetered computer information verifies that

Minor looptelemetry data, which include accelerome- the loading operation was completely successful.

ter readings and mode codes, however, were not ex- Thirty 25 bit data words accompanied by 30 control

amined, words (16 bits each) were loaded into the computer

and telemetered back to the ground correctly. The

The total number of computer words telemetered verification portion of the load-readout routine was

between liftoff and entry into the cutoff loop was then performed and the 30 data words telemetered

54,883. Of thisnumber, 53,250 or 97.25 percent were correctly again.

available for examination by the Bit-by-Bit program.

The remainder was lost dueto telemetry blackout dur- 7. 7.2 ST-124 STABILIZED PLATFORM SYSTEM

ing staging and second stage ignition. The Bit-by-_it HARDWARE ANALYSIS

program examined 62 percent of the 53,250 telemetry

words. The remaining information was minor loop Although the ST-124 system functioned prop-

telemetry. Thus, 60.5 percent of the total flight cam- erly detailed analysis of hardware performance re-

puter telemetry {54,883 words) during the time inter- vealed the following deficiencies:

val considered was examined in this analysis. An es-

timated 2.35 percent of the telemetry was lost due to t. The stabilized platIorm developed large lay-

dropouts. This number includes the data lost in the eling errors about the pitch and yaw axes between S-1

RF blackout during staging, engine ignition and liftoff (Fig. 7-28).

From this analysis, it was concluded that the Plat_ormt_eiing[tr0rA_t×hxislYaw)
AngteIdeg}

ASC-15correctlyduringflight.flightcomputer and flight program operated {II0] l'"_°_ '_"'i_tL_:"

4. Sequencing Time Errors O' '' _ -o.o_ ,_

I ]' -- 'T'_'ar°'
L laltlaIl_l£q |_

, .0.00l dlI t I T

The digital computer issued all its sequenc- -a IO_I -i ol -i 0 { _ } I
ing command functions satisfactorily. However, there RatheTimelilt}

were slight time delays in these functions to both the Pl_l!_rmL_allng [rc_t Abou!Zh_i$ (Pllch)

S-I stage and IU flight sequencer systems. The total hrolet_)

delay between the expected and actual sequenc ing func- 0. I0] _ IoL_l.l P*fLc.4 _ I

tion times were 0. 078 second to the S-I stage and 1 !_ _" ,_.,L.....,_0,
0.084 second to the IU. The breakdown of the sources 0i |

J r L liltialI,_'tliLiI It_t
contributing to these total delay tinges is: I -o_ ... ' '_" ] ] ?

.,;...... f TI*.o_1.y mght S_q...... migh: Seq...... -alO ._ __ ._
(S-I Stage) (sec) (IU) (see) Rlnglllml{_<:l

Computer Senses Llftoff 0.014 0.014 _0_:

Compute r Pro S ram O. 040 O. 052 I. _ IS tho tsit*r/1{_r_l_tltu_ eFfl_fI_I_.
Ne_works 0.010 0.010 Z ois theanglebetwenthevohkla longitudinalaxisar_ thekxat vertical,
Telemetry O.Or4 0.008 3, 5 is thearKjlebek_n the platbrmYaxisandthe ks:atverlical

Total Time Delay 0.078 0.08,_ FIGURE 7-28. DEVELOPMENT OF PLATFORM
LEVE LING ERRORS DURING

HOLDDOWN

The reason for these delays is that the computer can-

not send out discrete signals except during a minor The air bearing pendulums, which generate error

loop operation which is 0. 100 second long. The cam- signals used to maintain the stabilized element level-

putcr program documentation did not consider this or ing prior to launch, were left in the erection loop until

the delay in sensing liftoff signal. On SA-9 and sub- liftoff. The high bibration levels experienced during

sequent vehicles, the computer program documents- the lastsecond of the holddown period caused the pen-

tion will reflect these considerations plus the electri- dulums to drift, issuing erroneous leveling command

cal net_vork constant delay time. The telemetry delay signals. These signals caused the servos to drive the

time is a function of telemetry channel assignment and stabilized element (on which the guidance accelerom-

will vary from about 0. 005 to 9.015 second, eters are mounted) off level. These large leveling

-CC;;.;7.,7.;4T:AL 59



errorswere the main contributors to the guidance in- specified launch requirement of 1793 to 2206 N/m 2

telligcnce errors. This problem will be eliminated gauge (2600 to 3200psig). FromliftofftoS-IVcutoff,

in future launches by switching the pendulum signals the ST-124 gay bearings consumed I.I SCM (38,8

out of the loop prior to S-I ignition. SCF) , or 21.6 percent of the totalSUl)plyof 5, I SCM
(180 SCFI. This value agrees with the predictc_l con-

2. Thestabilizedplatformalso appeared to have sumption rate of 0.1065 SCM/min (3.76 SCF/min)

an azimuth misalignment significantly larger than tile within one-half percent.

calculated value of 0,004 degree. Detailed anab'ses of

the cross range velocity errors strongly suggest tltat Before liftoff, the average temperature of the

the azimuth error was in the range of 0. Ol0 to 0. 015 GN 2 supplied to the ST-124 gas bearings was 297_K

degree. This error contributed 2, 0 m/s to the total (298 __5 ° K specified), .hlflight, the averageteml)era-

lateral velocity error at S-IV cutoff. The cause of tureof the GN2supplied to the ST-124 was also 297_K.

this error has not been identified as yet; therefore, it

is possible that a similar effect may occur on future The pz_set regulator pressure differential be-

flights, tureen the gas bearing supply pressure and the spcci
fled Instrument Unit pressure was 12.5 N/era 2 differ-

The threestabilizingservo looppickup error sig- ential (18.1 psid). The regulator was set at this

nals indicated mm'dmum vMues of O. 2 degree. These pressure to provide the specified differential pressure

values, which agree with the corresponding data from of 10.4 • 0.4 N/cm 2 differential (15.0-_ 0.5 psid) at

the flights of SA-5 and SA-6, are satisfactory. The the ST-124inletm,'mifold. Prior to liftoff the average

redundant gimbal servo error signal remained very regulated pressure differential (gas bearing supply

near the null position as expected. The guidance ac- pressure minus IU pressure) measured 13.2 N/cm _

cclcrometer servo pickup signMs were also vet3., differential (I9.2 psid) ; inflight, the average pressure

smooth and remained near null. differential was 13.0 N/cm 2 differential (I8.8 psid).

The diffi'rential pressure was three percent too high

7.8 ST-124 GAS BEAI{ENG SUPPLY SYSTEM during prelaunch and one-half percent too high during

inflight to meet the ST-t24 gas bearing manifold sup-

The Ix_rformance of the gas bearing supply ss's- ply pressure requirement of 1O. 4 -_ 0.4 N/cm 2 differ-

tern was completely sutisfactoB'. The 0. 028 m s (1 ential (15. O _ 0.5 psid). These small errors are

ftat GN 2 storage bottlewas pressurized to 2137 N/cm 2 within the measurement accuracy and, therefore, are

gauge 13100 psig) by the Mgh pressure ground SUl)ply not considered significant.

system before liftoff. This value is well within the

o0 ......



SECTION VIII ORBITAL ATTITUDE

8. I SUMMARY No notieahleelmnges in anhmlar ratesx_ere netted from

S-IV cutoff to the beginning of the tape recorder play-

The S-IV-7 at.age _Gth Instrunlel_t Unit and back. These angular velocities were not telemetered

Apollo Boilerplate Payhmd was inserted into orbit at daring the period of tape recorder playl)aek of S-I/

(;3t.3S-secon(ls range time. The attitude of the re- S-IV separation data from (;42.7 to I;72. g seconds.

hicle at that time was 99.8 degrees in pitch, 0. 5 de-

gree in ysxx and 0.01; degree in roll. The angular rates At resumption of telemetry (672. b see), the an-

observed at S-IV cutoff x_ere -0 01(eg/s in pitch, -mlar rates had changed to -0.25deg/s in pitch,-0.24

0.0-1 delz/s in yaw and 0.06 deg/s in roll. The great- deg/s in ya_,\ and 0, '2'2 deg/s in roll. This indicates

est recorded changes in angadar rates occurred be- that the main IAt.: vents (propulsive) probably opened

tween 11 and 12 minntes after liftoff. Records indi- during thisperiod xxhieh wasvoid of telemetered data,

cat( that the nmin LII 2 vent opened 12 times during The grcata.,st recorded changes in angular ratesoecur

this period and that the math I,OX vent valve clid not between 674 to 720 seconds. During this time period,

open, At20minutestherollang_tlar rate had increased the mainI.llevents opened 12 times and the main LOX

to 0. 4 deg/s CW from rear and the vehicle was per- vents did not open. These were the only recorded

lorming a preeessional motion _ith a tumble (pitch/ orbital openings of the main vent valves. Figure S-1

yaw) rate of 1. 46 deg/s. The tumble rate reached a shows the telemetered angxflar rate observed at Anti-

maximum of 1.65 deg/s at 25 minutes. The maximmn gila throur, h Pretoria.

roll rate observed was at 40 n_inutes with a rate of

1, 03deg/s CW from the rear. At loss of telemetry At loss of signal from Antigua 14 minutes after
signal (-t0 rain) the vehicle was essentially in a flat

liftoff, the angular rates were -0.7_; deg/s in pitch,

spin and uas pcl'forming a gyroscopic processional -0.57 deg/s in yaw, and 0.12 deg/s ill roll. At ae-
motion with a half cone angle of approximately 85 de-

quisition of telemetry by Ascension (20 mini the roll
grees and had a precessional period of 4 minutes (t. a

angular rate had Increased to 0.4 deg/s CW from rear

deg/s equivalent angnalar rate). At loss of rate gs'ro and the vehicle was performing a precessional motion
telemetry, the only direct measurement of vehicle

with a tumble (pitch/yaw) rate of t. 4(; deg/s. This

angxdar rall_,s, the observed angular rates were less tumble rate reached a nmximum of l. 65 deg/s at 25

than 2 deg/s in any axis. Analysis of radar signal minutes. The angular rates observed in the rate gs'ro

strength records (AGC) after the end of residual pro- telemetry at Ascension loss of signal were 1. as deg/s
pellant venting (approximatx.qy 24 hours), indicates :l

in tumble (pitch/yawl and 0.79deg/s in roll. These

final tumble rate of approximately 6 deg/s, telemetered rate gyro an=molar rates compare favor-

ably withtheangular rates defined by the horizon sen-
A non-propulsive vent (NPV) system was flown

sor at this time of 1.4(; deg/s tumble and 0. 68 deg/s

for the first time onSA-7, inadditionto the main pres- roll. Tile roll rate changed from 0.79deg/s at loss

sure relief LOX and I,[l=, vent systems used on SA-5 of sigoal by Ascension 128 rain) to 0.92 deg/s at ac-
and SA-6, to obviate, the excessive angxtlar rates due

quisition by Pretorta i32 rain). At loss of sig_ml by

to the venting of residual propellants after S-IV cutoff Pretoria f40 rain) , the vehicle _as tumbling at 1.55

experienced on SA-5 and SA-6. The NPV system was deg/s with a roll rate of 1.03 deg/s CW from rear.

designed to keel) the vehicle angular rates belo_ 6 The vehicle was performinga gyroseopie preeessiona]

deg/s, the maximum allowable on the Pegasus experi- motion with a half cone angle of approxin_ately 85 de-
ments. TMs system performed satisfactorily and all

grees and had a precessional period of 4 minutes {1.5

systenl components operated as expected although deg/s equivalent angular rate). Figure .q-I presents
there was some indication that the final rates _ere the tumble and roll rates observed during the times of

approximately tim maximum allowable, valid orbital telemetry.

8.2 VEIIICLF ATTITUDE IN ORBIT

From the observed ang'ular rates, the body fixed

The vehicle was inserted into orbit at 631.38- moments acting on the orbiting vehicle were:

second range time with a 99. 8-degq'ee pitch attitude,

0.5-degree ya_ attitude, and 0.06-degree rollattitude, Time (see) Pitch Ya_ Roll

The angular rates at S-IV g,aidanec cutoff signal 674 - 720 139 N-m 132 N-m 7.75 N-m

(621.38 see range time) were -0.03 dens in pitch, 720 - 860 15 N-m 27 N-m i.53 N-m

O. 04 deg/s th yaw, and 0. 06 dcg/s io. roll. At S-IV 1236 - 1690 32 N-m 12 N-m 1. 25 N-m

cutoff the non-propulsive LII 2 and IX)X vents opened. 1930 - 2400 10 N-m 7.5 N-m 1.11 N-m

(;l



hnoularRatelo_/sl Radar, Minitrack, and telemetry signal strength

_ Iape RecorderPla}lmcm records (AGe) and radar operators comments were

_--_"_'--r Roll- utilized in attempting to define the orbiting vehicle_ angular rates after loss of telemetry. Figure _-2
.... '" ..... _ _" _ shows thetumble ratesobservedintheurbital records.

_] _' ' _._--------------_-::_r_e[imelsecl.¢" YAW oPAl
PitClq " Tu_nbieRit_(d_o_$l AS(: [Ascensbn II

ASC Ckscension Islandl cz HAW

CRO (Cllrnar_n, lostraJia) _WLP
CAt (Point A_JUetlo, CIIIE )

Iu mble Rate _de_/sl ]EL Z (Clip• Tel 2) ,_ WLP

t ANT {AntJg_3aIslandt _ WLP

HAW (Hawaii}
_ PAT (Pa_k_AES. FIL) O CRO

WLP (WallOpsIs_nd, V&)

S 0 TelemMPj AGE Pfe(WciedEna of
C] Radlir AGC Orbital VmU_J

Ra_er Op_alors Comments

Range Tree _secl • Telemelry (RaN Gyros)

Roll Rate IdL_/S, T[_2

_l ",sertlon l Oex 2Dz/s )Ozys

hn_t_oa Pretoria A_C • • C_0 O O

Ascension _

CAL

Range Time !see)

Range Time lmln)

FIGURE 8-1. ANGULAR RATES DURING ORBITAL FIGUI_E 8-2. OBSERVEI) SA-7 TUMBLE ltATT':S

VENTING

i
J:
•i VENT SYSTEM

MAIN LH 2 VENT Jk

MAIN LH 2 SYSTEM WITH NEW ( ,iF

VENr SYSTEM_

-LOX VENT SYSTEM

i;

tOX VENT SYSTEM

NORMAL S-IV VENTING NON-PROPULSIVE VENT SYSTEM

INDUCES PITCH. ROLL. YAW MoTIoN COUNTER-BALANCES FORCES FOR STABILITY

FIGURE 8-3. NON-PROPULSIVE VENT S'YSTEM
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During the period of active telemetry there is reason- valve opened three times. However, the Ltl 2 vent

able agreement betx_een the telemetered angular rates pressure recording, shown in Figure 8-4, indicates

and the angular rates indicated by AGC records. After possible pilot flow up to 805 seconds.

the first three revolutions the only valid data available e,,,,,, (N/era2) LH2 Vent Pre*|urm Pre.a_r. (pint)0.6

for rate analysis were skin track radar AGC and radar 0.4 __ _ o.s

operator comments. Signal periodicity ( equivalent I A_-__.__ L 0.4
mlg_alar rate) seen in radar skin track records can be o '. __ _ o

interpreted only as a tumble indication. ]'he vehicle _o.4 i l i -e.4
600 700 800

tumble rate as indicated by this evidence would be ap- a..,_.,"ru.. (..,:)
proximately 6 deg/s at the end of orbital venting of _..tz.p_t(toco.it.) _.t *._.t(_lh_)

soQ

residual propellants (approximately one day). Spin I_
rate indications in the orbitalrecords wereextremely t'difficult to discern and the roll rate at the eud of L z_.oo

orbital venting could not be defined. Investigations 7o_

are continuing in this area in an attempt to establish 7_
reliability of observations

6OO

8. 3 NON-PI{OPU LSIVE VENTING SYSTEM PER- /// 2oo0

FO IgM AN CE //_1/ _ 't,az-r._ rr.,,_tr_ _..

A non-propulsive vent (NPV) systenl was in- _ //111
stalled on SA-7, in addition to the main pressure re- /llie[ LOX and LH z vent systems used on SA- 5 and SA- 6. _soo

to obviate the excessive angular ratesdue to the vent- 1/'

ingof residual propellants after S-IV cuteff experi- //_ _'"I_!

enced on SA-5 and SA-6 (See Fig. 8-3). The NPV I
system was designed to keep the angular rates below _o0 t woo

6 deg/s, the maximum allowable on tile Pegasus cx- \ t.--:u%-_.,_t _,_h*r,, rr,,,_..

periments, i
200 -- _

The S-IV-7 non-proplllsive vent systen] ]_,r- ' ! __X'--formed satisfactorily, as indicate<t by all available _oo

data, and system component operation _as as expect-

ed. Tim two hydrogen and one oxygen non-propulsive *0v a __| %_ _ . \

vent valves opened at engine cutoff (621.38see). and _ _ __the newly designed main hydrogen vent cover closed -__

and latched as intended, o 6oo 70(i i_ o
la_i Ti_ (ace)

The main hydrogen vent (propulsive) did open, FIGURE 8-4. LH 2 VENT PRESSURE AN'D [fEAT IN-

but the main oxygen vent (propulsive) did not open PUT

after S-IV engine cutoff.

3. The area under the recorded L[{2 vent pres-

The total impulse of the hydrogen vented through sure curve (Fig. 8-4) has been integrated. The re-

themainventvah.ewasdetermined tobeapproximately suit indicates a vented total impulse of 5.227 N-s

8. 896 N-s (2000 lbf-s} based on the following data ( 1.175 lbf-s)
evaluations :

4. In order to make a deduction of the vented

1. After a time lag of approximately 5 seconds, total impulse during the data dropout period, the heat

the LIt: tank pressure rose sharply from 25. 1 N/era z input into the LH_ tank has beenevaluated. This eval-

(:16. Spsi) at 626 seconds to 30.3N/em 2 (44.0psi) uation is shown in Figure 8-4. The evaluation was

at 643 seconds, at which time there was a loss of data based on the following events:

because of the onboard recorder playback,

a. The LH 2 tank pressure rise prior to the

2. After the period of data dropout, which oc- data dropout period.

cuffed from 643 to 674 seconds, the LIt 2 tank vented

through its main vent system, All recorded vent b. Totalvented impuise after the data drop-

periods occurred between 685.5 and 720 seconds. The out period. Thus, a heat input rate during the record-

No. 2 vent valve opened nine times. The No. t vent er playback period was interpolated.

03



The equivalent vented total impulse during this u_ ,.a

period, derived from the above procedure, was 3,6S,i _...u, (N/¢J)

lbf-s ,o _ _ Predl'¢tlon Ba.e_ U_e_ I

N-s (820 ) "_
• I.LOX Tank Heat Input Approxi_ttly

20 995 Watts (S-r_-5 Flight)

I_-. I [ II
5. The combination of the conclusions reached I I _,k.f--9o, _ of R.,_du._

8,874 N-s (1,995 lbf-s) or 7.3 kg (16.2 Ibm) of GIt 2 _

[ I\vented through file hydrogen main vents. _-6_ _g of, R_.t_._

' " ' \ ql [

Basedonanalytiealevaluationof theS-IV-7flight, , °s-r_-' m'C_ID* i" _ /_the following residuals atS-IV stage all en_nes cutoff 3a Kgof Re,tdual-- \
command were considered to be accurate for this a- l
nalysis: .o__ _ .[ J 11 I \ 11 _ J.6 .8 1.0 2 _ 6 g I(; 2r;

Tt_ From S-IV Engine Cutof[ (HrL)

205 kg (451 Ibm) of LIt 2
986 kg (2174 Ibm) of LOX

LE2 Tcnk

Tileequivalent totalimpulses are: _._ fs/,a a)

Prediction _l_ed Upon338,065N-s (76,000 lbf-s) LH 2 tank _o _'n t.L. 2r..kH,,_ I_p_ _

386,995 N-s 187,000 lbf-s) LOX tank _o _q._ _o r_o,_ o_ _
S-IV-6 Flight2.Llt 2 ResLdual of !36 Kg

1o At S-IV e_lne Cutoff

Table S-I gives the possible angular rates baseci is i

on maximmn t_flcrances of the NPV system plus hydro-

gen venting through the main vents. At the end of or- tl
bitalventing a maximum of 5 deg/s in rolland 3 deg/s o IV_ flight

intumble is predicted. Figure 8-5 shows the predicted

LH 2 and LOX tank pressures versus time during I
l

orbital venting as functions of the nominal residual .os ._ .i ,_ 6 .B l.o 4 6 s _0 20
Time Fr_ S-IV gngtne Cutoff (tlrL)

propellants. The pressure history euzwes would

change negligibly if the actual residual propellant

masses were used in the analysis. The Tel 2 data of FIGURE 8-5. PI{EDICTIONOF LOX AND LII2 TANK
the first orbital pass indicate a LOX tank pressure of VENTING

13. 8 N/cm 2 (20 psi) and an LIt 2 tank pressure of 19. 0 These data are in the expected range if it is ree-

N/era 2 (27.5 psi), at approximately 1, 5 hours from ognized that the LIt 2 tank venting is dependent on the

orbital insertion• The predicted Lank pressures at heat input into the tank, The predicted heat input is

this time are 13. 8 N/em 2 (20 psi) in the LOX tank shown in Figure 8-6.
(assuming 907 kg or 2000 Ibm LOX residual at S-IV H,mmr, ut,wat_ I_tlnpotlZ_F,u/bn i6OOO
cutoff) and 11. 7 N/cm _ (17 psi) in the Lt[t tank (as- i l

suming 136 kg or "{6)0 lbro residual at S-IV cutoff). _IrnurnHeelln_l) .3_

5_00 _ C_ t - _t/Jal LH2In ForvardEndo_IJt2Tmn_ --
OAinlmum_ input)

TABLE 8-I. PREDICTED ANGULAR RATES AT con_w_.,,_,_m_o K
TIlE END OF ORBITAL VENTING t0_ - tn,utal_Oensl_ ._t.t --

1_. _ x 2_2.2km Orbit 2_0

30{1

Ve_ttng Para_ters R°ll _e T_ble (Pitch/ya_) Rate
deg/e deg/s

'205 kg (I.5[ Lb_.) LH . residual 2.1 0._
986 k_ (217_ Ibm) _l - residual 2.4 I.L 100

ven_ed through the L_2 ]DO(
main vent_ _

*The pitch*yau veloeitle_ are a_ded algebratcaLly. _ _u_n_ationof _he ( ) ] Z i 0
velocity vectors _uld reduce the quoted piteh-ya_ veloctty by Time Aller0rbibll lnsert_n(Hour$1
approxkmat e ly 1c_,,

FIGURE 8-6. LII_ ORBITAL HEATING RATE
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SECTION 1LX. SEPARATION

9. 1 SUMMAIIY t,,_ _

014_InWCoR4¥ml P_tl 1_
._ mf_ l_oxP¢_

Separation of the first aad second stage of the

SA-7 vehicle was accomplished in the same manner s4,,_._,_o___ 4_._

as SA-6. The separation scheme isdiscussecl in Ref- s-,_,_m_o_ 2_i_

el'once 3. The oe[y major diflerence between SA-6 ,n_,_e.mt_t.m_ I _4tJi_. ,_aand SA-7 was the delay time between OECO and sep- _,,+_,a_a,,_,_ I__ I

aration command, This delay time was 0.4 second _'_t_'_b_"_s_l"
for SA-6 and 0.8 second for SA-7. mm.mo_B.r.,_m,,++u I

$, IV£klrl s* L/$-IVInQll'SIi I

IAll elements of the separation system operated s-,v,+.mon

" prol)erlv and the fh'st relative motion between stages ,----- _,

;._as obseFved v, ithic 0.09 seeotld of separation com- _*,..n.,,,_,

mand. Only 19 percent (0. 09 rn or 3,-t ill) of file a-
vailable lateral clearance { 0.74 lll or 2_.) in, ) was used

during the separation period. FIGURE 9.1. SEPAI{A'I'ItlN SEQt'ENCE

At S-IV engine ignition command theexit plane of increment ter hoth stages plus tile total relative ve-

theS--IV engines was i0. l m (33 ft) foreword of the lip locity betx_een stages. The tx_o stages had separated

of the interslage; this is 7.0 m ( 23 It) greater thm_ tile Izv 10.1 m (33 ft) at S-IV stage ig'nition, which is 7.0

minimum design requirement of 3 m (10 ft). m (23 ftj greater than the specified minimum clear-

Relative tongituOinal Translation Im)

+hovehielo tti dosa+a+larra seo -'o ! 2 ' ! ] 1siderably less than design values at separation; how- s+_+ .tt_n C _d
ever, angular rates for the separated S-I stage in- ' _+_ s_p+,o_o,

creased during the separation period. Only the roll :_

angmtar rate of the S-IV stage Itlereased significantly +._7 +/! +_ [ i -,/_+_,-.,,-- t
duringUlesepal-_Uo,_process.Therot]e..:e.rs_o.,,0__ _.,t----_-;-....4..... .Z#,:_._....

transient at tiletime the S-IV stage thrust reached a I i1; l /// s-iv st+ms
l II _ /[// /-- Clears Interst+ge

value large enough to restore the vehicle to the proper +_-_T ..... CJ_ ---_- _ _- :attitude. The cause of the roll deviation v, as primarily "_--

atotal ullage rocket misaligaunent of 1.2 _ 0.2 degTees l ! I ,_./_/;/,

or some equivalent value distributed aluong all four *_.0 ta_+5 t_.0 :4_.5 i;_0 ,,50,5 :st.o ts:_

ullage rockets. Rang_TimeIsec)
RelativeLongiludinal Velocffy _m/sl

9. "2 SEPAI:ATION DYNAMICS 3u_---] .... [ 7,- - [---_ + :

i
9. ") t TItANSLATIONAL MOTION

+oral Relat I.ve++ .+,o..,,...... +ST,,+a.ua,so+rationseq.eocn +A-+ --, +'"°', '
vehicle is depicted in Fig"ure (J-i. The separation :o --+-- - _

command was issued at 14_. 4.1 seconds. The first ! _-/' i' V_loctty IJ¢i r me.t !;.I

motion I)etweun tilL' tWO stages was observed from re- ; / ] , '_ ,,_ s-iv s:,_, :
o i-f" I ! "+ _ j

lemetry (simulation) to have occurred at 148.53 see- I : I l
on+b+. Two extensom(,ters mounted on the S-IV stage

i

indieute'.l a first motiou time of 148.55 seconds (30+48 -to ........

: em extensometer)and 148.58 seconds (475.2cm ex- [| ::::'_' -;" _"_
to/l_on) e[ or) vetoctt_ I ncr_ent• ef $+I Stage

Figure 9-2 shows the separation distanee beb, veen : {

the S-I stage and the S-IV stage. Shown for eompar- .:o , I I .[ ' Il&B.O 148.5 1_9.0 /&9,5 150.0 15C,5 151+0 [51.$

ison is tile SA-6 separation time history. The S-IV RangeTime tSe¢)

stage engines cleared the interstage 0.01; second ear- FIGURE 9-2 SEPARATION DISTANCE AND INCRE-

liar than predicted. Fignre 9-2 sho\_s the velocity MENTAl, VEI.OCITIES

{;5



ancc. The increased clearance is attributed to the practic'_lly the same on both stages, for the first two
laterscparation time (0.8 sec) from OECO, resulting seconds after separation,
in a higher negative booster acceleration at separation.

The observed angular motion of the S-I stage
The lateral clearance analysis on SA-7 indicated would require the total angular impulse presented be-

that separation required 0.09 m (3.4 in. ) of the 0.74 low. This total angular impulse is equivalent to the
m (29 in.} available lateral clearance, corresponding retro rocket misaligument and CG offset indicated.
to a probabili_, of 0.75.

9. '2. '2 ANGULAR _IOTION Observed Angular 147,483 88,729 12,554
Impulse (N-m-s)

At the start of separation the vehicle had the Total Retro Rocket -0, 22 -0. 14 0.13
following attitudes and angular rates: (design values Misaligument (deg)

S-I Stage CG Offset (m) 0 -0.0I 0are listed for comparison)

Parameter Actual Desiiill
The retro roeketmisalignmentis nearly the same

Pitch Attitude (deg} O. l (nose up) l. 0 magnitude as observed on previous flights.
Yaw Attitude (deg) -0.1 (nose left) 1.0
Roll Attitude (deg) 0.4 (CW from rear) Figure 9-:1 shows the telemetered and simulated
Pitch Rate (deg/s) 0 1.0 attitude error transients of lhe S-IV stage which re-
Yaw Rate (deg/s) 0 l. 0 suited from separation disturbances. The simulation
Roll Rate (deg/s) 0. 1 (CW from rear) includes the inflight engine thrust buildup and mass

characteristics, and also includes an approximation
Angular rates experienced by the S-I stage were to the preflight predicted CG offset history. In the

considerably larger than the S-IV stage with the ex- yaw plane, the CG offset is to the left of center when
ception of roll (Fig. 9-3). The roll angular rate was looking forward and varies linearly from I. 8 cm

PitchAn!]ularRatetdeg/s) a_ - o.l._-_'_-_-z_t¢_'_co==t¢_o,,
Dtltu_aace - _?0 I1_, 2 =0¢ (_ etP)

llltch, At¢lgude,_,l_ , (d*lt) _ |lolh _llt • O.C_ •
Separat_n S-IVSlage (_,, ,p) _ **o.,_f_o,u= (_., 6=-_)

I ._ t¢_ 12.o - 12.$ =e¢ = 8136 N-=

RangeTime(seO

. _ S-I St_e o -o 2 _ 6 8 LO t2 t_ 16
T_te _fter sapJr=tton

YawAngularRate(deg]s_ Y,-.^_t_t.de.% (de=) _._¢_,1_._o=,
2 j L --- I_-- gn,l¢xtutti_t - -o.o_ dis (hole Left) ]

! /- s-ivst_e ,,o._,, o ( I
• ...... .... " [ A___A I [ i

-10 - 2 4 6 8 1o tz 14 I_

RollAngularRate{_leeJs! it,, _._,_,,s,_*_,_o_

Iio11, _¢tteu4_,_! (_l) --- Sl,i_Llt*d

! ._ _ S-I Stage

i // Inttill Coaca ttom/1 _Ft • 0.4, _ - 0.1 ¢t_lle

• UL_$_ IMei_t ICtt*_t_a_ " l.;' .+0.l

I 150 t [ 1_$ --1_ _ i _/ d*I total fo_ 6 roc_tl, _1 / Rangelim_ISeC} I ,t I
s-lv St_aJ ! / _ , I

-2 I / I j

_a i t _ I I

FIGURE 9-3. ANGULAR VELOCITIES DURING FIGURE 9-4, S-IV ATTITUDE DURING SEPARA-
BOOSTER SE PA ILa.TION TION
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(0.7:t in.) at separation to 4 cm (0.7 in.) at cutoff. In value would give an upper limit of t. 4 degrees of ex-
the pitch plane, the CG offset is above center and peeled misalignment. This misaligmment includes
varies linearly from 2. I em( 0. 84 in. ) at separation both angular and translational effects. The l. 2 ± 0.2
to 5 em (2 in.) at cutoff. The correlation botx_een the degrees determined to explain the roll deviation are
simulated attitude errorsaadthe aetualattitude errors near the upper expected limit. However, from a con-
indicates that the vehieleCG offsets and thrust vector trol standpoint the vehicle could control a misaligu-

misalignments were close to those assumed. The meat of approximately 2.7 degrees without saturating
large separation transient in roll is attributed to 1.2 _* the attitude error signalof 15 degrees and theang_lar
0.2 degree total ullage rocket misalignment. Initial rate of i0 deg/s, assuming no other disturbances
disturbing moments of 678 N-m (500 ft-lb) and 1356 exist that would add to the roll maneuver. Using the
N-m ( 1000 ft-lb) are estimated to have acted on the design values of 1 degree attitude in pitch and ya_, 1
S-IV stage in the pitch and yaw planes, respectively, deg/s rates and an angle-of-attack of 4 degrees
for the first two seconds after separation. These the misaligmment that could be tolerated is 2. 0 de-
moments are attributed to the eooldown exhaust vent. grees. No relaxation of the ullage rocket alignment

tolerances should be considered if other disturbanees

The alig]_ment tolerance of each S-IVstage ullage existed and the roll error signal should not be satu-
rocket is 0.7 degree (3a). Root sum squaring this rated.
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SECTION X. STRUCTURES

10. 1 SUMMAItY

The m_Lximum pitch bendthg momentexperienc- design momentand 30perccntof the maximum moment

ed durlngthe flightof SA-7 occurred at 74.7 seconds experienced by SA-6.

and indicated a maximmn of apl)roximately 30 perceut

of tile design moment and 39 percent of the mmximmn

moment experienced on SA-6.
¥.M¢Io Itatlce {_) t_ad Fsetor (ads2)

The structural flight loads were somewhat lower 50 o o._ 0.s t.2 1.6 2.0

than on previous flights, a" 1.611 '_S (¢al_ul,ted}

The bending oscillations observed were identical \ i I

to those observed during the flight of SA-6. The vi- ta.d r,_to,
bratory force during the startthg sequence of the en-

gine pairs was determined to be 13 percent of the 4o

static thrust, _hich is well within the 20 percent al-
lowable.

35

The flight vibration levels on the S-I stage were F

among the lowest ever exhibited by the Saturn vehicle. I 3o \

The structural vibration levels were mild except for I _ /

the holddm_n, Maeh I and max Q periods of /'light.
The vibratiou levels measured in the Instrument Unit i 2s N

were approximately une-third those measured during

the SA-6 flight.
20

The bending observed on the second flight stage

of SA-7 indicated frequencies near the second beadthg

mode frequency in the ya_ plane for four seconds fol- 15 /
lowing separation. The frequency then decreased to

very near the first bending mode frequency until LES to

jettison. The pitch bending amplitude during this time _,,di,s M_,_t_

was much lower than in yax_. Follox_ing LES jettison, /
bending in 5'a_ was not observed. However, first iN,. 5 _._

mode bending in pitch was excited, probably by the ___

LES exhaust blast.

O 0 -0.2 -0.6 -0.6 -0.8 -1.0 x lO fi
kndt_g l_ent (N-m)

The vibration levels observed on the S-IV stage FIGURF, 10-1. SA-7PITCH BENDINGMOMENTAND

of SA-7 were very near those observed on previous NORMAL LOAD FACTOR
flights.

The calculated angle-of-attack (a) and teleme-

10, 2 RESULTS DUllING S-I POWERED FLIGHT tered gimbal angle (fl) which produced the depicted

normal load factor when nominal aerodynamic and

10.2. 1 MOMENTS AND NORMAl. LOAD FACTORS weight data _ere considered, were used for the bend-

ing moment distribution, The calculated angle-of-

10.2. l.l CALCULATED VALUES attack necessary to produce the normal load factor

observed is 0. 6 degree higher than the measured

The mmximum pitch bending moment ex- angle-of-attack if nominal aerodynamics are used.

pcrienced by theSaturn SA-7 vehicle oecurredat 74.7 Time points on either side of this maximum loading

seconds of flight. The distribution of this moment is point were investigated. The resulting angles-of-

presented in Figure 10-1, together with the nornml attack were approximately 0.6 degree higher than

load factor obtained from the accelerometer readings those measured, while the gimbal angles coincided.

from the IU measurements. The slope of this load The control analysis (Section VII) indicated that an

factor line indicates the rotational acceleration of the aerodynamic moment was acting on the vehicle; how-

vehicle. This nlaximun] moment is 30 percent of the ever, this is not supported by the structural analysis.
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t0.2.1.2 MEASURED VALUES

Station 23. 9 m (942 in.) is the location of thrust forces, to that observed during the thrust

the eight LOX stud and sixteen tension tie measure- buildup period. The buildup period is defined as the

ments at the lower side of the spider beam. The re- the time interval from ig'nitionof the firstengine to

hicle body loads can be measured at thisstation wifll vehicle liftoff. The engines were scheduled to ignite

the exception of that portion of the loadcarried in the in pairs, with a I00 ms delay between pairs tolimit

center LOX tank. The maximum bending moments at the vibratory force to 20 percent of the staticthrust.

75 seconds estimated on the basis of the strain data Figure 10-2 shows the engine staggering times (igni-

were: -286,000 N-m in yaw, 550,000 N-m in pitch liondelay) to the erratic; however, the maximun_ re-

with a result.antof 620,000N-re. These values do not spoase was only 13 percent of the static thrust.

include the 15 percent of the total moment which is

carried by the center LOX tank. Inclusion of this Oscillations of aproximately I g were oh-

contribution yields a totalresultant bending moment served on the Instrument Unit accelerometcr during

of 730,000 N-m at 75 seconds of flight, the time interval between 40 and 80 seconds range

time. An attempt was made to correlate peak ampli-

10.2.2 LONGITUI)INAL LOADS rude frequencies of LOX and fuel pump inlet pres-

I0. 2.2. I ACCEt.EHOMETER DATA sures, engine chamber pressures, and longitudinal
accelerations. Nosimilari_, was evident and, as was

An investigation was made to compare the shown in the flightof SA-6, the existence of POGO

calculated response of the system, using the observed oscillations was not apparent.

Thrust (i000 N) Thrust (1000 ib)

i000 , --T .....

/ 200

800 / _ :- _ [,r"

400 --

Simplified Thrust

0o I ]o o
-2.3 -2.2 -2.1 -2.0 -1.9 -i.8 -i.7 -[.6 -1.5 -i,4 -t.3

Range Time (see)

Thrust (iO00 N)
7000 Thrus_ (I000 ]b)

0000 / 1200
5000

Calculated

Response _

4ooo-- -- I

 ooo !, 800

_._ Frequency 3.50 Hertz

Thrust Max. Dynamic Load Factor = 1.13

2000 -- ---- ! 400

Y f// ,
I000 --

o o
-2.3 -2.2 -2.i -2.0 -1.9 -1,8 -l.? -_.6 -1.5 -1.4 -1.3

Range Time (sec)

FIGURE 10-2. MAXIMUM DYNAMIC RESPONSE
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The vibration acceleration level measured in the FrequencytHedz)

Apollo capsule was in good agreement with the calcu- s _ ] [ [ o k

_A. n_g_it. o

lated accelerations, and the frequency ag-rees with / J,,_o

that observed on the holddown arms. _ -_-- "_o _/____. _ o [

0 0 0 [ _d l*.dt_

10. 2.2.2 STRAIN DATA _ o i
¢ Te._ i

The axial load at Sta. 23.9m (942in.) _ o / _ i i _,_compared very well to the predicted values,and those 2 d_.o_ o /_ I o o
obtained on vehicles SA-5 and SA-6. The axial load _-- _'_ _ -

distribution on SA-7 follow the same general trends
as observed in the longitudinal accelerations shown in _--

Section V. o i i
2o 40 60 80 IO0 150 1_0 1_

10. 2. 2. 3 FUEL TANKS SKIRT LOADS RangeTime(secl

The fuel tank skirts were instrumented with FIGURE 10-3. VEHICLE BENDING FREQUENCIES

32 strain gauges. Eight of the gauges are equally 6rms Pl_t_
spaced around each tank at Sta. 6.63 m (261 in. ). o.,o

-- Ist Bending
The data received from SA-7 were in agreement with ---2nd Bendl_
corresponding data received from SA-5 and SA-6. o._
This agreement was expected since the skirts are not /
affected by body bending moments, but only by a,xiai l _ I

forces whiChapparentremainnominally the same during each 0._o _0se "/_1 \ \, E_ ! ,flight..The loadrelief thatoccurred onSA-5 / "/_\ _

and SA-6during the time interval between ignition and o.o_ ,,'_e / / \ /-.._.L /I- TowBr i [

liftoff was difficult to see on SA-7 because of file _. _ _/--. _-_.i _ - !
scatter in the data. The apparentcooling of the strain _ .._ _ _ __
gauge, located on fuel tank number one above stub fin 20 4o 6o 80 _ 12o _40 _6o
I, from 80 to 110 seconds was repeated. This same RangeTIme(secl
occurrence was experienced on SA-5 and SA-6 and
must be considered an actual structural response. Grins Yaw

--lst BendJn_
I

t0. 2.3 BENDING OSCILLATIONS ---_,.d

t

10.2.3. 1 BODY BENDING _ '
o. lo -- __

The SA-7 flight data showed no significant

difference from the SA-6 flight test vehicle. A filter o.0s
bandwidth of 0. 667 Hz was used on the telemetered

data for this evaluation. The response amplitude was --- ---- " "-.

low in the frequency range of 0 to 10 Hz, _th a max- o _o _o _o _o _oo .0 _o _o
imum of 0. 3 g single amplitude. R_ngeTimeisle)

FIGURE 10-4. SA-7 ESCAPE TOWER AND NOSE
CONE ENVELOPE

Figure 10-3 represents a comparison of SA-7
flight frequencies withSA-6dynamie test frequencies.

After separation of the S-1 stage and jettisoning
In Figure 10-4 the amplitude resPonse for the pitch of the LES, oscillograph records indicate a frequencyand yaw accelerometers, located at the nose cone and
escape tower, are presented. This figure shows peak response level of negligible value.
amplitudes which occur in the regions of Mach 1 ( 55.3
sec) and maxQ (73.0 seo). 10.2.3.2 FIN BENDING

For the SA-7 flight, three of the six fin ac-
Allaceelerometers appeared tofunetion normally celerometers were changed in range from :e 1 g to

and thedata received were within the range of expect- J: 5 g's, but some of the data were still slightly clip-
ed results, ped at Much 1.0 and ma×imum dynamic pressure.
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Slice times at 20 seconds, Mach t. O, and max- Four of the five shear beam and shear panel mea-

imurn dynamic pressure were analyzed over the fre- surements indicated expected vibration increases dur-

quency span of 0 - 60 Hz. The predominant frequen- ing the critical flight periods. The overall envelope
eies were 30, 37, and 44 Hz. These predominant of the recorded levels from these measurements cot-

frequencies showedverylittle change over the various related closely, but was slightly lower than the SA-6
slice times and, therefore, coalescence of thepredom- envelope. The fifth measurement, located in the

inanl frequencies or anyflutter trend was not indicat- center of the shear panel between Fins III and IV,

ed. The frequency content of the data wore approxi- showed an unexpected decrease in level during file

matety the same as recorded on previous flights. Mach 1/max Q period. Aithougdl this structure ap-
pears to be predominantly affected by excitation from

10. 2.4 S-I VIBRATIONS the engines, the maximum level ex_perienced during

mainstage was not influenced by engine vibrations.

I0.2.4.1 STRUCTURAL MEASUREMENTS
Shroud panel vibration levels were typical of thin,

Thirteen accelerometers were located on lightly braced structure. Anticipated increases in vi-

the S-I booster to measure structural vibration. All bration were observed during critical flightperiods;

telemetered data appeared to be valid, including that however, the amplitudes during ho].ddown and Much

obtained from four retro rocket measurements ques- I/maxQwere approximately 15percent lower on SA-

tioned during previous flights. With the exception of 7 than on SA-6.

shear panel measurement, alldata exhibited normal

or expected levelsthroughout S-I powered flight. En- There were three orthogonally oriented measure-

velopes of tilestructural vibrationlevels are present- ments of structural vibration on the spider beam spoke

ed ill Figure 10-5. atFin Line I. Compared_ith theSA-6Grmsenvelope,

_SA-/

' ,_ SA-6

Grms Grms
16 I I [ , , 32 I '

hear Panel Shear Beam&Panels - SA-6_ Sh feud Panel

i

0 [ . 0 •
o 2o _o 6o so too no _o ,6o o 2o 4o 6o so _oo /2o i_o _6o

RangeTime(see) RangeTime(see)

Grms Grms
i i /4 i ,

8 , SpiderBeam RetroRockets
,t(:

lV!_j

..... 7 ...... _ --- 2 ......_ --

0 --"'- 0
o 20 a0 60 80 tO0 I20 140 t60 0 20 40 60 80 tO0 120 140 160

RangeTimeIsecl RangeTimeIsec)

FIGURE 10-5. VIBRATION ENVELOPES OF S-I STRUCTURE
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the SA-7 envelope exhibited higher levels during igni- _.,
tion and mainstage, but indicated a considerable re-

duction in level during the Math l/tnax Q period of 6o I r I

flight. These differences in vibration amplitude are ¢_,b_,t,o. ,,_s'_)_v.-._.r_-- (t,=,'_)

conclusion is substantiated by the close comparison _0 ._._.._ --...,
betueen the levels on SA-7 and SA-5, which had sim-

ilar angles-of-attack. 2

There were four aeeelerometors located on the _ _"

support brackets for retro rockets 1 and 3. This -20 0 z0 _o 60 8o to0 z_o z4_

structure, which is most susceptible to aerodynamic G=,

excitation, shinned expected increases in vibration _[_ -- = _ _ • r---- -1
Comba$_ion Chlmber [Rsme(Lat_ [ ]

during the Mach l/max Q period of flight. The max 1 I
Q vibration was three times higher than the holddou"n to I

10. 2.4. 2 ENGINE hi EASUREMENTS _ _ _ ...... ' -"_"_ :_'>_"_'_-::_'

Four aeeelerometers located on the com- %0 I _ '_o _o 6o $o LOQ 120 t_O

bustion chamber domes of engines 1, 3, 5, and 7 mea- _,,_, _u. (,,o
G_

sured vibration in the longitudinal {flight) direction.
All four aceelerometors measured vibration levels _'_- _*- _o_

that were inconsistent with previous static and flight

test history. Consequently, the validity of the SA-7

data was questioned. An investigation of the SA-7 , ,,

data revealed thatthere was alargediserepaneybe- _0_ i_

_veen the telemetered data received during holddown [
and the landwire data obtained from the combustion i

60 8O 100 Izo t_O
stability lnonitor (CSM) measurements. The CSM -zo _ zo _°h,_. _u,. (..¢)
anti flight measurements arc located side by side and

should provide comparable data. Therefore, it was

concluded that the SA-7 flight combustion chamber

dome data were unreliable. Figure 10-6 shows a FIGURE 10-6. VIBRATION ENVELOPES OF S-I

comparison of the data from SA-7 to that of SA-6. ENGINE MEASURI::MENTS

Four aeeelerometers were located on the corn- Three aceelerometors measured the vibration of

bustion chamber domes of engines 2, 4, 6, and 8 to yaw actuator of engine 4. The SA-7 vibration levels

measure vibration in the lateral direction. The SA-7 uere normal. Compared to SA-6, theSA-7 vibrations

vibration was normal throughoutS-I flight and the time were approximately 30 percent lm_er. As expected,

history correlated well with previous flight history the vibrations in the longitudinal (flight) direction

(see Fig. 10-6), were higher throughout flight than the yax_ measure-
ments.

Four aoeelerometers measured the vibration of

the turbine gear box on each of the outboard engines. Six aeeelerometers measured the vibration el the

In general, the vibrationlevels werelower than those fuel suction line of engine 6 at both the inlet and outlet

measured on SA-6 flight (Fig. 10-6), The vibration flanges, The SA-7 vibration was normal and corre-

of engine 3 gear box was higher than the other three lated well with the previous flight history. As expect-

after the max Q period. The SA-7 vibration levels ed, the vibration at the outlet flange of the fuel suction

were as expected, line uas 50 percent.higher than the vibration at the
inlet flange in the longitudinal direction.

A series of vibration measurements were made

on the engine components to determine the levels as- Three aeeelerometers measured the vibration at

soeiated with thesecomponents. Figure 10-7 presents the outlet flange of the engine 6 heat exchanger. The

the envelopes of the vibration levels determined for SA-7 vibration levels were normal and were about

the engtoe components eomf)ared to the levels for 25 percent lower than the levels measured during
SA-6. SA-6.
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._SA-? occurred after maxQ. Compared toSA-6, the SA-7
levels were 20 percent higher: however, the SA-7

Grins -- ---[ SA-6
levels {_re comparable to those measured on SA-3

a/--- - : T • - '' 7 [- - T ..... ,
Actua_orl

___ fl i gh t..... .:._.:_._"_- - . . ,. . :t. --I- t0.2.4.3 COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS
I

2o _o oc -'_ Loo _v, _:,o ,_, forward 3nd aft skirt regions of the fuel tanks. SIx

RangeTime(see) of these transducers measured vibration on the instru-

Grins merit compartment panels in the forward skirt region

& __--J: _" ...... -- --_ IP"eliJ":°l-"s_"_°"K._-- ofEnvelopesfUeltanks i and 2, and the remaining tWOon measure-meas_

-- . .: :::..:. :'7=. :. ::_: .-7"--,._.._ , ments ,,'ere made in the aft skirt region of fuel tank
_::! :).::_ii:/:" :?-_ 1 adjacent to the 9A3 distributor mounting bracket,

2 . "_ of the vibrations observed these

O 20 40 b0 Bo lOg I20 taO 160 _SA-1

RangeTime(seci Grins _ SAm6

)o ....... z_ m,i Tut _ _m_I (_ i_Iit_

• , 1 ,.
2o _. ! _: ,, z:.: -'J._'_'_.:'l': .'- ,, .. _ i

.:, i. . . .

° 20 _o 6o _o 1CO 120 i_O 16fl o *

RarOe Time (_¢) o =o _.o _ *o zoo llo v.o
Re_e Time Isecl

Grms
zc _ ......

o 20 _o 60 80 100 ]

Fdar,ge TimeIse_)

_£ I- F_eL "araparoum4 Line ...... ¢_ :,,v-_=_:e*_-

: I ,

] ] Ra_e Time (see}

o

_c _o 60 _o too _o _o _¢o Orms

RangeTime(se_) _ -----[---- -[ _.m_.,o, _,__o_,_m.,.°,._ ' II i
[ L i

Six accelerometers measured the vibration of the

engine 5 COX line. The SA-7 vibration levels were - .,;::
as expected. Compared to SA-6, theSA-7 vibrations

were lower during the first half of the flight including

max Q, but slightly higher during the remainder of

the flight.
o

20 _0 60 BO I_O IlO 1_o

Two accelerometers measured the vibration of Rangelimelseo

the fuel wraparound line of engine 6 near the line out- FIGUI{E 10-._. \qBI{ATION ENVEIA')PES OF S-I

let to the turbopump, The highest vibration levels COMPONENT MEASUI{EMI.:NTS
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A hard mounted instrument panel was located in for comparison. The vibration levels measured dur-

fuel tank 2and exhibited typical increases in vibration lag theSA-7 flight fellwithinthe envelopes established

during the holddown and Mach 1/maxQ regions of fromSA-band SA-6 flight measurements. The vibra-

flight. The composite Grin s envelope was equal to the tions on the thrust structure exhibited expected char-

SA-6 envelope during holddown and mainstage, and acteristics during the S-I stage powered flight, and

slightly lower during Mach 1/max Q, the levels did not present any problems to the S-IV

stage thrust structure.
The vibration levels of the shock mounted instru-

ment panel, located in the forward skirt region of fuel The measurements on the Lit 2 tank structure

tank i, were consistent with expected amplitudes, showed levels that were higher than expected during

Levels measured on the isolated instrument panel holddown, lifteff, and max Q; data were lost during

were approximately84 percent lowerthanthose onthe these periods due to over driving of the telemetry

non-isolated (hard mounted) panel. The SA-7 corn- channel. Calibration range changes will be made on

posite vibration was slightly higher than the SA-6 vi- future flights to insure that valid data can be obtained.

bratton during holddown and Mach 1/max Q; however,

due to the relatively low amplitudes involved, this 10.2.5.2 ENGINE MEASUREMENTS

difference was not considered significant.

Measurements of each engine were taken o_

Two accelerometers located adjacent to the dis- the thrust chamber dome in the thrust direction and

tributor 9A3 mounting bracket measured vibration on on the gear case housing in the radial direction. The

the fuel tank skirt ring frame. As expected, an in- vibration levels during S-I stage powered flight_ere

crease in vibration occurred during holddown and below the noise levelof the telemetry system and were

Mach 1/max Q. The vibration perpendicular to the considered negligible at these locations.

ring frame was slightly lower during SA-7 flight than

during SA-6. Compared to SA-6, the SA-7 vibration

parallel to the ring frame was higher from ignition 10.2.5.3 COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS

through max Q. From max Q to engine cutoff, the

amplitude was lower than that recorded during SA-6. The component measurements were sepa-

The overall SA-Tenvelope of the vibration input to the rated late components inthe aftskirt and thruststruc-

9A3 distributor mounting bracket correlated closely lure, in the LH 2 tank, and in the forward interstage.

with past flight history. The aftskirt and thrust structure measurements were
taken on the helium heater, at the base of the inverter,

10. 2.5 S-IV VIBF_ATIONS sequencer, PU computer and ullage rocket. The Lft_
tank measurements were taken at the cold helium

10. 2.5. i STRUCTURAL MEASUREMENTS sphere attach point to the LH 2 tank skin (three direc-

tions). The forward interstage measurements were

Nine vibration measurements were taken on located on the telemetry rack, including both the in-

the S-IV-7 stage thrust structure and LH 2 tank. En- put to the rack and to the command destruct receiver

velopes of the composite time histories are shown in mounted on the rack. Envelopes of the composite

Figure 10-9. Envelopes of thruststructure measure- time histories are shown in Figure 10-10. Also

merits from the SA-5 and SA-6 flights are also shown shown are SA-5 and SA-6 flight envelopes for the

arms _mstStrucmr, thrust structure and forward interstage components.

_sA-586 The components on the aftskirt and thrust strue-

ISA-;" lure showed a high upper envelope which is attributed2

_ to the measurement at the ullage rocket. This meas-

urement was exposed to the directimpingement of the
@

o _ 4o 6o ao [oo 1_o 1_o t_ acoustic and aerodynamic environments during boost

R_n_(sEi and max Q periods of flight and reflected the high ex-

6r_ ut2'rw'_;_u_" citation which these periods induced. The vibration
4 l i i

_- C_nn_ Oa_r_ _ level on the other components ( on thrust structure),[ ,J • fell below the environment established during the SA-5
and SA-6 flights. The vibrations on the thrust struc-

2 | _0_r , ture components exhibited the expected characteristics

0 ] _ _ during S-I stage powered flight.
0 _0 _ 60 a0 100 120 140 160

R_ TJ_(Slc_

FIGURE 10-9. ENVELOPES OF S-IV STRUCTURAL

VIBRATIONS DURING S-I STAGE The overall vibration levels at the cold helium

POWERED FLIGHT spheres, located in the LH 2 tank, were consistentin
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Grin! AftSkidandThrustStructure three directions (thrust, normal and tangential) dur-
1( I ing S-I stage powered flight. Overall levels of ap-

1_3 $1A-5&6 proximataiy L 5 Grm s at liftoff and max Q were lower

than expected. There were no previous flight meas-

_ urements to refer to for comparison purposes,

'1_'/////]_ The forward interstage envelopes in Figure t 0- 10,representing the environment during flight, we re form
60 } 1_I) 120 ll0 ed by the data from the command destruct receiver

Range'Time{see) measurement(lower band) and from the measurement
Grms LH2TenkColdHeliumSpheres at the base of the telemetry rack _upper band}. The

[ I _ ] SA-7 envelopeindicatesthatthevibration anlplitudo

was attenuated by the isolated pane[ to which the com-

_ _ mand destruct receiver was mounted. The SA-5 and
0 20 40 60 80 1_-- 120 140 SA-6 fiight levels were considerably higher due to dff-

RangeTimelsec} ferences in the direction of the measurements and
angle-of-attack. The vibrations at the telemetry rack

6rms ForwardInterstage
15 exhibited the expected characteristics during S-I stage

] powered flight.

Ir_'l_ SA-5g 6

10 _Sh7 10.2.6 INSTRUMENT UNIT VIBRATIONS

l 10.2.6. 1 STRUCTURAL MEASUREMENTS

The Instrument Unit structure vibrations

shown in Figure 10-11 were monitored by ten aceel-__ erometers located on the Instrument Unit mounting ring
0 20 10 60 80 • 100 120 140 and the Apollo mounting ring, and by' one aceelerom-

RangeTimelsecl eter located on the skin. The skin vibration amplitude
1,_IGURE 10-10. ENVELOPES OFSLIV COMPONENT was 50 percent higher than the highest mounting ring

VIBRATIONS DURING S-I STAGE
vibration during the Maeh l/max Q period of flight.

POWERED FLIGHT

72e_f 1_ 6

¢_=

t f'_" %

/ \i

.... / _
o _,o 60 80 toe 120 11,o 20 _o 6c to n_o t_o 140

aan_l _t_ (_=¢) bane Ttl. (._)

G_ i am=

k i )' ..... ', L !IN I , , : 1

o o _'zo 40 60 8r, 1_,, 12o tao o ? o 6o so ioo t2o t_o
• t'o4LeTL_* (_ec} |_nge tbH (e,c)

FIGURE 10-11. VIBRATIONS ENVELOPES OF INSTRUMENT UNITAN_D APOLLO STRUCTURE
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The SA-7 skin vibration was 20 percent lower 10. 2.8 STRUCTURAL ACOUSTICS
than SA-6. The mounting ring vibration was lower by
approximately the same percentage. This was as ex- The acoustic environments of SA-7 _ere
peeled due to tile lower angle-of-attack, compared with predicted values rather than measured

data because of tile change in the programmed angle-
10.2.6.2 COMPONENT MEASUREMENTS of-attack. This change resulted in different aerody-

namic flow characteristics which affected tile acoustic

Tile vibration input to various Instrument environment.
Unit components was monitored by"12 acceleronleters
located on support bases, panels, brackets, etc. The 10.2.8. 1 S-I STAG/_:
vibration environment of the various components was

minor except during the holddown and Mach l/maxQ The S-I stage acoustic environment x_as
periods of flight (see Fig. 10-11). Maximum am[Jli- measured at four locations. Twoof these measure-
tudes during holddown and max Qwere lower than ex- ments were internal and two were ex_ternal. All of
peeted. Some previous flight data were clipped, rank- the acoustic data appeared normal and agreed well
ing overall comparisons impossible, with the predicted acoustic time histories. The two

internal measurements, at Sta. 21.5 m (S45 in.)

The ST-124 guidance ssstem vibration _as men- were in good agreement with the predicted environ-
itorcd by nine aceelerometers. The vibration of tim ments, particularly at tile critical periods of hold-
system was mild except during the critical flight down, Math 1 and max Q. The highest levels meas-
periods (see Fig. 10-ll). The SA-7vibrations were ured during these times were 148dbduringholddo_n
lower than SA-6 by approximately 50 percent due to and 130 db during Maeh l/max Q. The two external
tile programmed flight trajectory having a lo_er measurements, at Sta. 23.5 m (925 in.) were also
angle-of-attack, in good agrecmentwith predicted time histories. The

overall acoustic levels at each location _ere compar-
10. 2.7 APOLLO VIBRATIONS able during holddown and M,'mh 1/max Q periods. The

levels during mainstage were considerably lower and
The Apollo structural vibration was measured difficult to estimate due to the lower calibration limit

with two aceclerometers located on the reinforced of the microphone. The time history of the measure-
"boilerplate" structure at Sta. 39.9 m _1570 in.). ment 22.5 degTees off I.'in IV toward Fin I exhibited
One measurement was at Fin Position I and the other separate peaks in the time history at Math 1/max Q
was at Fin Position III. Tile SA-7 vibration was minor and were slightly higher than the adjacent measure-
except during theholddown and Mach l/max Q periods, ment 24 degrees off Fin Line IV toward Fin LineI.
as expected. The vibration during holddo_n was 1.5 Figure t0-I2 presents a time histor3" of tile S-I stage
times higher than the vibration during max Q. At S-I acoustic measurements.
OECO, vibrations exceeding twice the max Q levels
lasted for 50 to 100 milliseconds. At IECO, the vi- 10.2.8. 2 S-IV STAGE
brations were minor. Compared to SA-6, the SA-7
vibrations were 20 percent lower during the critical Acoustic measurements on the S-IV stage

flight periods, were taken at the engine 4 gimbal block and |ret_een
the sequencer and PU computer inside the thrust

It was noted that vibration at the Fin I and Fin II structure. The measurement at the _mbal block

locations had verydissimilar timehistories. The vi- provided no data. Because of time sharing, the meas-
bration at Fin I (lower part of band in Fig. 10-ll) urement next to the sequencer provided data only
rose to a maximum twice during the Maeh 1/max Q during the period from 7 to 10 seconds after S-I stage
period. This phenomenon was attributed to the pass- engine ignition. During this period, the level was low
age of two shock waves over the structure, the first (13t db), and the data were below the noise levelof
wave being stronger than the second. It was expected the telemetry system for the remainder of powered
that this phenomenon would be less apparent during flight. Calibration range changes will be made on
SA-7 flight because of the "zero" angle-of-attack, future flights.
However, this was not the case.
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_ _, _ l | considered valid. The acoustic levels during the hold-+ Go-- +o +o _+ +0 +0 ,o * m ,m t,o ,_ down and Math t/max Q periods were 151 db and t55

_"_"+" db respectively, which agree well _ith the predicted

,+l I + + t i i =
e,_[_' ,1 i __J,_+/" _ ::.._ ]:' 10.2.8.4 APOLLO STAGE

I_ - i__+,,_ _ One external measurement of the acoustic

'_ ,, environment was made on the Apollo stage. This

.... measurement was located at Sta. 45.74 m (1800.9

in.) on Fin Line Ill Figure 10-13 presents a time

-- history of this measurement. This time history in-
Rlr'glli_L_l_l dicated that the levels were generally within the pre-

dicted levels. However, between 2 an(t 14 seconds

FIGURE 10-12. FORWARD FUELSKIRTACOUSTICS and 85 and 100 seconds the environment did exceed

these limits by approximately 3 db. The levels later

10. 2.8.3 INSTRUMI.1NT UNIT in the flight are the result of the aerodynamic turbu-

lence and shock interaction peculiar to this location.

Two external measurements were made of

the acoustic environment on the skin surface of the 10.3 RESULTS DURING S-IV POWEREI) FLIGHT

Instrument Unit. One measurement tocated at Sta.

38.4 m ( 1512 th.) measured the acoustic enviromnent 10. 3.1 S-IV LOADS

20 db lower than the predicted levels while the other

measurement, located in the same radial direction at Data from the S-IV-7 stage indicated that all

Sta. 37.2 m (1464 in. ),was in very good agreement major structural components functioned as designed.

with predicted values (see Fig+ 10-13). It is not felt Because of the limited camera coverag_e, ho_ever, it

that the difference in the locations of these two meas- was not possible to determine if there was a recur-

ments is sufficient to account for this change in the fence of the opening or loss of the air conditioning door

acoustic environment. Therefore, these data are not of the aft interstage, as was the case t_ith S-IV-5 and
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S-IV-6. For the same reason, the effectiveness of and SA-6 flight envelopes of the gimbal point meas-

the t0 grain primacordused to open the blowout panels urcments are also shown in this figure. Vibration

could not Ix, dcWrmined, levels (luring the SA-5 and SA-6 flights were consid-

erably higher at the gimbal point. These higher levels

10.3.2 BENDING are attributed todifferencesin measurementlocations

and to a tligh thrust environment on engine 4 during

At separation, body bending was c×citcd m the SA-6 flight. The SA-5 and SA-6 flight measure-

yaw. For the first four seconds after separation, the mcnts were located on the structure next tothe gimbal

predomimmt frequency was 10 Hz, which is very close block, while the SA 7 flight measurements were

to the predicted SA-7 second mode frequency of 10.2 mounted directly on the block. The vibration levels

IIz. From four seconds after separation to LES jetti- on the thrust frame were lower than expected, in corn-

son, the predominant frequency x_as 4 tiz, which is parison to the static t_st levels. Although the ampli-

slightly higher than the predicted S-IV-7 first mode redes _ere low, the Grin s values were constant during

frequency of 3. 6 Hz. During this time period, bend- S-IV stage powered flight.

ing in the pitch plane was of much smaller magnitude

than in thc ya_ plane. The vibration levels on the LH 2 tank were below

the noise level of the telemetry system and therefore

Following LES jettison, bending in vax_ was not were considered negligibleduring S-IV stage powered

observed. However, first mode bonding in pitch was flight.

excited, probably by tile LES exhaust blast. The fre-

quency of this oscillation_as 11 t|z, compared to 1..t 10.3.3.'2 ENGINE MEASUREMENTS

Hz predicted for S-IV-7 first mode aftor LES )ettison.

The pitch oscillations damped out quickly after LES Measurements were taken for each engine

jettison, on the thrustehamber dome in the thrust direction and

on the gear case housing in the radial direction.

10.3.3 S-IV VIBRATIONS DURING S-IV POV,ERED Figx_re 10-15 shows acomposite vibration time his-

FLIGHT tory plot for each engine.

Grins ThrustChamberDome
10.3.3.1 STI_.UCTUt{AL MEASUREMENTS 30

The structural measurements were located

on the thrust structure and LH 2 tank. Five structural 2o--_x

meusuremellts were tukcn on the thrust frame ussem- 4/ T,,t_i.

bly (pitch and yaw directions), and on the engine 4 -- ]

thrust structure at the gimbaI /)lock (thrust and ya_ ,c I 1
zr_. Roa. a, _,

directions) and actuator B attach potht (parallel to .6 .
center line of actuator). The envelopesofthe overall ----2--_ ._ --_

"1- _._|. 2,
time histories arc sho_n in Fig'are 10-14. The SA-5 o , o _oo

GrAI$ lhrtJSt$tr_tJrt RangeTime(See)

Grins GearCase

2O

I_ *_ 5 _erpt a_¢
lag. _,o. Tilt _v,x,

,o I , J
R_gelimelse¢) In_ _. 6

4Gfm$ C0¢11ponefltson_R$i¢inandi_nJSlStfuctur. _-T1 e _ ' _5 .hi k_ [_----_K_'5 No 1
o lira

RanQelime (see]
FIGURE 10-15. VIBRATIONS ON ENGINES DURING

S-IV STAGE POWERED FLIGHT

Ra_(s_ The vibration levels measured on the gear case

FIGURE 10-14. ENVELOPESOF S-IVSTRUCTURAL housing of engines 2, 4 and 5 were approximately the

AND COMPONENT VIBRATIONS same as those measured during the S-IV-7 stage ac-

DURING S-IV STAGE POWERED ceptance firing, and were as expected. At 220 sec-

FLIGHT Duds the vibration levels from engine 5 exceeded the
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calibration limits of the telemetry channel (24 Grms). A total of ll component measurements were

After 342 seconds the vibrationlevels dropped to zero taken on file S-IV forward interstage, LH 2 tmlk, and

indicating thateither theengine experienced electrical the aft skirt and thrust structure. The aft skirt and

problems or that the transducer mounting block be- thnlst structure measurements were located on the

came debonded from the gear case housing. Since all helium beater and at the base of the inverter, sequen-

engine operating parameters were nominal, it is tea- cer, PU computer and ullage rocket. The Lit 2 tank

sonable to conclude that the high vibration levels measurements werelocated at the attachpoint bctxveen

measured between 220 and 342 seconds were caused the cold helium sphere and the Lit 2 tm_k skin. The

by a malfunction of the measuring system and, there- forward iuterstage measurements were confined to the

fore, are not valid engine vibration levels, telemetry rack, specifically at the base of the telem-

etch. rack and at the base of the commm_d destruct

The vibration levels on the gear case housing of receiver mounted on the rack.

engine "_ also exceeded the calibration limits of the

telemetry system (24 Grin s) from S-IV ignition ml- Envelopes of the composite lime his_ries for
til 273 seconds. After 273 seconds the level dropped components on the aft skirt and thrust structure are

to zero, indicating problems similar to those experi- shown in Figure 10-14. Envelopes of the SA-5 and

enced by the engine 5 gear case measurement. A1- SA-6 flight measurements are also shown in this

thout,4_ the vibration levels measured on the engine 6 figure. The envelopes show that the component vibra-

gear case appeared normal (4 Grins) , the data con- tions of the three flights varied less than 2 Grin s.

rained square waves and must be considered invalid. The vibration levels were nominal throughout S-IV

The data from the engine 1 gear case show a 6 Grin s stage powered flight.

overall level which is slightly higher than the other

engines. It appears that the higher overalt level was The vibration levels for the components in the

caused by a low frequency shift in the data. The low LH 2 tank (cold helium sphere) and forward interstage

frequency shift (5 Hz) is not valid data because it is (T/M rack) were below the noise level of the telem-

impossible for the engine to move at the displacement etry system. They are considered to have been ueg-

indicated {:_ t0 cm) by the data. ligible throughout S-IV stage powered flight. The vi-

bration levels at the cold helium sphere were lower

The vibration levels measured on the thrust than expected.

chamber dome of engines 2, 5, and 6 were about the

same as measured during the S-IV-7 stage accept- 10.3.4 INSTRUMENT UNIT VIBRATIONS

ance firing. Engine I indicated levels lower than ex-

pected, An explanation of these low'levels cannot be There was no significantinstrument unit vi-

made at present. The vibration levels measured on bration during S-IV powered flight. The vibration

the thrust chamber dome of engines 3 and 4 were un- amplitude during this period was of the same order of

usu_ly high (20 and 15 Grin s, respectively) during magnitude as the vibration amplitude during the main-

S-IV stage powered flight; these levels are considered stage period of S-I powered night.

questionable. The data exhibited the same character-

istics as the data from the case housing of engines 3 I0, 3.5 APOLLO VIBRATION

and 5, and are considered invalid for the same rea-

sons of possible debonding or electrical problems. The Apollo boiterplate structure vibration

was negligibleduring S-IV powered flight.

Past experience of battleship and acceptance

firing testing indicates thatthe thrust chamber dome i0.4 S-I/S-IV INTERSTAGE

and gear case transducer mounting blocks are sus-

ceptible to debonding after several engine firings. Recovered camera data (see Section 14. 8. 2)

The number of measurements lost during flightcould revealed debonding of the interstagc similar to thaton

be reduced by the removal and careful rebonding of SA-5. However, the apparent deflection of the inter-

each gear case and thrustehamberdome measurement stage on SA°7 was approximately two times that of

just prior to flight. SA-5. The information available was not sufficientto

determine the actualcause of thisfailure. An attempt

is being made to instrument future flights in order to

10.3.3.3 COMPONENT M EASUREM ENTS better explain this phenomen¢._
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SECTION Xl. ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES

II.I SUMMARY RadiationHeatFluxlwalls/cm2)

No unexpectedenvironmentswere indicatedfor ,.0.... :

the SA-7 flight. Surface pressures and temperatures
onthe S-I-7 and S-1V-7stages were ingood agreement 3o . , _: _ ,

with past results. _-_'_ _2O

S-I stage base thermal environment was similar i_

to previous flight results indicating maximum heating _ _.

flame shield total heat rate indicated a level of 30-40

watts/era 2 after approximately 70 seconds. This ver-
0 -

flied that no convectivecooling is present in this area ,.0 ._ _, -_ .... _
as would be expected. Engine compartment tempera- Altitude_km)
tures indicated that no fires existed in the S-I-7 base. :;

Compartment pressures and loading on SA-7 were TotalHealFlux(watts/era2)

in good agreement with expected levels. _o ]
il.2 S-I STAGE ENVII_ONMENT

zo_\ _ ....._.,_ : , -

11,2.1 SURFACE PRESSURES _ I ".......

Surfacepressure environments on the for- . *
ward and aftS-I-7tankskirtsshowed no unusualde- _,__

io 20 30 _c _c _0 ?_

viations from those measured on previous Saturn I hltitudelkmI
flights.

FIGURE li-1. FIN BASE HEATING RATES

A maximum pressure loading of 2. 4 N/cm 2 (sur-
face pressure minus internal pressure) was measured LOX tank betweenthe SA-5, SA-6, SA-7 environments
across the spider beam fairing at 60 seconds. This and with predicted asshown in Figure 11-2. However,
measurement was flown for the firsttime on SA-7 and much higher temperatures were indicated at the same
the maximum pressure was approximately 0.8 N/cm 2 location 180 degrees around the i. 78 m (70 in.) LOX
below design value, tank. These higher values appear to be a measurement

oftheambient temperature and not the LOX tank skin
ll. 2.2 FIN TEMPERATURES AND HEATING temperatures. A large difference (approximately

RATES 60bK) exists between SA-7 and the previous SA-5 and
SA-6 flights for the LOX tank temperatures at Sta..

In general, the S-I-7 fin temperatures and 14.5 m(569 in. ) during the portion of flight when LOX
heating rates agreed with the previous twoflights. The is against the tank wall. During the remainder of
influence of plume radiation on the fin skin tempera- flighttheagreement between the three flights becomes
tures increased slightly but this influence, as with the better with a discrepancy of approximately t5" K re-
previous flights, was not considered critical, maining by engine cutoff.

Fin Base Heatin_ Rates Skin temperatures on the S-I-7 60-degree fairing
were higher than on the previous flights as shown in

Fin base heating rates on S-I-7 were similar to Figure 11-3. Thereasons for thehigher temperatures
the rates for S-I-5 and S-I-6 (see Fig. 11-1). How- are due to the hotter SA-7 launch day and to the fact
ever, erratic data were obtained between i and 15 km that the Thermo-lag had been removed from the S-I-7
(40-70 sec) for the total calorimeter measurement fairing.
for the SA-7 vehicle.

Tail shroud temperatures for SA-7 and SA-6 are
li. 2. 3 S-I STAGE SKIN TEMPERATURES shown in Figure 11-3. Thermal environment for this

area can be closely approximated considering only

Good agreementwas indicatedfor thethermal aerodynamic heating effects, indicating little or no
environment at the forward end of the 1.78 m (70 in.) effects from exhaust radiation.
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FIGURE 11-2. LOX TANK SKIN TEMPERATURES _ - °_ :

Hydrogen vent pipe temperature on the forward "% _o ,.o ,.o __2__. a_ ___
end reached a maximum value of 320 ° K,and a new ,_,.,_.. (.,o

measurement on the leading edge of the vent protrud- FIGURE 11-3. TEMPERATURE ON SIXTY DEGREE

ing from the stub fin reached a maximum value of FAIRING, "FAIL SHROUD AND

360°K (Fig. 11-3}. These maximum temperatures HYDROGEN VENT PIPE

were reached by approximately 110 secondsatwhich

time hydrogen venting occurred. Measured heat shield pressures were consistent to

those obtained on SA-5 and SA-6; however, two of the

Inboard engine turbine exhaust duct temperatures five measurements on the SA-7 heat shield appear to

were measured for the first time on SA-7 (Fig, 11- have failed after 11 kin.

4). Maximum values measured were within design
limits. 11.2.5 BASE TEMPERATURES

11.2.4 BASE PRESSURES Inner and outer region gas temperatures on

S-I-7 were in good agreement with the majorit), of

Measured pressures on the S-I-7 base were measurements on previous flights as shown in Figure

consistent with SA-5 and SA-6 results except at the 11-6. Maximum temperature in the inner region was

higher altitudes where the two SA-7 flame shield approximately il60°K at 60 km while for the outer

measurements indicated higher pressures {see Fig. region a value of approximately I150°K was reached

11-5). At approximately 35 kin, the pressure level at 25 kin.
on the center of the flame shield rose to a maximum

value of 2. 2 N/cm 2 above ambient compared to 1.8 Engine shroud gas temi,crature, flown for the

N/cm 2 above ambient on SA-6. Wind tunnel hot-jet first time on SA-7, is compared to outer region gas

tests have shownan increase in flame shield pressure temperature (see Fig. 11-7). Good correlation be-

when the ambient (free-stream) pressure is lowered, tween the two sets of data is attained after 15 km.
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FIGURE 11-5. S-I STAGE BASE PRESSURES

Good correlation was indicated for the fin base Total S-I-7 heat rates on the engine shroud cor-
gas temperature on SA-7 to previous flights. A max- relates well with the S-I-5 and S-I-6 data band ( Fig.
imum value of approximately 1050 ° K was obtained at ll-I0). Radiation heat rates on the shroud during S-
30 km on SA-7. I-7 were initially 26 watts/era 2 and "dropped off to ap-

proximately 6 to 8 watts/cm z between i2 and 48 km
Flame shield gas temperature was in good agree- rising to t2 watts/era 2 at 58 km before finally decreas-

ment with past flights (see Fig. 11-7}. Maximum ing. Radiation heating to the shroud from SA-5 and
values of 2000"K (5. 5 cm aft of surface) and 1600"K SA-6 does not agree with the SA-7 results but no ex-
(flush with surface) were measured in the flame shield planation for this deviation is available at this time.
region.

Previous flame shield total calorimeter surfaces
11.2.6 BASE HEATING RATES have been coated with a platinum black coating and

following flow reversal this coating has deteriorated
Generally, the S-I-7 base heat rates, both to the point Chat data reduction ol this measurement

totaland radiatioD, agree with the S-I-5 and S-I-6 base has not been accurate. To circumvent the surface de-

environments, terioration, the SA-7 gauge had the coating removed
leaving a bright copper surface. Because the actual

Inner and outer region radiation and total heat surface emissivity and absorptivity values were un-
rates fell within the SA-5 and SA-6 data band (see known a parametric study was performed that essen-
Figs. 11-8 and 11-9). tinily brackets the postflight simulated values of the

heat rates (see Fig. 11-11). Fair agreement was ob-
The high radiation to the engine shroud expert- tained with the analytical results for a surface emis-

enced on the previous flights was not indicated on S-I- sivity (e) of 0.6 and a surface absorptivity (A) of 0.4
7, although an unexplained rise did occur around 50 to 0.6.
km (see Fig. 11-10).
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FIGURE 11-6. BASE GAS TEMPERATURE

Also shown are the radiation heat rates to the ment below the firewall were nearly uniform, as in

flame shield surface. Contrary to past results, con- SA-6 (see Fig. 11-12). On the average, a general

vcctive heating is indicated late in flight instead of the compartment pressure increase of 0.3 N/cm _ over

previously unexplained convective cooling. SA-6 is observed in SA-7.

ti. 2.7 ENGINE COMPARTMENT ENVIRONMENT A maximum pressure difference of 0.93 N/cm 2

was observed between the engine compartment and the

Temperatures heat shield at 60 seconds of flight. This localized

rearward loading on the heat shield agrees well with

Gas temperatures in the engine compartment re- previous SA-5 and SA-6 results shown for compari-
matned normal throughout flight indicating that no ex- son.
eessive temperatures or fires existed for S-I-7.

Loading on the 60-degree tank fairing and on the

Forward side heat shield structural temperatures shroud below the firewall was less than measured on

again indicated the presence of water or ice as they SA-6 (see Fig. i1-13).
followed the trend of the saturation temperatuee of

water, il. 2. 8 S-I/S-IV INTERSTAGE PRESSURES

Access chute structural temperature on SA-7 was

much lower than on previous Block II flights. There Aft Interstage Compartment Pressures
is no apparent reason for this difference and since the

previous flights are consistent they are considered Pressures in the aft interstage area were mont-

more reliable, toted during S-I flight by the helium heater chamber

pressure sensor. It should be noted that the interstage

Engine Comf_artment andThrust Frame Compartment ambient pressure transducer {0-2 N/cm _) that was

Pressures installed for the SA-6 flight was not available for SA-7.

Pressure environments in the thrust frame corn- Interstage pressure, in the form of its difference

partment above the firewall and inthe engine compart- from free-stream static pressure, is presented in
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FIGURE 11-10. ENGINE SHROUD HEATING RATES However, temperatures measured at Sta. 35.9 m

( 1414 in. ) deviated after 100 seconds due to apparent

hind the air conditioning fairing, but also interacted debonding of the sensor. Interior skin temperatures

with the exhausting air to create a higher local ex- for the forward interstage were in good agreement

ternal pressure. The flight results are not in very with predicted and S-IV-6 results untiL 115 seconds

good agreement with either assumption, where the SA-7 flighttemperature level became lower

than predicted.
Detonation Pressures

LH2 Tank Temperatures
The detonation pressure switches located near the

separation plane showed no indication of detonation or LH2 tank tempcratures at Sta. 32.8 m ( 1290 in. )

over-pressurization of the aft interstage area during were in better agreement with predicted than those

separation, recorded for s-l_r-6 {see Fig. 11-15). Good agree-

ment for the initial slopes and general data trends
II.3 S-IV STAGE ENVIRONMENT were observed on S-IV-7 with a maximum deviation

of approximately 14°K occurring at 115 seconds. How-

Ii.3.1 SURFACE TEMPERATURES ever, for the tank measurement Sta. 30.8 m (121l

in.) good agreement with predicted was obtained until

Forward Interstage Temperatures approximately 70 seconds. Flight data leveled off at
this time while the predicted temperature continued

External skin temperatures on the S-IV forward to rise due to aerodynamic heating. Therefore, data

interstage for SA-7 were in good agreement with pre- for this location is not considered rel{able after 70

dicted and S-IV-6 flight results (see Fig. 11-15). seconds.
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FIGURE 11-14. S-IV AFT INTERSTAGE PRESSURE

DIFFERENTIAL HISTORY

FIGURE 11-12. S-I STAGE INTERVAL AND HEAT

SHIELD PRESSURE DIFFEREN:4 Aft Skirt Temperatures

TIAL

Oilbr_ntlmlPmtum Interior and exterior temperature measurements
60D_rm fairing{N/ca2) (Pfalrlng-PC,o_N_t )

were flown at Sta. 29.4 m (1156 in. ) for the first timeO.O I IIZ
" ,crn on S-IV-7. Correlation of the external temperature

-- with predicted was good until approximately 100 see-

o., ,,_ -- :- onds when the measured values began to decrease

/,9' slowly (see Fig. 11-i5). Interior surface tempera-

o /-'_--._._7" / x _ tures were in good agreement with predicted with a

- "_ __ -_ _ .... maximum deviation of approximately 8.5" K occurring

-0., _*"' at 140 seconds.20 _o 60 eo lo_ 120 |60 160
RangeTime(socl

011ferentlalPressure Ullage Rocket Fairin_ Temperatures
TallShroud(Aft}tN/cm2) (Pshroud" Pcompartment)

o.e L /7Tilt' Ullage rocket fairing number 2 was instrumented
--_h for the first time on S-IR_-7 on the internal surface.

0._ /'-,. _ m During the early portion of flight, until approximately_'_/,, ,_z'mm..""-- 80 seconds, measured levels were slightly lower than

_ _ r_ _ [ _ predicted (see Fig. 11-15). During the period be-

o _ _ _ _-7 1 tween 80 and 100 seconds an increase in heat rate was
encountered which is undefined at this time.

.0.4
0 ,_0 60 lO lO_ 120 IAO 160

Olfler_tlal Pressure RangeTime{see}
TailShroud(Fv,d)(N/ca2) IPShroud- Pcomparb-nemtI Structural Temperatures Durin_ Orbit

o.*j _ .-6_, 1 _,. _ [ Predicted and measured orbital temperature hts-o .... _--- _-_--- tories of the forward interstage, LH_ tank, and aft
o _o _o 6o m_ _ _ _o t_ skirt are shownin Figure 11-16. Measured tempera-RangeTime4,_¢l

turesare derived from Ascension Island and Pretoria

FIGURE 11-13. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURES data (10 to 30minafter insertion) and from Tel 2 data
ACROSS TANK FAIRING AND

{86.6 to 97.2 rain after insertion). No data were ob-
SHROLTD
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O_( tained from the sensors located at Sta. 32.8 m ( 1290
._ in.) and 30.8 m (1212 in. ) on the LH_ tank during the

_0¢ i _ t-"t=-- .----'--1_ - i o Tel 2 sampling period.
.... 0 0 0

=_ In general, the data showed good correlation with
20 _0 iO 8O lOO liO I_O

Ra_Tlmel_) the predicted temperature histories as shown in Fig-
ure 11-16. However, the data sample from Tel 2

Temperature(OK) UllageRecketFalrlnglmperature5 shows a sharp rise and fall over a span of approxi-mately 6 minutes. This sharp deviation from the pre-

_ ..__.___t I-I/_ _1°_ dietedis believed to be the transient response of par-

/ tinily debonded sensors to a changing solar input. The
_o solar input is changing because of the roll and tumble

/ "_"#,o,.. _j. rates e×perieneed by the si_ge.

_=_ -- - st,. _9_-- Z at= _,t_t;_ 1t. 3.2 BASE TEMPERATURES

_o _----_ fO. Base'Thrust Structure Temperatures
_J O O

S-IV stage thrust structure temperatures located

=_ in Stfffner No. 26 were in good agreement with pre-
o 2o _o 60 8O tO0 t2C L,_O

_anoeTime(secl dieted levels as well as S-I'V-5 and S-IV-6 flight re-

suits (see Fig. t1-17) for the initial 150 seconds of

flight. As on S-IV-5 and S-IV-6, however, the tern-

FIGURE 11-15. S-IV STAGE SURFACE TEMPERA- perature decreased at a more rapid rate for the two
TURES DURING BOOST forward locations than was predicted.
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FIGURE 11-17, BASE REGION TEMPERATURE

Cloth Closure Temperature theoretical calculations were 0.85 and 0.84 watts/tin 2
for locations A and B respectively.

Cloth closure temperatures about engine 3 and 6

were recorded for the first time on S-IV-7. Flight These heat rates compare to the S-IV-6 heat rate

temperature histories compare well with theoretical values of 1.13 and 0.68 watts/cm 2 for locations on the

temperature histories which were computed using a heat shield of 0.86 m (33.85 in. ) and 1, 52 _n _,59.90

two dimensional heat transfer model of the cloth clo- in.) radii respectively. On the basis of these data, a

sure (see Fig. tl-17). The heat rate inputs for the flux of 0.85 watts/era 2 at location A is reasonable,
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while a flux of 0.34 watts/era 2 at location B seems S-IV forward interstage (outside the pressurized
somewhat low. Instrument Unit)" temperature varied between 298*K

and 287°K during S-I stage flight. Lilteff (also S-I

Maximum temperature levels for the cloth c[o- stage flight maximum} temperature was 298°K or ap-
sures were 695"K at location A for the sensor tern- proximately 5"K below ambient air temperature. The

perature which corresponds to a value of 945"K for minimum inflight temperature of 287°K occurred at
the hot face at the same location. The average hot 70 seconds range time. The foregoing trends were
face temperature for the cloth curtain was approxi- similar to those for the SA-6 flight.
mutely 850"K. Average cold side cloth closure tem-
perature determined from the heat transfer model was Pressure
approximately 625_K between locations Amnd B.

Pressure in the S-IV forward interstage decayed

11.3.3 AERODYNAMIC PHENOhYENON from ambient at ltftoff to 0.4N/cm _ (0.5psi) atthe
end of S-I stage powered flight.

Observation of TV films taken during SA-7
flight revealed an interesting aerodynamic phenome- ll. 4.3 INSTRUMENT UNIT
non. A "halo" of ice crystals formed just aft of the
Apollo nose cone, at approximately Mach= i, and Temperature
existed for about 4 seconds.

All Instrument Unit component temperatures were
The visual "hale"occurred when the SA-7 entered within the operating limits prior to and during flight.

a layer of high humidity air starting at 6.9 km and These temperatures were close to those experienced
ending at 8.4 kin. The ambient air temperature at the during SA-6 flight except for the telemetry ambient
respectivealtitudeswas 262°K and 253_K. Occur- temperature. SA-7 telemetry ambient temperature

fence of high humidity air coincidentalwithflightin did not vary as much on SA-7 as observed on SA-6.

the transonic flow regime (Mach= 1) resulted in this Pressure (Conditioned Area)
visual effect. A Prandtl-Meyer expansion at the june-
tionof the nose cone and the cylindrical section erea- Pressure was maintained at a satisfactory level
ted an area of low pressure and low temperature just (betweem if. I and il. 8 N/era 2) prior to lfftoff. At
aft of the junction. Moisture in the atmosphere con- lifteff the pressure rose to 11.8 N/era _which was ap-
densed and froze in this region, and thereby formed proximately 0.15 N/em 2 below the effective inflight
the visible "halo." cooling lower limit to l}i seconds flight time. How-

ever, during the SA-6 flight, this same phenomenon

li. 4 EQUIPMENT TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE occurred but lasted $or a lon}ler period.
ENVIRONMENT

Pressure (UnconditionedArea}

ii.4.l S-I STAGE A maximum internalpressure ofnearly0.8 N/cm2
above ambient was observed insidetheunpressurized

Two instrument compartments locatedira- portionoftheinstrumentUnitat 58 seconds (see Fig.
mediately above S-I stage fueltanks FI and F2 con- Ii-18}. Previous SA-6 data show values about 0.2

tained instruments which were maintained within sat- N/cm 2 higher than SA-7 which may be attributed to
isfaetory operating limits. To maintain this environ- the measurement being on the windwaxd side of the
ment within limits, preflight cooling was provided relative air velocity vector for SA-6.
from a ground source. Listed below are the preflight |nlerna!PressureMInus.,
temperatures and the required operating limits for hml_entPressuretN/cm')
the two compartments. 16 1

InslrumentUnit

Preflight Operation Limit _., _[ --

Max Min Max Min P ,-SA-6 ,_,n

F2 Instrument Corn- //f\partment Temp. (°K) 296 295 3t3 293

F t InstrumentCom- ./J/ _ _.partment Temp. ('K} 301 299 323 273 _ .....o

,$A-?J

1i.4.2 S-IV STAGE -o.,
o _o 4<_ 60 8o lex) t20 I_LO 160

RangeTimeISK)
Temperature FIGURE li-i8. INSTRUMENT UNIT PRESSURE
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SECTION XII. VEHICLE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

12.1 SUMMARY v0u_

The SA-7 vehicle electrical systems operated __ -....__.__ _-ID_| ms
satisfactorily during the boost and orbital phase of '* t_

flight. All missionrequirementswere met, except the [ 1

failure to monitor the three rate g_'romeasurements ,, I _ J I L
(F42-802, F43-802, and F44-802J for one orbit. _,_*nm,(_)

These measurements failed after 41 minutes of flight. Arvs

Thisapparentfailurewascausedby havingthe "inflight _'_ !--- _ ---_ ! I
control" relay (K25) in the F6 telemeter on the"short ! I i I 1010Curr0nt_
life" battery. When it became deenergized, theF6 ...._ _-_L __J___
telemeter switched from the "intelligencemode" to the

il i i !i!,010"calibrate mode" of operation.

On theSaturn IB and Saturn V programs the tele- '___--_ __,
meter calibrator will have the "in/light control" relay
deenergized during flight. Until the new calibrator is _° _° *° _ '¢_ "°

I_le)g¢Time t_i

implemented into the design the calibrator "inflight FIGURE 12-1. S-I STAGE CURRENT AND VOLT-
control" circuit has beenplacedon the "long Life"bat- AGE
tery.

All EBW firingunits used to blow the vent ports,

12.2 S-I STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM initiateseparation, and firethe retro rockets operated

satisfactorily. The average charging time was 1.4

The electrical system for SA-7 boosterwas es- seconds with a nominal charge of 2400 vdc.
sentially the same as SA-6. The main differences were

the addition of two fuel depletion sensors, removal 12.3 S-IV STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

of the X1 telemeter fromarea 9, theadditionof the P2

telemeter in area 12, computer backup for outboard All S-IV electrical systems functioned normally.

engine cutoff, removalof the TVcamera_n area 2, the All power requirements were satisfactorily met, and
addition of inflight fire detection, engine cutoff due to all sequenced commands were received and executed

roughcombustionafter cutoff arm, and revision of the at the correct time.

thermal probe circuitry.

The electrical power system consisted of five

The electrical power source for the booster con- major subsystemcomponents: battery i (control bat-

sisted of two identical 28-volt zinc silver oxide bat- teryj, battery 2 (engine batteryj, instrumentation

teries, designatedas 1D10 and 1D20. The capacity of batter), 1, instrumentation bat[cry2, and thestatic in-
the batteries was 2650 ampere-minutes, verter.

During the boost phase of flight the booster elec- Thevoltage and current profiles for battery i and

trical system operated satisfactorily. The tDt0 bat- 2 are shown in Figure 12-2 along with the voltage pro-

tery current varied from 89 to 122.8 amperes and the file for the static inverter. The performance of bat-

tDlibus voltage varied from 27.7 to 29.2 vde. The teries i and 2 were satisfactory and the current and

iD20 battery current varied from 94 to 100 amperes voltages were within the expeetedranges. Theoper-

and the ID21 busvoltagevariedfrom 28.5 to 28.9vdc. ation of the instrumentation batteries was normal,

Figure 12-1 shows the currentand voltage profiles for with 28 volts output and a total current of 16. 2 am-

the S-I stage, peres. At launch and at S-IV cutoff, the respective

currents of instrumentation battery i were 10.8 and

The output of the eight 5 vdc measuring supplies 10.3 amps, and the respective currents of instrumen-

located, one each, in the measuring distributors de- ration battery 2 were 5.4 and 5. 9 amps. The differ-

livered a nominal 5 vdc. The master measuring sup- ence was expected because the design power levels of

ply was not telemetered, but could be monitored from the two batterieswerenotidentieal. The performance

thecalibrationvoltage. The master measuring supply of the inverter was satisfactory. During separation,

was nominally 5 vdc, the output voltage dropped, as shown, to 108.8 volts.
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A similar voltage drop was observed in the data from 12.4 IU STAGE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
the S-IV-6 flight. It is believed that the pins, which
are connected to the umbilical during GSE preflight "I_eelectrical system for SA-7 Instrument Unit
monitoring of inverter voltage, were shorted by an was essentially the same as SA-6; the main difference
ionizingof theareaaround thepins by the ullage rock- was the replacement of the program device with the
ets. This ionization-shorting phenomenon in no way guidance computer for sequence of events timing. An
impaired the operation of the inverter, additional 270 multiplexer and measuring distributor

were added on SA-7 to handle the added DDAS require-

_,vDc) s_uryNO.I Curr_l_s_ ments.

n.2_! _ ] _'-- The electrical power source for the Instrument

_.0 . . _t _'-Curr.nt _ Unitconsisted of two 28-volt zinc silver oxide batter-
ies, designated as 8DI0 and 8D20. The 8D10 batter),

_.a L _g, 4 was the "long life" battery and was rated at 2650 amp-

_.6 t minutes. The 8D20 battery was the "short life" bat-
_tnecu_e tery and was rated at 1850 amp-minutes,

I[ 0
a.4 I_ _ _ _ _ _ 7_ During the boost and orbital phase of flight theI_r_4lTime4sic)
_t_*(vocl _r_, 2 Currentlz_sl Instrument Unit electrical system operated satisfac-

.0 torily, except for the failure to monitor the 3 rate gy-• _ ro measurements. The 8DI0 battery current varied
from 46 to 52 amperes, and the battery life _;as 133

_.0 _ minutes. The 8DII bus voltage varied from 28.2 to
28.4vdc. The 8D20 batter5, current varied from 73.6

_.s -- _ to 80. 1 amperes, and the battery life was 38 minutes.
The 8D2t bus voltage varied from 28.2 to 29. 1 vdc.

zl o o Figure 12-3 shows thecurrentand voltage profiles for
_,,nm+ls+c) the Instrument Unit batteries. The changes in loadYo_qe(VoltsRMSt Inve_r Voll

118 -- _e! u.Act_,__ caused by the cycling of the ST-124 heater at liftoff
_|_. I and after 10 minutes of flight are shown in the per-

ll6
formance of the 8D20 battery.

l t4 Volts AmSs
3O TO

' , 1 I I
_ErRimtCu_ff 2_ ! IO

I I I ®"
Ring_Tim!1_.1 \ItDl0Curr_t

v_

FIGURE 12-2. S-IV STAGE CURRENT AND _e _'m e_s'v_ I l I'm

The helium heater exciter ignited the helium heat- __

er at 150. 19 seconds. Its operation was normal, and _ _c_ --
was verified by proper helium heater ignition. ] ,,_a_. ile

Zto z z s 4 s +m am ,,- _
Rmg_TI._tIs4c)

All monito red E BW firing units functioned proper -
ly in response to their respective commands. Ullage FIGURE 12-3. INSTRUMENT UNIT CURRENT
rocket ignition charge command was given at 141.6 AND VOLTAGE
seconds. The ignition command was given at 148.36
seconds. The 5-volt measuring supply operated satisfac-

torily during flight with a nominal 5 vde.
The Ullage rocket jettison eharging command was

given at 155.04 seconds. The monitored firing unit The failure of the three rate Kyro measurements
charged at 155.17 seconds. The ullage rocket jettison was apparently caused by having the "infiight control"
command was given at 160.44 seconds. The ullage relay (K25) in the F6 telemeter on the "short life"
rocket jettison EBW firing units fired at f60. 46 sec- battery. This relay is normally energized during
onds. at which time all four ullage rockets jettisoned, flight. It became deenergized when the bus voltage
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dropped below the hold-in voltage of the relay. This voltage at57.73 minutes there was a step in the outputs
phenomenon occurred at approximately 41 minutes of of the three rate gyro telemeter channels. This step
flight. This time is based on the discharge character- dropped the output voltage to 0. 6 vdc. This output vol-
istics for the "short life" battery at a load of 75 am- tage remained constant until the measuring supply be-
peres because the signal was lost over Pretoria after came inoperative or until the 5-volt supply was unable
40 minutes of flight. The telemeter calibrator was on to maintain its output voltage.
the short life battery. With F6 in the "calibrate mode"
and the calibratoron the short life battery the charac-
teristic output on the three rate gyro telemeter chart- All measurementson channels 2 through 15 of the
nels between 41 minutes and 57.73 minutes of flight F6 telemeter were lost after 41 minutes of flight, but

was avoltage slowly drifting towards zero. When the those of prime importance were the three rate gyro
28-volt battery became less than the 5 vde measuring measurements which were on the long life battery.
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SECTION XIII. AERODYNAMICS

13.1 SUMMARY

Becauseof the relatively smallangies-of-attack at around Mach 1.1 which is in excellent agreement

andresultingengine deflections encountered during the with predicted. Flight results were higher than pre-

SA-7 flight, itwasnot possible to make valid analyses dictedin the subsonic regime and fell, on the average

of aerodynamic stability parameters, about 20 percent lower than predictedafter Much 1.4.
k-'_ FM St*

S _e_- 6,20m

Fin leading edge pressure distribution plots at

various Mach numbers indicate the expected higher

pressures at mid-span and tip relief effects. . ;in su
Pressure CoeffiO_t Cp 141 m

The base drag coefficient agreed well with SA-6 °' r _'_ I [

results, falling generally below predicte¢b The flight o /_T_ _-=: "_. _'
determined axial force coefficientwas higher than pre- "%, _ _- ......... e ._,.,r-_r_,..,,, -

dictedin the subsonic regime and fell, on the average, .o., .i c,,.,, ,,,,_,

about 20 percent lower than predicted after Machl. 4. °'* I ._t'--__J I I

-
13.2 FIN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION .o.*0 o._ I I _ t

Math F4U.¢,er
-- ta_r auV,_

To measure localized loadinga and pressure cp Sh-landSA-5 Cp ---t_perSurtlc¢
distribution on the Saturn I fins, four pairs of measure- _ E_eMeasuremenb

ments were locatedon opposite sidesofFinII. The °"] °'1same number of measurements were flown on SA-5 . .K.._.._ :

and SA-6, but at different locations. Because of the _; .... _,,, :. 0_| atLt¢_ _-0._ d,s

small angles-of-attack encountered during the flight of .... 0

SA-7, itwasimpossible to obtain the pressure loading o _ °':[ _
and upper surface pressure distribution plots shown in o _ ' 1 o _ _ ,

coefficient form, (Psurface - Pambient )/Q' indicate t 5_nwiseOist_ncetm) [ 5_ravlscDisCar_etm)
S_141 m 5ta t4] m

the higbest pressures occurring near the leading edge,

as expected (see Fig. 13-1). SA-5 data from addi- FIGURE f3-1. FIN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS

tional measurements at Much numbers and pitch
_,JLF_¢e_tt* e,e.t

angles-of-attack similar to SA-7arealso shown to ob- |2Ii/,: ., _ ] [I __},e_¢_._ __]
tain a more complete leading edge pressure distribu- [. i ....

tion. In the transonic and low supersonic regime, _0__ i A i_

these plots clearly indicate the expected higher pres-

sures at mid-span with a dropoff occurring neat" the a_ - " -

tips (tip relief effect), o_ _ ; : " _- i '

Because of two apparent measurement failures 0 _ 1_ . s _c : _ __ __ ._. ,._

on the heat shield, data from only three measurements '_'_

were used in determining the base drag coefficient. _0,_c_,,_,%.
Nevertheless, results agree well with SA-6 with val- " \,,i " _ : ' "

ues falltaggenerally below predicted (see Fig. 13-2).

As in SA-6, a maximum peak value of 0.2 was observ- o _ ......

ed at Much l. 1. Because of recirculation of hot ex- s*._ s,-_ -- _. _ _":_' _"°'_-':_

haust gases, an expected positive pressure thrust was L "_-_- • _-_
observe!d beginning around Math i. 7. ._ [ _ . [ "__ _ _(3 0.4 _$ I_ 16 2-_ 4 2. ]2 _ 40

The axial force coefficientwasobtainedfrom flight

simulation analyses of propulsion performance (see FIGURE 13-2. AXIAL FORCE AND BASE DRAG

Fig. 13-2). A maximumvaluenear t. 08was observed COEFFICIENTS
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SECTION XIV. INSTRUMENTATION

i4.I SUMMARY i4.2.2 MEASURING RE LIABILITY

Overall reliabilityof the SA-7 measuring sys- ReliabilityoftheS-I stagemeasuring system

ternwas 99.35 percent;thisincludes8 measurement was 99.7 percent,consideringonly those measure-

malfunctionsthatresultedintotallossofinformation, meats activeat liftoffcompared withcomplete fail-

Only measurements activeat liftoffwere considered ures.
intheabove percentage. A totalof14 measurements

were scrubbed beforelaunch. One of the combustion chamber pressure meas-

urements, D{-3,was termed as a partial success
Transmitter radio frequency power on all links (Table 14-I) because of damage sustained to the vi-

was sufficient to produce desired data coverage of all brotron caused by a high vibration level at ignition.
planned flight periods. This includes the IU stage te- The remaining seven combustion chamber measure-
lemetry during brbit, ttowever, continuous channels meats were considered to be successful, but only one
from link F6 were terminated prematurely due to a of the seven, D1-4, was within the 0.5 percent meas-
wiring error. The lost data included IU rate gyro in- urtng error limit. The partially successful measure-
formation, meat, Dt-3, contained a 14.85 percent calibration

shift. The next highest percent shift was observed on
The passenger fire detection system, flown for DI-7and was 1.91 percent. Two of the measurements,

the first time on SA-7, operated satisfactorily. No Di-6andDt-8, contained ehiftsthat were only slightly
fires were indicated, inexcess of the error limit; the shifts were 0.71 per-

cent and 0.54 percent respectively.
All preflight and inflight calibrations were normal

and satisfactory. 14.3 S-IV STAGE MEASUR_IG ANALYSIS

All onboard RF systems performed as expected. 14.3.1 MEASUREMENT MALFUNCTIONS
Effects of flame attenuation due to retro rocket firing
were similar to SA-5 and SA-6 and resulted in lost Five measurements were complete failures
data from those links not associated with a playback on the S-IV stage during powered flight of the SA-7
recorder. Operation of the three airborBe tape re- vehicle. There were i7 measurements on the S-IV
corders (one in the S-I, one in the IU and one in the stage from which acceptable data could be retrieved
S-IV stage) was very satisfactory. The playback rec- during only portions of the flight. However, these
ords were free of retro rocket flame attenuation el- data were in sufficient enough quantity to permit a
fects, proper evaluation of the environment to be measured.

Table 14-II lists those specific measurements which
Ninety-onecameras providedoptieal coverage for failed and those which were only partially successful,

launch of SA-7. Nine of the instruments failed due to along with comments concerning particular malfune-
a power failure on camera station 4. tions. Other than transducer problems, only one in-

strumentation system component malfunction occurred.
Immediate recovery of the 8 onboard cameras The tong-dwell commutator clock, which controls the

was impossible because of Hurricane Gladys. How- sampling duration of channels 9, 10, 17 and 18 on FM
ever, two of the eight cameras were discovered ap- system 3, malfunctioned from liftoff through separa-
proximately 50 days after launch on San Salvador and lion. The malfunction caused the sample period for
Eleuthera Islands. Good coverage was obtained from each channel to vary from 3 to 21 seconds. The nor-
these cameras, real sample period is 3.0 • 0.15 seconds per channel.

The data channel duration time is controlled by a re-
14. 2 S-I STAGE ,MEASURING ANALYSIS sistance-eapaeitance timed unijunctinn oscillator cir-

cuit contained in block module At of the commutator

14.2. 1 MEASUREMENT MALFUNCTIONS assembly. It has been established that the leakage
resistance between emitter and base of the transistor

A total of 653 lnflight measurements _as t_nds to decrease and/or vary in many cases, allow-
scheduled for the S-I stage of SA-7. Seven of the 653 ing an alternate path to ground, and preventing the
total were scrubbed prior to launch. Two of the 646 capacitor's normal charge buildup. This, in turn, re-
measurements active at launch failed completely; six sults in the noted lengthening of the sampling time.
measmrements were only partially successful. Table A production change, incorporated in tater models,
t4-I lists the S-I stage measurement malfunctions, places a transistor in an emitter-follower ,circuit
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TABLE 14-I. S-I AND IU MEASUREMENT MALFUNCTIONS

Scrubbed Before Launch

Meas. No. Title Remarks

E271-4 Vibration Actuator Cancelled because the actuator was changed
and transducers were not reinstalled.

E272-4 Vibration Actuator Same as above

E273-4 Vibration Actuator Same as above

D31-4 _P Actuator Same as above

D30-2 _P Yaw Actuator Meas. Inoperative, inlccessible for
replacement.

EI14-18 Vibration Rear Spar Flange Mess. Inoperative, inaccessible for replacement.

E342-1g Vibration Holddown Point Heas, Inoperative, inaccessible for replacement.

Fin II Longt.

Complete Loss of Data

E338-9 Vibration Tank 02 Output motor boating, probably moisture

Support Longt. in connector at gauge.

E301-9 Strain Comp. F2 Skirt Gauge Balance shifted off scale.

L68-801 Sound Intensity Instr. Unit Gauge diaphram was damaged during checkout
resulting in the loss of mechanical coupling

to the crystal.

Partial Success

E]16-6 Vibration GOX Line Probable open cable at 89 seconds.,

Functionin_ But Not Valid

DI-3 Pressure Combustion Chamber Vibrotron gauge appears to have been damaged
by an extremely high vibration level at
ignition.

C3-I Temperature H.S. Pinion Apparent reversed thermocouple
Bearing #5

C5-I Temperature Turbine Shaft Reads much lower than measurements on other
#7 engines.

C9-6 Temperature Gas Generator Extremely noisy with different temperature
from other measurements. Discrepancy was in
gauge circuit.

CI-6 Temperature LOX Pump Bearing Very little change in reading compared to
#i measurements on other engines.
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TABLE 14-]/. S-IV STAGE A_EASUREMENT MALFUNCTIONS

Scrubbed Before I_unch

Meam. No, T i tl._..._e Remark|

C671-400 Temp. Aft Interstsge Ski_ Meamur_ents covered by S-I Sta_e
Falrings.

C672-400 Temp. Aft Interstsse Skin Same as above.

D643-40_ Engine 4 Actuator A Differential Pressure Transducer Malfunction during checkout.
Sufficient ti_e not available to replete

U_3-406 Engine 6 Actuator A Differential Pressure prior to Launch,

C606o406 Ensine 6 LOX pump Housin S Temperature Sdu_e as above,

C620-409 Cold _eliu_ Bottle Gs8 Temperature #Z Sa_ as above.

C625-401 Ens_ne L Thrust Cha:aber Out Skln Tespersture Se_ es above.

pallures

A600-405 Lax pump Speed-Knglne 5 Possible failure of I) the frequency
oscillator, 2) pickup failed to ser_e
rotation 3) open circuit in nuiticoder
input.

D642-407 Acoustic Pickup S-I/S-IV Intsrstase Circuitry discontinuity
Internal

E668-409 Vibration - pon_rd Done Pltcb Axis Possible failure of I) everasins
lapllfier, 2) the cosxlal cable,
3) the sccelerometer pickup

F613-dLO Ri_ 8 )/ode Accel. Sta. i250 Pin P1sne 2 Pa£lure reason unknov_

L604-409 LH2 Point Level Sensor-Location A Sensor did not ectlvate

Par tisl Success

_04-401 Lax Injector Differential Pressure - ZnS. I Potentiometer Wiper failure

D604-402 LOX Injector Differential Pressure - _. 2 Sm as above

D604-403 bOX Injector Differential Pressure - EnS, 3 Same as above

D604-405 Lax Injector Differential Pressure - E_8. S Same ma above

D604.406 LOX Injector Differential Pressure - FmS. 6 Bame 8s above

D604-407 S-I/S-ZV Extenai_eter Cable prematurely sepereted

E624-403 Vibratlon-Gear Case l_sine 3 Under inveatlSatlon for:

S624=405 Vlbration-Gear Case Ensin_ 5 I) Coaxial cable discontinuity

E624-406 Vibration-Gear Case Bngtne 6 2) Amplifier malfunction

E623-403 Vibratlon-Thr_st Chamber Dome Bngtne 3 3) Transducer debondi_8

E623-404 Vibration-Thrust ch_ber Dome BnKine 4

C603-405 LH2 Pump HouJins Teslperature Engine 5 Open circuit in t_p |ensln8 le 8 of t_ bridse

C668J'12 Te_p-UllsBe Rocket Fslrlng No. 2 Transducer _Ifunctlon

C677-409 Temp-LH 2 Tank External Skin Improper contact of brldse _odu[e connector pins

C623-417 Temp-l_elium Heater Combustion Transducer failed in the open ci_cult
condit ion

C603-404 TmnpoLH2 Pump Houstlns-Enslne 4 Transducer partially debonded

C600°402 Turbine Inlet Temperature Enslne 2 Trend Only (cause of failure under investigation)

_-estionable - Under Investl_atlon

C66_-410 gx_. Skin Temp-Por_ard Interstage-Sta 448 Probable transducer debondin8

C674-407 Ext. Skin Tamp-Aft Skirt-Sis 190 Same as above

C675-409 Ext. Skin Te_np-LH2 Tsnk-S_e 245 Same as above
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configuration between the timing capacitor and emit- Instrumentation). The following systems were utilized
ter of the unijunction transistor, effectively insulating on SA-7:
the capacitor from alternate discharge paths.

S-I Stage
The malfunction did not actually result in any loss

or degradation of data. It did, however, prevent equal Link Modulation IAnk Modulation
time-sharing of the input channels. The problem
cleared up after separation, and the sample durations FI PAM-FM-FM: FM-FM Si SS 'l_'M
returned to near nominal, varying" from 3 to 5-seconds
duration for the remainder of the flight. The most F2 PAM-FM-FM; FM-FM $2 SS/FM
likely explanation of this return to normal is that the
malfunctioning circuit is temperature-sensitive, and F3 PAM-FM-FM; FM-FM P2 PCM.,"PM
that the increased thrust structure temperature en-

countered during S-l_z powered flight caused a fortu- S-IV St,_uag_
nate shift in circuit operation. Investigation of this
entire problem is continuing. Link Modulation

14. 3.2 MEASURLNGRELIABILITY D1 PDM-FM-FM

The flight performance of the s-l_t-7 instru- D2 PDM-FM-FM
mentation system was very good. A total of 40i
measurements was attempted. By launch time, seven D3 PI)M-FM-FM
measurements had, developed problems which were
impossible to resolve within launch schedule limits- Instrument Unit
tions and were therefore officially deleted. C0nse-
quently, there were 394 active measurements aboard F5 FM-FM; FM-FM-FM $3 SS-I.'M
S-IV-.7 at launch. Of these, five were complete fail-
ures in that they provided no usable data. This loss F6 FM-FM; FM-FM-FM: Pt PCM-[_'M
resulted in a measurement efficiency of 98.7 percent. PAM-FM-FM

i4.4 INSTRUMENT UNIT MEASUI_I:NGANALYSIS Links Pl and P2,PCM systems.alsofunctioned
as Digital Data Acquisition Systems (DDAS) for their

14.4.1 MEASUREMENT MALFUNCTIONS respective stages. The DDAS function was digital en-
coding and transmission of the model 270 commutator

A total of f87 inflight measurements was outputs of Links FI, F2, F3 and F6 at reduced sam-
scheduled to be flown on the IU of SA-7. No IU mess- pling rates. The primary purpose of the link P2 DDAS
urements were scrubbed prior to launch and only one was preflight checkout of the S-I-7 stage; the link Pl
measurement failed. TheIUsound intensity measure- DDAS was used primarily for preflight chechoutof the
ment L68-801 had a loss of mechanical coupling to the IU. DDAS information was also available from links
crystal. This failure was caused by damage during Pl and P2 during flight. Insertion of digital data into
checkout {see Table i4-I), the PCM output format worked very satisfactorily.

14.4.2 MEASURING RELIABILITY
14.5.2 DATA ACQUISITION

Reliability of the IU measuring system was
99.5 percent. Only one out of 187 measurements Transmitted radio frequency power on allS-I
failed, and IU stage telemetry lbtks was sufficient to produce

thedesired data coverage of all planned flight periods.
, 14.5 AItlBORNE TELEMETI_Y SYSTEMS

Battery life was sufficient to give the orbital te-
l4. 5. t TELEM'ETRY LINKS lemetry coverage planned. No inflight telemetry cal-

ibrations were executed during orbital flight. An
Data transmission for flight testing Saturn inflight relay within the F6 telemetry package was in-

vehicle SA-7 was effected by thirteen radio telemetr_ advertently overlooked and was connected to the short
system links on the combined S-I, S-W and IU. An life battery. When the short life battery voltage de-
additional three links (MSC responsibility) were on oayed to the dropout point, the relay became deener-
the Apollo Spacecraft (see Section XV for Spacecraft gized causing all continuous data channel relays to go
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to the calibration bus position and therefore data in- was required for the transfer from record mode to
puts were invalid from this time on. This occurred playback mode, The recorder began playback of data
at a range time of approximately 41 minutes (extra- at 174.90 seconds and completed data playback at
potated time). 309.0 seconds. At completion of recorder playback,

modulation was removed from telemeter F2.
PCM data acquisition by means of the predetection

recording system at sites having this capability pro- Operation of this airborne recorder was satis-

duced excellent data results, factory and data contained in the playback record is
free of the effects of retro flame attenuation.

The passenger fire detection system was flown
for the first time. Operation of the modules was nor- 14. 6.2 S-IV RECORDER
real with no fires indicated. Scattered momentary
indications did appear in some channels. This prob- The S-W tape recorder operation was en-
lem was also encountered during checkout, tirely satisfactory. The malfunction noted during the

flight of S-IV-6 did not occur. Telemetry measure-
Transmission of all three S-IV links was good ments were taken on S-IV-7 to record vehicle recep-

throughout the flight. All transmitters, multicoders, tion of the following commands: record, stop record,
and VCO's were operational up to 108 minutes after playback, and stop playback. The tape recorder re-
liftoff. The last recorded data were from Antigua at ceived these commands and responded to them as
that time. planned. However, the playback command was not

actually recorded; but since operations occurred as

14. 5.3 INFLIGHT CALIBRATION planned, the command was received. This measure-
ment, which is on PDM, effectively destroys its own

All inflight calibrations were normal and record by causing systems 1 and 2 to stop the sending
satisfactory. There were no in/light telemetry call- of real time data and to commence the transmission

brations on the IU stage airborne tape recorder play- of recorded data. Had playback not been effectdd by
back record, nor during orbital telemetry coverage, this command, it would have been observed in the data
Present configuration of the telemetry for SA-9 calls and could have been used in malfunction analysis.
for the same conditions.

The S-IV recorder received signal to record at
14. 5.4 PREFLIGHT CALIBRATION 139.84 seconds andto stop at 169.64 seconds, range

time. PlaybackofS-IV recorder information occurred
All preflight calibrations were normal and between 642.72 and 672.79 seconds.

satisfactory.
14. 6.3 IU RE CORDER

14. 6 AIRBORNE TAPE RECORDERS

The telemeter F5 and F6 (Instrument Unit
14.6. I S-I RECORDER links) airborne recorder receivedthe signal to record

at 139.54 seconds and to stop recording at t69.64
The airborne tape recorders used for the seconds, range time. Recorder transfer signal to

SA-7 flight were dual-track recorders capable of re- playback mode was initiated at 642. 72 seconds. An
cording the mixer-amplifier outputs of two teleme- elapsed time of 1.62 seconds was required for the
ters. The S-I stage contained one recorder which transfer to the playback mode. The recorder began
recorded the output of telemeter F2. The Instrument playbackof data at 644.34 seconds and completed data
Unit contained one recorder which recorded the out- playback at 672.79 seconds.
puts of telemeters F5 and F6. During the playback
mode the transmitter is switched from the mixer am- Operation of this airborne recorder was good and
plifier to the recorder. The purpose of the recorder data contained in the playback record are free of the
is to record data during the periods when RF dropout effects of retro flame attenuation.
is anticipated due to flame attenuation, retro and ul--
lage firing, look angle, etc.

t4.7 RADIO FREQI.rENCY ANALYSIS
The telemeter F2 (S-I stage link) airborne re-

ceived the signal to record at 39.34 seconds and to Allonboard RFsystems performed as expected.
stop recording at 173.44 seconds range time. Re- Effects of flame attenuation were more severe on this
corder transfer signal to playback mode was initiated flight than previous flights and resulted in lost data
at 173.44 seconds. An elapsed time of 1.46 seconds for the Apollo and S-I stage links.
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14.7. i TELEMETRY t4.7.2 TRACKING

Telemetry signals were received from liftoff Azusa/GLOTRAC

through orbital insertion, by the stations listed in the

telemetry summary chart, Figure 14-1. The new antenna system produced improvement

i
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FIGURE 14-1. RF SYSTEM PERFOPMANCE

All stations experienced signal dropout at retro in some regions while failing to meet expectations in

rocket ignition as expected. Flame attenuation was others. An Azusa/GLOTRAC summary is _hown in

quke severe at all uprange telemetry sites. Cape Tel Figure 14-1. It is observed that the Mk II and Arian-

2 experienced approximately 40 seconds of attenuation tic sites_suffered phase unlocks at retro rocket firing

with the signal dropping to threshold level during part but experienced no noticeable main engine flame el-
of this period for the Apollo and $-I stage links, fects. Simultaneous three-station tracking was ob-

tained from 165 until 437 seconds and from 598 until

Unexplained signal fluctuations were observed at 645 seconds, giving about 319 seconds of usable track-

Cape Tel 2, Cape Tel 3, New Smyrna and Vero Beach ing data.

between 190 and 290 seconds.

The signal threshold levels and corresponding

All stations saw signal fluctuations resulting from phase unlocks between 440 and 590 seconds were a

Launch Escape System (LES) jettison, result of improper handover techniques at the San
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Salvador transmitter. Steps have been taken to pre- 14.7.8 TELE]EISION
vent this happening on future flights.

Thetelevision AGC curves indicate that good
14.7.3 MISTRAM data were received between 20 and li5 seconds. At

ti5 seconds, flame attenuation caused a signal drop
MISTRAM AGC datawas much improvedover of about 20:db which recovered at t36 seconds. Retro

previous flights (a summary is shown in Fig. t4-1), rocket firing resulted in a 2.5-second signal dropout
As with all RF systems, a dropout occurred at retro period, A summary is shown in Figure i4-i. Picture
rocket ignition and lasted about 3 seconds at MISTRAM quality throughout the flight coverage was excellent
I, MISTRAM U had large attenuation spikes at retro except during retro rocket burning and separation
ignition and termination. The signal between these when the picture was momentarily blacked out. One
spikes was attenuated butusable. This same phenom- of the camera leases {screw on type) came loose at
enon occurred with the C-band radar systems, separation, but did not greatly affectthe picture qual-

ity.
Handover at 350 seconds resulted in a 20 db drop

at MISTRAM II lasting 5 seconds. MISTRAM I dropped t4. 7.9 COMMAND
to threshold and remained until re-acquisition at 375
seconds. Good signal levels were observed until 598 The guidance command experiments per-
seconds, formedat the Cape and at Ascension IsLand were per-

formed successfully.
t4.7.4 C-BAND RADAR

Destruct command systems performed as ex-
AGC data received from the operating radar pected.

stations were excellent. Cape radar had a signal
dropout from 77 to 110 seconds attributed to a polari- t4.7. l0 RF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS {S-IV)
zation null, and Grand Turk experienced a dropout
from 400 to 472 seconds. The latter resulted when The RF performance of S-IV-7 was satis-
another radar station interfered with the Grank Turk factory. Data from link 3 of Tel 2 were noisy from
interrogations, approximately 350 seconds until loss of signal. Links

i and 2 were satisfactory during this time. However,
Retro rocketeffeets were similartoMISTRAM II, Antigua data showed no appreciable noise after 410

i.e., attenuation spikes at ignition and termination seconds on link 3, Forward and reflected power
with normal (10 db down) signal between. A summary measurements were steady throughout flight except at
of C-band AGC is shown in Figure t4-1. staging. It was apparent from tape recorder data that

the forward power dropped and the reflected power in-
14. 7.5 ODOP creased, inOicating that the plume from the retro and

ullage rockets seriously affected the antenna imped-
The ODOP system operated as expected and ances. Based upon limited orbital data information

provided useful data until approximately 500 seconds (Tel 2 and Tel 3), it is evident that the recorded sig_
with intermittent losses oocurring during the flame nal strengths were substantially improved over those
and retro rocket periods. An ODOP AGC coverage of S-IV-6. From a launch phase plot of link D2 _Tel
summary is shown in Figure t4-1. 2), a serious drop occurred at approximately 125 to

140 seconds. This drop was caused by main engine
14.7.6 ALTIMETER flame attenuation.

The data from the altimeter were excellent.

Good data were received from 167 to 795 seconcis with 14.8 OPTICAL INSTRUMENTATION
intermittentty usable data prior to 167 seconds.

An optical instrumentation system consisting of
14.7.7 MINITRACK 91 instruments was installed through the Air Force

Eastern Test Range to providea film recording of the
Mandy Minitrack operated satisfactorily dur- performance and operation of the SA-7 vehicle during

hag powereB flight and in orbit. Minor flame attenua- liftoff and through powered flight. Visual inspection
tion was noted from 100 to 137 seconds and retro of the vehicle and ground supportequipment furnished
rocket ignition caused a 6.5-second dropout period at information that substantiates findings of the other
148.46 seconds. LES jettison was also observed at methodsof instrumentation and also l,evealspertlnont

this site. Summary coverage is shown in Figure 14-1. facts that cannot be recorded by other means.
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The overall coverage obtained for SA-7 was sat- umbilical connector pneumatic system operated, but
tsfactory. Out of 91 instruments, 9 failed to operate was disconnected when the mechanical release was
due to a power failure on camera station44. Timing a_tuated by the swing arm rotation.
from camera start was recorded on all film except
one away camera. Usable time indexing _time dis- Complete 360-degree surveillande of the launch
placement between an exposed frame and its reklted facility and vehicle was provided by a system of 44
timing mark) was only recorded on the tracking cam- fixed cameras at various sites within the proximity of
eras. the launch facility. Of these 44 cameras, 35 operated

properly. The failure of the nine cameras to operate
14. 8. I ENGINEERING SEQUENTIAL CAMERAS was caused by power failure on station 4. Vehicle

liftoff was recorded by the fixed cameras for a dis-
Seventeen instruments were located on the tance of three vehicle lengths. No malfunctions dur-

launch pedestal to observe the launcher ground support ing this time were observed.
equipment (GSE) and the aft section of the vehicle
prior to and during liftoff. The GSE observed were 14. 8.2 ONBOARD CAMERAS
the eight holddown arms, short cable mast II and IV,
and the LOX fill and drain mast. Eight onboard optical cameras were on the

SA-7 vehicle. All eight cameras operated as pro-
Alleight holddown arms appeared tooperate nor- grammed and were ejected. Immediate recovery of

really. However, the cap on the shoe pivoted on the these cameras was impossible because of Hurricane
end of the holddown arm at stub fins I-II, and m-IV Gladys in the impact area. However, two of the cam-
fell after arm retraction. Cameras viewing the hold- eras were recovered on San Salvador and Eleuthera
down arms weretmrestrainedandvibratedexcessively Islands. Good coveragewas obtained from these cam-
prior to liftoff, eras.

Short cable masts II and IV appeared to retract t4.8.3 TRACKING CAMERAS
normally.

Sixteen long focal length_ ground based track-
The LOX fill and drain mast appeared to retract lag telescopes recorded operation of the vehicle from

normally, but was obscured by smoke and ice when [aunl_ through jettison of the launch escape system
released from the vehicle, tower. Cameras within this system were used to re-

cord the exhaust flame pattern. A change in the flame
No movement of the heat shield during engine ig- pattern of the outboard engines was observed approx-

nltlon was perceptible. The aft section of the vehicle imately t5.7 seconds after li/toff. Prior to this, a
(engines and heat shield) appeared to operate saris- dark area in the flame pattern extended downward ap-
factorily with no damage see_ proximately i.5 m from the engine nozzles. This

dark _rea decreased to approximately 0.3 m in length
First motion of the vehicle lfftoff was defined by at i5.8 seconds range time. A similar dark area has

the records received from two cameras positioned for been observed on previous flights and attributed to the
this purpose, presence of fuel rich turbine exhaust gases introduced

by the outboard engine aspirators. This same condi-
In addition to the launch pedestal cameras, twelve tion occurred again for this flight.

cameras located on the umbilical tower viewed the

upper ground support equipment of the launch complex Retro rocket ignition and burning ware observed
and forward section of the vehicle. Cameras were 1o- by the tracking telescopes. All rockets appeared to
eared at the i4. 6 m levellto view the fuel fill and drain ignite simultaneously and burn for 3.33seconds. Sep-
mast, and at the 36 m level to view the vehicle inter- station was also observed, as well as the trajectory
stage, These two camera groups obtained excellent of the S-IV stage through jettison of the Launch Es-
film coverage of this area and the latter was used to cape System tower.
determinedvehicle vertical displacement for the first
5. 8 m of flight_ even though the camera operated at 14. 90RBITA L TRACKING AND TELEMETRY
three-quarters its programmed speed. SUMMARY

Seven cameras on the umbilical tower were ors 14.9.1 TRACKING

iented to cover the four swing arms. Three arms
functioned properly; arm number three did not. The Orbital tracking of the SA-7 was conducted
LH 2 vent line on this arm did not disconnect when the by the NASA Space Tracking and Data Acquisition
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Network (STADAN) and the Manned Space Flight Net- vehicle lifetime. The last vehicle contact was a Mini-

work (MSFN), composed of the ginbal network of track beacon signal received on 136 mc telemetry by
Minitrack stations and Minitrack optical tracking sta- Kano, Nigeria, on revolution 59 at 11:33:39 U. T., Sep-
ttons (MOTS). The MSFN, supported by elements of li_mber 22, 1964.
DOD, is a global network of radar tracking stations.

Additional tracking support was providedby the Smith- There were four optical observations (Baker-
sonian Astrophysical Observatory ($AO), and the Nurm Camera) reported by SAO and two optical oh-
North American Air Defense (NORAD). servations {MOTS) reported by STADAN. No com-

ments have been received concerning the stellar
The last beacon track of the orbiting vehicle was magnitude of the orbiting vehicle. Thirteen NGRAD

4.5hours after liftoffby Hawaii. All subsequent radar observations were reported.
tracking was skin-track. It can be seen that the skin
trackmode was successful on SA-7 as it was on SA-6.

The last skin track of the vehicle was at 11:18:53 14.9.2 TELEMETRY

U.T.,September 22, 1964, by Wallops Island I Vir-
ginia, Link F5 telemetry was the first link out and

ceased transmitting between Pretoria, South Africa,
During the first day of orbital flight there were and Carnarvon, Australia. The last link to be re-

six Minitrack passes. After the first day there was corded was the spacecraft Channel A at South Point,
an average of nine Minitrack passes per day for the Hawaii,more than seven hours after liftoff.
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SECTION XV. SPACECRAFT

15. t SUMMARY t'l_l r_otor, carr_*d the tower structure safely out cG
the path of the spacecraft. On the basis of design

This was the second Saturn flight to carry a values, the maximum tumbling rate (approximately
Boildrplate Apollo spacecraft (BP-t5). A descrip- 675 deg/s) observed during the launch escapemotor
lion of the BP-i5 spacecraft, as flown, Is given in burning period indicated possible yielding of theLES
Appendix A and in Reference 5. The purpose of this ballast mounting plate but no separation.
flight test was to demonstrate the compatibility of the
spacecraft with the launch vehicle, to determine the All strain gauge, pressure, and accelerometer
launch and exit environmental parameters for design measurements indicated that the spacecraft performed
verification, and to demonstrate the alternate mode satisfactorily in the launch environment. Command
of escape tower jettison, utilizing the launch escape module conical surface static pressures correlated

and pitch control motors. Primary differences be- closely with wind tunnel data, and the product of
tween the BP-i5 spacecraft and the BP-i3 spacecraft, angle-of-attack and dynamic pressure (C_q) did not
flown on the SA-6 mission, were the installation of an exceed 4. 78 deg N/cm _ (t000 deg lbf/ft 2) . The vent-
instrumented simulated reaction control motor quad ing system of the service module performed satts-
on the service module, relocation of some sensors, faetorily.
and the installation of live launch escape and pitch
control motors in the launch escape subsystem. All A 1, 8 g, peak-to-peak, 10 Hz vibration was noted
mission test objectives were fulfilled, during holddown. Other vibration modeswere similar

to those experienced during the BP-13 spacecraft
15. 2 SPACECRAFT PERFORMANCE (tier. 5) Eight. One of the simulated reaction control suksys-

tern quad assemblies was instrumented for vibration
All mission test objectives were fulfilled by the on the BP-15 spacecraft flight. The measured vibra-

time of orbital insertion, and additional data were ob- t/on levels were above the design limit.
tained by telemetry through the,'_Iauned Space Flight
Network until the end of effective battery life during The strainmeasuremente in the command module
the fourth orbital pass. Radar skin tracking was con- and service module indicated that all bending moments
tinued by the network until the spacecraft reentered are within the design limits.
over the Indian Ocean during its 59th orbital pass.

The launch heating environment of the BP-15
During thecountdown, there wereno holds caused spacecraft was similar to that encotmtered by the BP-

by the spacecraft. Allspaceeraft subsystems fulfilled i3 spacecraft. Peak values at most points for the
their specified functions throughout the countdown and two flights were approximately equal; however, the
the planned flight test period. Engineering data wer e influence of surface irregularities, as well as cir-
received through telemetry from all but two of the 133 cumferential variations in heating', was somewhat dif-
instrumented spacecraft measurements for the full ferent for the two flights because of differences in
flight test period of the mission, trajectory and angle-of-attack. Both command and

service module heating rates were within the predicted
The instrumentation subsystem was successful range. The heat protection equipment on the launch

in determining the launch and exit environment, and escape subsystem (LES} was subjected to tempera-
telemetry receptinnofthegata was continuous through lures much lower than the design limits which were
launch and exit except for a short period during ve- established on the basis of an aborted mission.
hicle staging. Battery life exceeded the launch plus
one orbit requirement, with main battery A providing Flight data from the instrumented simulated RCS
at least 7 hours and 38 minutes of Useful power, and quadassembty differed from the values issued for de-
mainbattery B providing at least 5 hours and 20 rain- sign criteria for the RCS. Additional investigation
utes of useful power, and analysis will be necessary to complete the design

and flight data criteria.

The launch escape tower jettison by the alternate
mode was successful. Positive ignition of the pitch Satisfactory engineering data, covering desig-
control motor could not be determined; however, the anted parameters of spacecraft environment for a
generaltraJectory indicated that it operated properly. SaturnV type launch trajectory, were obtained for USe
The launch escape motor, together with the pitch con- in verifying launch and exit design criteria.
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---'/ ....... III

SECTION XVI. SUMMARY OF MALFUNCTIONS AND DEVIATIONS

Tbe flighttestofSaturnSA-7 didnot revealany velocityvector at S-1V cutoffto be I.8 m/s larger
malfunctionsor deviationswhich couldbe considered than the digitalcomputer value (Para. 7.6.I and

a serioussystem failureor design deficiency.How- 7.6.2).,:,
ever, a number ofdeviationsdidoccur and are sum-

marized. 3. The digitalcomputer's gravity term was

slightlyinerror beforeliftoff(Para. 7.7.i).*
Corrective measures were recommended by the

MSFC Laboratory concerned for some of the items 4. The digital computer sequencing discretes
listed. These are marked withan asterisk. Each item were issued with a small time delay (Para. 7.7. 1). *
is listed in the area where the deviation and/or mal-
function occurred. Orbital Attitude

Launch Operations i. Radar skin tracking signal strength analysis,
though inconclusive, indicates a vehicle tumblc rate

1. Inadvertent Firex System activation on the of approximately 6 deg/'s at the end of orbital venting
service structure during airconditioning duct removal ( Para. 8.2).
{Para. 3.4.1).

2. S-1 hydraulic pump temperature OK interlock
malfunction ( I'ara. 3.4.1). _,: 1. Evidence indicates that there was a large to-

tal misa[igmment (t. 2 deg ± 0.2 deg) of the ullage
3. Problems with Eastern Test Range Instru- rockets (Para, 9. i and 9.2.2).

mentation {ETI{) {Table 3-lI).
Structures

4. Swing Arm 3was disconnected by mechanical
release instead of umbilical connector pneumatic sys- 1. The measured vibrations for combustion
tern operation ( Para. 3.7.3). chamber domes of engines 1, 3, 5 and 7 were incon-

sistent with previous static and flight test history
Propulsion (Para. 10.2.4.2).

1. S-I stage combustion stability monitor on en- 2. Debonding of aft interstage after separation
gine 3 indicated large pressure disturbances during (Para. 10.4).
ignition ( Para, 6.2.3).

2. The flight fuel and LOX specific weights are Vehicle Electrical Systems
significantly different from predicted due to tempera-
ture change (para. 6.2.3). 1. An inflight control relay for link F6 was con-

nected to the short life battery instead of the long life

3. Higher than predicted S-IV cutoff in]pulse battery {Para. 12.4).*
( Para. 6.7.3.4). *

2. S-IV inverter output voltage dropped momen-

4. Minimum required LH2 pump inlet conditions tarily at separation ( Para. 12.3).
were not achieved for approximately 30 seconds ( Para.
6.8.1.1).

Instrumentation

Guidance and Control
1. A total of 8 measurement malfunctions re-

1. Some evidence for an external moment act- suited in total loss of information (Para. 14.1).

ing in both pitch and yaw planes with a shape related
to dynamic pressure was noted {PEa. 7.3. i. I and 2. A total of 14 measurements were scrubbed
7.3.I.2). beforelaunch f Para. 14.I).

2. Large stabilizedplatform levelingand azi- 3. The long-dwellcommutator clock malfunc-
muth alignment errors caused theactualspace-fixed tionedfrom liftoffthroughseparationIPara. 14.3.I).
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APPE NDD_ A

VEHICLE DESCRIPTION

A. 1 SUMMARY beam. Four 151,240 N 134,0001b) thrust solid pro-
pellant retro rockets on the spider beam decelerated

The flight of Saturn SA-7 was the third flight the S-I stage for inflight separation from the S-IV
test of a Block II Saturn I research and development stage.
vehicle, and involved the second consecutive success-
ful orbiting of the Boilerplate Apollo command and Four large fins and four stub fins were attached
servie{, modules. The vehicle, which measured ap- to the base of the S-I stage to provide flight stability
proximately 58 m (190.4 ft) in length, consisted of plus support and holddown points at launch. Each
four distinct units: the uprated S-I stage, S-IV stage, large fin projected an area of approximately li.24 m _
Instrument Unit, and Boilerplate Apollo command and (121 ft 2) and extended radially about 2.74 m (9 ft)
service modules (Fig, A-I). Thechanges whiel_dis- from the outer surface of the thrust structure. Four
tinguish this vehiole from the SA-6 flight vehicle in- stub fins were attaehedmidway between the mahl fins.
elude: Stub fins II, III and IV also provided enclosure and at-

tachment for the three 0.0348 m (i2 in.) diameter

1. Elimination of the S-Iv" LOX tank backup ducts used to exit ehilldown hydrogen from the S-IV
pressurization system, stage. Four fairings between the larger fins and stub

fins enclosed the inboard engineturhine exhaust ducts.
2. Addition of non-propulsive venting system on

S-IV stage. A.3 S-IV STAGE

3. Elimination of ST-90S stabilized platform Six gimbal mounted RL10A-3 engines, provid-
system and supporting equipment, lug 400,340 N (90,000 lb) total thrust at an altitude

of 60,960 m f 200,000 ft) , powered the vehicle during

4. ST-124 system and control rate gyros active the S-IV stage portion of powered flight. The engines
in vehicle cuntrol from liftoff, were mounted on the thrust structure with a six-

degree outward cant angle from the vehicle longitud-
5. Live launch escape and pitch control motors inal axis. Each engine had a gimbal capabili W of a

used to eject launch escape system, plus or minus four-degree square pattern for pitch,
yaw, and roll control. The S-IV stage (Fig. A-3)

The following is a description of the four major carried approximately 45,359 kg f 100,000 lb) of usa-
components of the vehicle, hie liqukt hydrogen and liquid oxygen.

A. 2 S-I STAGE The LH 2 (fuel) system consisted of a cylindrical
container with a bulkhead at each end. LH_ flowed

A einster of eight uprated H-1 engines powered from the container through six suction lines, each of
the S-I stage (Fig. A-2) producing a total sea level which connected to one RL10A-3 engine.
thrust of 6.67 million Newtons (1.5 million lb). The
four outboard engines were gimbalmounted to provide The LOX system consisted of a 35.74 cubic me-
pitch, yaw, and roll control. All engines were canted ters (1262 cubic ft) container. Vacuum-jacketed sue-
to minimize the disturbing moments that would be in- lion lines transferred the LOX from the container
dueed by an engine failure at critical dynamic pres- through the antivortex screen, filter assembly and
sure, Propellants weresuppliedtotheengines through sump cone. The lower suction line flange ends were
suction lines from an arrangement of nine propellant connected to the LOX inlet flange on each engine.
tanks. These tanks consisted of four 1.78 m (70 in.)
diameter fuel tanks, four t. 78 m (70 in. ) diameter The thrust struetureprovidedengine thrust trans-
I,OX tanks and a 2.67 m (105 in. ) diameter center fer to the I.H2 and LOX container.
LOX tank. Each outboard tank t LOX and fuel) sup-
plied propellants to one inboard and one outboard en- Four 15,125 N (3400 lb) thrust solid propellant
gine. The center LOX tank supplied the outboard tanks ullage rockets provided proper positioning of the pro-
through the LOX interchange system. Thrust and pellants prior to the S-IV stage ignition.
longitudinal loads were carried by the pressurized
LOX tanks. The propellant tanks were retained at the
forward end of a structural member called a spider A.4 L\'STRUMENT ['NIT
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FIGURE A-I. SA-TVEHICLE CONFIGURATION
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"l'ht + h_strument Unit (Fig. A-4) located between no initiators installed in the jettison motor, and the

the S-1%_ stage and the payload, provided an environ- wiring, circuit from the sequencers to this motor was

mentally conditioned compartmentto house electronic purposely not completed so as to simulate a jettison

equipment. Structurally, this unit consisted of four motor failure. The alternate mode of tower jettison

1.02-meter-diameter(40 in.) tubes extending radially (by firing only the launch-escape and pitch-control

from a t.78-meter-diameter (70 in.) center tube. motors) was used.

The overalldiameter and length were 3.91 m _ 154 in.)

and 2.31 m {91 in.) respectively. The equipment in- Four simulated RCS quad assemblies were ut-

stallation included guidance and control, telemetry, tached to the upper portion of the SM exterior, 90 de-

tracking, electrical power sources, and distributors, grees apart. In order to duplicate the aerodynamic

The ST-t24 systemandcontrol rate gyros were active characteristics of the production units, the simulated

in vehicle control from lfftoff, units were similar in size and shape and were ar-

ranged on the SM in the same location as they would

A.5 PAYLOAD be found on the production spacecraft. The t_CS quad

assembly located near the Fin la_is was instrumented

The Apollo Boilerplate t5 lBP-15) spacecraft, to provide temperature and vibration measurements.

shown in Figure A-5, was of a configuration essen-

tially the same as that of the BP-13 spacecraft flown The spacecraft weight when inserted into orbit

on SA-6 (Ref. 6 and 7). The primary differences _as 7816 kg 117,231 ibm); the spacecraft _eight at

were as follows: liftoff was 10,813 kgl23,838 Ibm). TheBP-15 space-

craft weight was greater than tbat of BP-t3 space-

The LES motors for pitch control, tower jettison, craft by 94. 3 kg (208 ibm) at orbit insertion and 134

and launch escape were live. ltowever, there were kg (295 Ibm) at liftoff.

//_.. CENTER COMPARTMENT" ,._ _,

/ FIN

OMPARTMENT
COMPARTMENT '_r _ INSTRUMENT 8 TELEMETRY
POWER 8 CONTROL PACKAGE
PACKAGE

_,1, SPACECRAFT

_'_ _ _ INTERFACE
0

FIN 11

!

| /_F N II ,.

IMPARTMENT II

COMPARTMENT 1[ PASSENGER GUIDANCE
ACTIVE PACKAGE
PACKAGE

•ACCESS DOOR
INSTRUMENT UNIT

....._ FIN 111

FIGURE A-4. INSTRUMENT UNIT
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INDEX

A

Acceleration structura_ vibration, 76, 79

longitudinal, 18, 22 S-IV payload, 18

rotational, 68 test objectives, 103

Accelerometer tracking, i03

control, 50 Arm
engine 4 yaw actuator, 72 holddown, i0, 101

escape tower pitch and yaw, 70 holddown vihration, 70
nose cone pitch and yaw, 70 swing, 5, 7, 10, ll

Acoustics Assembly

levels, 76, 77, 78, 79 LOX filter, 105

Acquisition RCS quad, 109

PGM data, 97, 98 Atmospheric

systems, 97, 98 conditions at launch, 5, 6

Actuators Hurricane Cleo, 6

deflection, 53 Hurricane Dora, 6

gimbal, hydraulic, 3i Hurricane Gladys, 2, 6, 94, 101
Aerodynamic U.S. Standard Reference, 21

stability parameters, 93 Attenuation

Altimeter retro rocket flame, 94, 98, 100

data, 18, 100 RF dropout, 9_, ¢39, t00

radar, IS RLIO-A flame, 100

Altitude Attitude

apex, 18, 21, 22 error signals, 45, 46, 53, 67
apogee, iS, 22 vehicle, at insertion, 61

breakup, 18, 23 vehicle, control, 31
flightsimulation, 33, 34 Axial

perigee, 18, 22 forceS, 70

vehicle, 1_, 20 load, 70

Angle Azusa, 99
gim bal, 68

pitch, 22

Angle-of-Attack B

fin-mountedsensor, 45, 50, 51

Q-ball sensor, 45, 50, 51 Battery

vehicle, 67, 68, 93 capacity, 90

winds, 45, 46, 47 control, 90

Angular Rate 8Di0, 91, 92

roll, 61, 63 _D20, 91, 92

S-Iv"cutoff, 61 engine, 90

S-IV roll, 65 instrtunentation numbers I and 2, 90

spin, 63 main. A, t03

tumble, 61, 62, 63 main, B, 103

vehicle, 61, 63, 65, 66 Beam

Apogee spider, 31, 69, 80, 105

altitude, 18, 22 Bending

Apollo amplitude, 6B

acoustic environment, 77 body, 70, 78

command module, 105 fin, 70, 71

instrumentation, 103 moment, 69

performance, 103 oscillations, 68, 70

power supply,103 pitch and yaw, 68
reentry, 103 Blockhouse

service module, 105, 109 redline values, i1

stage link, 98 Burn Time
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retro rocket, 30, 31, 32 Cooldown

S-I, 18, 19, 28 exhaust vent, 67

S-W, 18, 19 LH 2, 33

LOX pump, 39

Countdown

recycle, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10

C Cutoff

Calibrations events, 31

inf[ight, 94, 98 IECO, 25, 31, 76

preflight, 94, 98 impulse, 35, 36

Camera LOX starvation, 21

Baker-Nunn, 102 OECO, 18, 22, 25, 31, 65, 66, 76

capsules, 6 probe, LOX level, 31

coverage, swing arm, 10l probe, propellant, 3I

engine compartment TV, 30 sequence, 31
S-IV, 18, 21, 22, 33, 35

engineering sequential, 101

exhaust flame coverage, 101

launch facility coverage, 101 D

onboard, 94, 101

purge pressure gage, It Deflections

television, 100 actuators, 53

tracking, i01 engine, 43, 93

umbilical tower, 1O! Deviations, 104

vehicle liftoffcoverage, 1Ol Disl)lacements

Center of Gravity separation, 65, 66

offset, 46 vehicle, vertical, 101

S-I offset, 66 Drag

S-IV offset, 49 simulated, shape, 26
vehicle offseG i3, 14, 17 Duct

Chilidown air conditioning, 7

cycle, 30 boattail, ECS, 10

period, engine, 34

Coefficient E

axial force, 26, 93

base drag, 93 Electrical

Combustion Stability Monitor, 10, 26 IUsystems, 91

Commutator support equipment, 10

clock, 94 system operation, 90

model 270 output, 97 S-I power source, 90

Computer S-I stage system, 90

flight control, 31, 53 S-IV power source, 90, 91

Control S-IV stage system, 90, 91

acceleromcter, 50, 53 Engine

design] parameters, 47 eooldown period, 34

environmental, system, 10 H-l, 24, 31, 65, 105

flight computer, 53 individual performance, 34

helium beater valve, 37 mixture ratio, S-_', 33, 34

rate gyros, :[05, 109 power level, 28

S-I stage flight, 45 RL10-A performance characteristics, 33, 34

S-IV pneumatic, 40 Environmental

S-IV stage flight, 48 temperatures and pressures, 80

valve, GOX flow, 30 Events

valve, LOX replenishing, 30 cutoff, 20
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times of, 20 GroundS_pport Equipment, 5, 10

Exhaust engine service platform, 10

Eas, 101 fiame dcflector, 11

turbine, 29, tO5 holddownarms, 101

LOX umbilical drain lines, 11

F service structure, 7

s_ingamn, 5, 10, 11, 101

Fin umbilical connection pneumatic system, 5, ll,10I

accelerometers, 70 umbilical tov, er, ll

angle-of-attack sensors, 45, 50, 51 visual inspection, 100

base gas temperatures, ,_2 water quench hoses, it)

base heating r_.te, 80 Guidance

bending, 70 command experiments, I00

main, 3t, 105, 109 computer error, lr,

pressure distribution, (.)3 data, lh

pressure loading, 93 path initiation, 43

pressure n_easuremelltS, 92 path prograrn, 43

skin temperature, .q0 ST-124 system, 43, 45, 105, 109

stuh, 30, 70, 105 system per[ormance, 45, 46
First Motion Time, 2i, 101 S-I_' initiation, 49

Flow Rate Gyro

GIt2, 36 rate, 51, 105, 109

mass, total propellant, 33 rate, 111caskll'eli)ell_, 91, 92

Flutter, 71

Force ti

total longitudinal, 26
Fuel lleater

depletion sensors, 90 helium, 91

engine jackets, 9 ST-124, 91

filland drain mast, I01 Heatiag

LH 2 loading, 9, l0 S-I-7 base, rate, ,_2

LI't 2 main fill valve, 9, 10 engine shroud, _5

LH 2mass level, 10 helium heater flux, 39

LH 2 pump inlet conditions, 36, 37 LIt 2 t_'mk input, 63, 64

Ltt2 system, 105 spacecraft, aerodynamic, 103

LIt 2 tank vents, 9 fieat Shield

Ltl 2 transfer line, 9 movement: 101

Lit 2 vent line, 9 i)ressurcs, sl

pumps, 29 flelium

sensing probe, 7, 9 cold, bubbling, 39

specific weight, 7, 9 cold, sphere vihrations, 74, 79

tanks, 29 cold, supply pressure and temperature, "]9

control outlet pressure, 41)

G heat exchanger, preeooI, 9

heater, 24, 91

GLOTRAC, 18, 99 heater combustion temperature, 39

GN 2 heater exciter, 91

hazard proofing system, II heater heat fltm, 39

pressure supply sphere, 30 heater ignition, 39

triplex spheres, 30 heater parameters, 39

COX mass, 39

flow control valve, 30 l)rcssurization flow rote, 40

line vibration, 73 sphere temperature, 40
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storage sphere, 40 Instrument Unit, It, 31, 58, 75, 76, 79

triplex, 30 electrical system, 91, 92

tlolddown, 6s, 7t, 72, 74 recorder, 98

arms. 10, 10l umbilical separation, I t

points, 105 Instrument Unit Measurements

vibration, 70 aceelcrometer, 6.% 69, 70

ttolds, 5 sound intensity, 97

Horizon Sensor, 51, 52 system reliability. 94, 97

Hydraulic teml)eratures, 89

actuator gimbals, 31 vibration levels, 68, 75, 76, 79

lanyard disconnect, 11 Instrumentation

oil levels, 31 batte_ 5, one, 90

oil temperature, 31 battery two, 90

source pressure, 3l ETR, 5, 7, 8, 100

S-I pump, 5, 7, i0 Interstage

S-Isystem, 24, 31 debonding, 79

S-1N t system, 41 forward vibration, 74, 79

S-IV system accumulators, 41 pressure, aft, 83

S-IV system sequence yah,e, 41 separation, 65

temperature "OK" switch, 5, t0 S-I, S-IV, 30, 10l

temperature, ,qS, 86, 87
I

J

IEC() ( see cutoff)

Ignition Jettison

command fi-lN', 65 LES, 6:_, 70, 78, 99, i00, 10l, 103

helium heater, 39 ullage rocket, 41, 42, 91

pops, main propellant, 26

retro rocket, 101 L

S-I, 26, 69, 70, 72, 74

S--I signal, 26 Lateral Motion

ullage rocket, 91 separation clearance, 65

weights, 7 Launch

hlH)act camera coverage, tOi

booster, 18, 22 conditions, 11

IICA preliminary reports, 22 Pad 37B, 5

S-IVstage/BP-t5, 18, 23 Launch Escape System, 6_, 103, 105

Impulse jettison, 68, 70, 78, 99, 100, 103

specific, individual engine, 24, 26 performance, 103

specific, S-I, 24, 2_ LH 2 (see fuel)

specific, S-IV, 33, 34 main pressure relief vent system, 61, 63, 64

S-IV cutoff, 35 tank heat input, 63, 64

total, hydrogen vent, 63, 64 tank pressure, 9, 41, 63, 64

total, retro rocket, 32 vent pressure recording, 63, 64

ullage_, rocket, longitudinal, 42 Loads

vehicle angular, 66 axial, 70

Inclination center LOX tank, 69

. orbital, 22 delta P loading systems, 7, 9
Insertion maximum pressure, 80

orbital, 18, 22 normal, factor, 68
orbital, time, 18, 22 propellant, 5, 7, 9, tO, 105
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semi-automatic loading systems, 7 Mast

skirt, 70 LOX, filland drain, 101

structural flight, 68 short cable, lO1

S-IV, 77 Measurements

vehicle, body, 69 combustion stability monitor, 72

vehicle, longitudinal, 69 engine component vibration, 72
LOX forward interstage vibration, 74, 80

container sumps, 3f retro rocket structural, 72

dome, 29 RI,t0-A vibration, 74, 78, 79

fill and drain mast, 101 shear beam structural, 71

fill valve, 9 shear panel structural, 71

filter assembly gear, 105 spacecraft strain level, 103

levels, 31 spider beam spoke vibration, 71

main fill, 9 spider beam structural, 71

main pressure relief vent system, 61, 63 S-IV component vibration, 74, 79

oxidizer systems, 9 Milestones, 5, 6

pressures, 64 Minitrack, 23, 100

pressurization backup system, 39, 105 Mistram, 18, 1()0

pressurization control orifice, 39 Moments

pressurization system, 24, 29, 30, 37 aerodynamics, 68

pump cooldown period, 39 bending, distribution, 68

pump inlet, 39 pitch and roll, inertia, 13, 17

pump inlet pressure, 29, 39 roll, 43

pump seal ourge, 30 vehicle, maximum, 68

replenish system, 9, 10 Mixture Ratio, 28

sloshing, 53 excursions, S-1%_, 41

specific weight, 7, 9 S-IV, 33, 34
supply pump, 9

S-I tanks, 7 N

S-IV loading, 9 Nominal

S-IV pressure regulator, 5, 7 trajectory, 18
tank thermal environment, 80

tank ullage pressure, 29, 37 O

transfer line, 9 ODOP

umbilicaldrain line, tl AGC coverage, 100

vent, 61 system, t00

vent valves, 9, 30, 61 OECO tsee cutoff)
LOX-SOX Orbit

disposal system purges, 30 decay and reentry, 22, 23

spheres, 29 extrapolated, 18

insertion elements, 22

M "O" ring of, 26

payload, 13

Mach Number, 18 tracking, 101, 102

Malfunctions, 104 vehicle lifetime, 18, 22, 102

Mass (see weights)

helium, 39, 40 p

history, propellant, 40 Payload, 109

history, vehicle, 33 Pegasus, 61, 63

loss rate, 34 Perforrnanee

S-IV characteristics, 66 S-IV propulsion system parameter, 33

S-IV cutoff , 34 Perigee

vehicle, 13 altitude, 18, 22
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Pitch residuals, S-I, 26, 31

S-I stage, progl-am, 45 residuals, S-IV, 40

Pogo sensor data, 34

oscillations, 69 sloshing, 53

Pressure suction lines, 105

aft interstage, 83 S-IV consumption, 13

chamber, 69 tanks, 31, 105

chamber, buildup, 24 tank temperature, 7

cold helium regulator outlet, 40 utilization, 24, 30, 40, 4t

cold helium supply, 39 utilization prob_,, 5a
conditional area, 89 Pump

detonation, switches, 85 inlet conditions, 28, 36, 37, 39

dynamic, 1_, 21 LOX, cooldown period, 39

engine fuel pump inlet, 29, 69 speed, turbopump, 28

fin loading edge distribution, 93 Purge

fin measurements, 93 calorimeter seal, 30

flame shield, 82 disposal system, 30

fuel ullage, 29 engine compartment TV camera, 30

GN 2 supply sphere, 30 hydrogen vent duet, 30

heat shield measurements, 93 LOX pump seal, 30

hydraulic source, at

Lit 2 tarLk, 63, 64 Q

LH 2 vent recording, 63, 64

LOX pump inlet, 29 Q-Ball

LOX tank, 64 angle-of-a_u_ck sensor, 45, 50, 51

LOX ullage, 29, 37 retract cable, li

regulated supply, 30

repeated surges, 26 R

retro chamber, 31, 32

surface, 80 t_ada r

S-Ichamber, 26 altimeter, 18

S-IVchamber transients, 34, 35 C-Band system, 100

S-IV forward interstage, 89 Grand Turk, 5, 6

thrust frame compartment, 83 KANO, 23

ullage rocket chamber, 41 skin track, 103

unconditional area, 89 Radiation

Pressurization inner region, 82, 84

engine turbopump gearbox, 30 outer region, 82, 84

helium, flow rate, 40 plume, 80

inflight fuel tank, 36 Range

step, 37 cross, 18, 20, 22

Probe slant, 33

continuous level, 31 surface, 19, 20, 22

discrete level, 5, 7, 9 Hate, Gyro, 51

Propellant Rates, Gimbal, 53

automatic loading systems, 9 Rawinsonde

booster consumption, 13, 28 data, It

densities, 28 winds, 45, 46

depletion requirements, 28 Recorder

depletion time, 33 instrument unit, 98

flow rate, 9, 25, 31, 33 onboard tape, 94, 98

igmition pops, 26 S-I stage, 98

h)ading, 9 S-IV stage, 98, 100
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transfer signal, 98 guidance system, 45

Regulator platform functions, 44, 45

control pressure, 30 steering corrections, 45
Resolver system, 105, 109

chain error, 52, 53 vibration, 76

Retro Rocket, 3t, 65, 66 Stability

flame attenuator, 94, 98, 99, fO0 combustion, 26

ignition, i01 Static Test

propellant grain temperature, 32 penalty, 29
structural measurements, 71 Steering

support bracket aceelerometers, 72 vehicle, 31

thrust level, 32, 105 Strain Gauge .

Roll cooling, 70

angular rate, 61, 64 tank skirt, 7(I

error, 65, 66 Surface

moment, 43 absorptivity, 82, 85

torque, 43 emissivity, 82, 85
flame shield eolorimeter, 82, 85

S Systems

destruct command, 100

Separation, 30, 31, 65, 6._, 70, 10l, 105 distribution, pneumatic, l0

command, 65 electrical stage, S-I, 90
lateral clearance, 65 electrical stage, S-IV, 90, 91

mininmm clearance, 65 electrical IU stage, 9I, 92

television coverage, 100 environmental control, 10

transients, 67 Firex activation, 5, 7

Signal fire detection, passenger, 94, 98

loss of telemetry, 21 fuel tank pressurization, 24, 29, 30, 36, 37

RFdropout, 9g, 99, 100 gimbaling, 31, 105

RF performance, 98, 100 hydraulic, 24, 31, 41

telemetry, 100 LOX replenish, 9
Simulation LOX tank pressurization, 37, 105

cluster performance, 24, 25 measuring, 94

drag simpe, 26 ODOP, I00

flight, 25, 33, 34 pressure, pneumatic control, 30

propulsion performance flightanalysis, 93 propellant loading, 7, 9, I0, 28

thrust shape, 24, 25, 26 propellant utilization,40, 41

Sloshing RF, 98, 100

L}I2, 54, 55 spacecraft cooling, ll

LOX, 53, 54 ST-f24, 43, 45, 55, 56, 105, 109

propellant, 53 S-I propulsion, mathematical model, 28
Sound S-IV pnemnatic, 40

level measurements, 11, 12 umbilical pneumatic connector, 5, 10, tl

pressure levels, 11 vent, non-propulsive, 37

Spacecraft (see Apollo) T

BP-15, 103, 109

command module, 103, 105 Tel6metry, 102

impact, 18, 23 Apollo, 99

service module, 103, 105, 109 IU links, 97

vibration level, i03 multicoder, 98

ST-90S rate gyro, 6f

stabilized platform, 105 RF performance, 97, 100

ST-124 RF systems, 98, i00

compartment temperature, 89 transmitter, 98
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VCO, 98 S-IV, 33, 34, 105

Television S-IV buildup, 34, 66

AGC curves, 100 S-l'v' overshoot, 34

Temperature ullage rockets, 41

access chute structure, 83 vectoring, 3i

nit shiekl, 86, _7 vector misalif,mment, 43, 48, 49, 67

cloth closure, 88, 89 Time

cold helium supply, 39 first motion, lg, 101

engine compartment gas, 83 indexing, 101

engine shroud gas, 82 insertion, 18, 61

fin skin, 80 Tracking Data

flame shiskt, 82 altimeter, 18

forward interstage, 85, 86 booster, 22

GH2, 37 discrepancies, 18

helium heater combustion, 39 GLOTRAC, 18, 99

helium sphere, 40 Minitrack, 23

hydraulic oil, 31 MISTRAM, i8

hydroge_vent pipe, 8t radar skin, 102

inboard engine turbine exhaust duct, 81 Tracking Networks

IUcomponents, 89 DOD, 102

LH 2tank, 85 GLOTRAC, t_, 99

LOX tank, 7, 9 Minitrack, 23, 102

plenum chamber, 30 MOTS, 102

propellant tank, 7, 9 MSFN, 102

retro rocket propellant grain, 32 NORAD, 102

surface, 80 SAO, 102

S-I-7 base, 8t STADAN, 102

S-I-7 inner and outer region gas, 81 Tracking Systems

S-W forward interstage, 89 Azusa, 99

tail shroud, 80, 81 GLOTRAC, 18, 99

thrust structure, 87 MISTRAM, 18

ullage, 37 radar, l,_

ullage rocket fairing, 86 Trajectory

ullage rocket grain, 41 bodster free flight, 18, 22

Thermal nominal, 18

base, environment, 80 powered, construction, i 8

LOg tank, environment, 80, 81 powered, devmtions from nominal, 18

Thrust S-I powered, t9

chamber, S-IV engine, 30 S-IV powered, 19, 10i

corrections, 26 Transients

individual engines, 24, 26, 28 S-IV chamber prcssm'es, 34

level, 24, 26, 28, 29, 105

observed, 69 U

retro rocket, 32, 105

static, 68 Ullage Rocket, 41, 65, 67

structure, 31, 105 chamber pressure, 41

S-I buildup, 24, 69 g_'ain temperature, 41

S-Idecay, 25, 31 ignition, 91

S-I longitudinal, 24, 26 jettison,42, 91

S-I simulated shape, 24 Umbilical

S-Istatic, 69 connector, 7, 101
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Valves instrument unit, 75, 76, 79

GOX flow control, 30 instrumentation, 94, 95, 96

helium heater secondary coil, 39 level spacecraft, 103

hydraulic systems sequences, 41 LH2, tank, 74, 78, 79

hydrogen non-propulsive vent, 63 longitudinal, 72

oxygen non-propulsive vent, 63 RL10-A, gear case housing, 74, 78, 79

LOX replenishing control, 30 RL10-A, measurements, 74, 78, 79

LOX tank vent valve, 37 shock-mounted instrument panel, 74

LOX vent, 30 shroud panel, levels, 71

PU movement, 40 skin vibration, 75

Velocity spider beam, measurements, 7 l

comparison with nominal, 20 structural level, 68

cross-range, 18, 20, 22 St-124, 76

earth-fixed, 18, 20, 33 S-I_ r components measurements, 74, 75, 79

excess circular, 22 S-IV thrust structure, 74, 78, 79

gain from engine thrust decay, 22 thrust chamber dome, measurements, 26

inertial components, 43 yaw, 72

space-fixed, 18, 20, 22 Voltage

vector, 20 8Dlf and 8D21 Bus, 90

Vent 5-volt measuring supply, 90

hydrogen, duct purge system, 30

hydrogen, non-propulsive valve, 63 W

hydrogen stacks, 108

hydrogen total impulse, 63 Weights

LH 2, 9, 61, 63, 64 ignition, 9

Lit 2 line, 11 lift-off, 26

LOX, 61 propellant, 28

LOX valve, 9, 30, 37 spacecraft, 109

main hydrogen cover, 63 specific, fuel, 7, 9, 25

main pressure relief LH 2 system, 61, 63 specific, LOX, 7, 9, 25

main pressure relief LOX system, 61, 63 vehicle, 28

non-propulsive system, 24, 37, 61, 63, 64, 105 Winds (see atmospheric)

oxygen, 63

oxygen, non-propulsive valve, 63
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Vibrations

Apollo, acceleration level, 70

Apollo, structure, 77, 79

cold helium sphere, 74, 75, 79

engine, 71, 72

engine component measurements, 72

flight levels, 68
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instrument compartment panels, 73
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